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The next contingent, including about
100 drafted men, will probably be called
February 23d and will be fitted out before leaving. Their outfit calls for muf-

Cross.Obituary....The Waldo County Draft.The B.
S. Musical Entertainment.
Transfers in Real Estate.

H

Personal....Secret Societies.

Republican State Convention.
Editorials.Apportionment
for Road Patrol.... Found a Conlinent....Maine’s Sweet Corn
Club....Fish—Canned and Leftover.

Maine Items....The Problem of
Farmer’s Wife.Business
a
Methods Needed....Salt Water

1

Fishermen Must Have License,
Hd Method of Transport....Not
\11 His Fault ...If Not, Why
Not....Boys’ and Girls’ Clubs
Waldo County.

n

Editorials.The Third Maine
Uigiment....County Correspon-

1

dence.... Illinois Professor Says
\cres Must Yield Double.
Mother’s Cook Book.

The News of Belfast.
To the Toilers of Germany....
Ml Sorts....Particularly Per-

sonal.Obituary.Clippings.
Intelligent Planning....The Service Flag (poem)....Aroused to
Helps.

Searsport...Stockton Springs..
Born... Married... Died... Market.

iritis
l * * s §

i

Belfast.160
Isles boro.
36
Freedom. 19
liberty. 10

Unity.
Troy.
Searsport.

Winterport

Frankfort.
Stockton Springs.

Sandypoint.

wl, the heroine of “Within the
“Common

Clay,”

and

one

of

of America’s dramatic act-

,st

the Colonial Thursday as
Goldwyn production, “The
“The Spreading
Dawn.”
picturization of the remarkurday Evening Post serial by
to

<

a

which created a sensation
the courtry at the time of its

n

It is

story of

a

romance

and

said to have been made into a
picture. Among the highly
which punctuate the
burning of an entire theatre
aisequent panic of the spectascenes

re

are

also snown

columns

$1520 79

cching away to France, and
s' irring aeroplane flight,
the

t;at

Lincolnville
Palermo
Morrill
Knox

great deal of
management olFers

it is with

v,

a

Prospect

Clark in “Bab’s Matinee
fhe last of Mrs. Rinehart’s

<

Searsmont
for gauze
11
yarn

is

of the lfsub-deb” and her

s

cutting

of “serious thinkers” to be
If you saw “Bab’s
.<'lures.
‘Bab’s Burglar” you’ll surely
the last of the group. If you
missed

a

treat, but

you

it by seeing the last

hand Feb. 10, 1918
Amount, on hand Nov. 23, 1917
Received from sale of needles
Balance

can

11

pins
Memberships

one.

comedy-drama, “The Phanmd.”
lorn Sawyer, Mark Twain’s
the

whistling

battling,

old out the rights to the irkwhitewashing a fence for his
mres, while he sat on a barerintended the operation, is
own.
He will appear on Monof clever young Jack
brother of “our Mary,' and a
how to depict American
the screen as it has never be-

o t nows

o

done, incarnating the very spirit
ckle-faccd, whistling lads that
know and love, and many of us
if

th episode of “Who Is “Numin which is given the lirst real

Amount

identity of mysterious ‘Numwill also be shown Monday in
with “Tom Sawyer.”

on

hand Feb. 10, 1918

of

Sandypoint
Liberty

Song.

Monroe
Brooks
Frankfort

in the

Freedom, no report
Burnham,
Islesboro, no report
Searsport
Troy, no report
Lincolnville, no report
Prospect

churches,

the clubs,
schools will have a

The

under the direction ol

'ram

teachers, Mr. and Mrs. El'cher.

The Peirce school will

.hlic program in Odd Fellows
afternoon of Washington’s

1
:

Knox
Palermo
Morrill

!' eh. 22nd.

Searsmont
Jackson
Belfast

the country at 8 p. m. Feb.
y American with uncovered
rise and sing America in memr

tshington and Lincoln.
of

rse

America

should

1

thee

we

One of the well known scalers who is
working in this county estimates that

sing;

land be bright
may
freedom’s holy light,

there is in the woods, four and a half feet
of snow, while in many places the drifts

by Thy might,
God, our King.”
us

are six to eight feet high, blocking logging roads which sometimes necessitates
;.ould be sung as a fervent | the entire crew turning out to break out
the roads.
Most of the large operators
are using this year log-haulers and as
:ve our splendid men,
these require good substantial roads it
e them safe home again,
makes the work doubly hard. With hall
God save our men.
the winter yet to come the prospect is
them victorious,
! not the
brightest to look forward to
tent, and chivalrous;
Help is scarce and wages high and a crewr
6, y are so dear to us—
getting only half of the output ordinarily
God save our men.
obtained owing to the difficulty of getting

is

11

a

new verse

to the

same

It is estimated
around in the woods.
cur Five
Hundred Muscles
that the cut in northern Maine will be
from 25 to 30 per cent less than in normal
hundred muscles in the humai j years.
Labor is scarce and most of the woods
'""end on pure and rich blood foi
'hh and contractile energy whicl
to labor. If they are giver

: men are as

independent

as

the greatest

is cited where a mar
had worked for 31 days and cashed in hi:
,! r’
tdood they become enfeebled, th<
time check for 3110 and then “iacked hi!
t|: ’0!>es its
elasticity, the arm its effici- ; job” as he had enough to keep him (joint
a'id there is incapacity to perforxr without work for a few weeks.—Houltor
Times.
amount of labor,

plutocrat,

’'"ability

j

^usual
lat

blessing Hood’s Sarsaparilh
! '”,'n 'o the many toiling thousand!
blood it has made and kept puri
ri|b! This medicine cleanses th<
a

'fl|'

f ah
humors, inherited or acquired
strengthens and tones the whole sysh

is

important to be

’"oil’s Sarsaparilla

sure

that yoi

when you ask foi

No substitute for it is like it.

one

case

the dollar, but later in life

up

the close of the Fillmore administration,
Pendleton returned to Maine, where he
rebuilt

sound

a

business and

became

a

He was a member
of importance.
of the convention that nominated Gen.

man

Harrison for the Presidency.
Kate I., wife of Martin S. Webber,
died at their home on High street, Thurs-

689

but to many who loved her and admired her bright and helpful ways. In
the home life she had always been all

ly,

that could be required of her as a daughter, wife and mother and her departure is
a severe blow to the bereaved.
Among
her close friends she was the life of all
social gatherings and a charming hostess.
She was born in Northport July 24, 1879,
•i

.toiinhtpr

McCarty.

f

r’nllinc

anH Sarah Winslow

They moved to Belfast when

Kate was about two years old and this
city has since been her home. She is
survived by her husband, their daughter,
Mrs. Frederick Ingersoll of Exeter, N. H.,
little grandson, Frederick, Jr., and by hei
The funeral took place Sunday
at her late home, Rev Arthur

at 2 p. m.
E. Wilson of the Unitarian church of
The bearers were foremen
ficiating.

60
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40
7
1
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2
1
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Mrs.

Susan

B. Cunningham died sudon the corner of Cedar

denly at her home

and Miller streets last Friday morning.
She had been critically ill for some time

with

a

complication of troubles,

was

as

well as usual Thursday, but was found
dead in her bed Friday morning. She
probably died in her sleep of heart failure.
She was ,born in Searsport, the

2280
1
1
1

9

26
11

2

24
68

600

479
20

1
15

7
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Dr. Leon S. Merrill, federal fofcd admin
istrator for Maine, hah anno iced tha
there will be no modification < the regu
She was a regular attendant at the Unito th
lations which he issued in ret
versalist church and its allied societies.
heat sub
sale and purchase of flour and
She was always considerate of the comwhea
stitute8. He said that fUw
and pur
fort of others and helpful to all in trouble
flour substitutes must
will in
chased on a 50-50 baa
or misfortune.
She is survived by one
sist that the regulati
ing a 31 j
sister and two brothers, Mrs. H. B. Tyler
wil
be
iding
supply
days’
obseij
not bettoleratediDr.
I of South Brewer, Charles Cunningham
|

350

3100

100

440

112 10

12

56
70

j

27
jg

eration.

=

Miss Blanche

147

51

8

21800

591

in

terment will be in Grove cemetery. The
were her sons, Otto B., William,
Donald W. and Austin K..

bearers

John G. Farr died Thursday, Feb. 7th,
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. B. O. Norton, where he had enjoyed a happy and
comfortable home for the past seven
years. He had been ill for several years,
his strength gradually failing until within the past few nqonths when he was confined to his room and rapidly grew worse
at the end. No relative could have received

more

thoughtful

attention

J
!

|

7

150

3440

«0

or

iirm

112

30

224

85

Jennys, a student at the
of Maine, spent Sunday with
her parents, I)r. and Mrs. Charles W.
University

140

in

the northern part of the State in the vicinity of Lily Bay and were obliged to
walk a distance of 65 miles to get out to
the railroad.
Of the 51 who

Sullivan

High School

Soprano, Selected,

He was
the family gave the deceased.
born about 78 years ago in the London,
England, Barracks, where his father was

not

declined to report the number of that lot
that they had selected for service. Of
the fifty-one who were examined, but
four were

new

men

examined before.

who had not been

The following transfers of real estate
recorded in Waldo County Registry

were

North Belfast, Feb. 9th, aged 27 years, 2
months and 9 days. She was the daugh1
ter of Richard D. and Roxie Harvey. The
funeral took place at her late home Monday at 1 p. m Rev. J. Wilbor Richardson

of the Baptist church officiating. The
was in Swanville.

interment

The funeral of James H. Clark was
held Friday at 10 a. m. at his home on
Allyn street, Rev. J. Wilbor Richardson

I. O. O.

F.,

Samuel

Adams, Leslie C.

Hutchins,

Follett

and

Amos P. Lord.
Miss Eva E. Perkins has returned to
her duties as teacher in the Somerville,
Mass., schools after a visit with her par-

ents, Mr. and Mrs. Chester E. Perkins.
She was accompanied by her aunt, Mrs.
Elizabeth R. Hart, who will visit in Boston and

Taunton, Maas.

Mr. and Mrs.

Frederick Ingersoll

and

little son

Frederick of Exeter, N. H.
were called to Belfast Friday
by the death',
of Mrs. Ingersoll’s
Mrs. Martini

mother,

S. Webber.
Miss

Marjorie

Tuesday

for

her duties

a

as

Shaw

home

arrived

two weeks’ vacation from

teacher in the

Lynn, Mass.,

Classical High, school, caused by
shortage of coal there.

Irving

T.

Whitney

the

who enlisted in the

Navy several years ago and is now assigned to the U. S. S. San Francisco left
last Saturday after spending a short vacation

with his

Whitney

mother, Mrs. Mary H
and other relatives.

Mrs. George L. Bowman left Saturday
a
few weeks at the Falmouth

to spend

Hotel, where Mr.
Sundays, etc.

Bowman will join hex
Later she plans to visit
in Boston. Mrs. Bowman closed her
Congress street home on account of the
on

lack of coal.
Mark

Pendleton

arrived

in

Belfast

Thursday morning on his way to Islesborc
from Annapolis, called by the death of
his father, Capt. Richard Pickett Pendleton. Young Pendleton is a cadet at the
Naval Academy and a former University
of Maine student.
Alonzo J. Knowlton, a former superintendent of the Belfast-Searsport school
district, and more recently of North

Conwray,

N. H., has now accepted the
superintendency of the Claremont and
Charleston, N. H., district. Mr. Knowlton is a former Swanville boy and Mrs.
Knowlton was Miss Minnie Whitten
of Liberty. Mrs. Knowlton in a personal
note w-rites that tneir only regret in the
change is leaving their North Conway

SOCIETIES.

In accordance with a special dispensation from the Grand Matron of the State
O. E. S., Mrs. Elizabeth F. Libby of Ba 1gor, there will be no more meetings ot
Fhis
Primrose Chapter until April 1st
is done to conserve fuel.
Aurora

Rebekah

Lodge, I. O.

< *.

F.;

held a valentine party with a box s cia"
at their meeting last Tuesday evening.
All

the lady members present brought

party in charge were Isabel Ginn, chairman; Iva Blood, Emeroy Ginn, Florence
Kimball and Isabel Smalley. A dance
followed with music by the B.

H

S

or-

of Deeds for the week ending February 9,
1918:

At the regular meeting of Canton PalCyphers, Searsport, to
las, I. O. O. F., Wednesday evening;
Herman S. Conary, do.; land in SearsFeb. 6th, a light lunch was served and the
port.
organization of a degree team was placed
Rose Fairbrother, Belfast, to Sadie E.
in the hands of Capt E. F. Littlelield.
Clark, do.; land in Belfast.
•Capt. William Estes appointed the folFred A. Marriner, Belmont, to Alice
lowing committees: finance, Capt. A
W. Morse, do.; land in Belmont.
II. Morse, Capt. E. F. Littlelield and
Mary E. Cole, et als., Winterport, to
Capt. Gerth S. Robinson; investigating.
Frank E. Downes, do.; land and buildings
Capt. A. H. Morse, Lit ut W. K. McNeil.
in winierpon.
and Capt. Lucius A. Walton.
Clerk OrJames C. Durham, Belfast, et als., to
rin J. Dickey wras appointed a committee
Martin S. Ekquist, do.; land in Belfast.
to secure and hang in the lodge room a
Everett W. Gage, North Andover,
suitable honor roll of the members who

Ephraim

|

ter of the late John n. and Sally BramWhen a young woman she
hall Annis.

ningham.

box lunches, which were sold at auction
to the gentlemen by Wm. K. Keene, the
auctioneer. The committee having the

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.

The others had been

land.
He was a member of the Church I
Among those who were examined and
of England and when able was a regular 1
passed for service on Tuesday were:
attendant at the church of his faith and
Arnold Eldridge Ward, Searsport.
j
when that was closed he attended the
Forest Oliver Whitmore, Northport.
Field P. Dodge, Islesboro
other city churches. He was quiet and
Avon Elwood Blood, Morrill.
unassuming, respected by all who knew
Ralph Whittier Luce, Troy.
him. The funeral took place Saturday
Cecil B. Holmes, Winterport.
at 10 a. m. at the Coombs’ undertaking !
Marthorn Doak, Belfast.
Wilbur George Esany, Liberty.
rooms, Rev. Chas. W. Martin of the
I Arthur C. Hatch, Islesboro.
Methodist church officiating. The bearAntonio Rezzoagli,.Stockton.
E.
Chas.
Owen,
ers were Mr. Norton, Mr.
Everett Libby Houston, Burnham. »
Arthur R. G. Tweedie, Thorndike.
Dr. Eugene D. Tapley and Leslie B. GardHarold Ladd, Belfast.
ner.
Mary r.. i nomas aiea ai ner nome
on Market street Feb. 8th aged 73 years.
She was born in North Haven the daugh-

Cecil Clay of Portland
called by the sudden death
of Mrs. Clay’s aunt, Mrs. Susan B. Cun-

SECRET

College Song, “Jingle Bells,”
Entire Company

before the board a number of times and
passed from four to six examinations.

Mrs.

Friday,

■

Drs. F. C. Small and Elmer Small of Belfast, and Dr. H. L. Trueworthy of Unity,
for a further examination. This board

than

and Mrs.

friends.

Selections from Flotow’s Martha.
Sketch of the Opera,
Hope Dorman
Ladies Chorus, Bright as are the Stars
Chorus; Come O Maidens Fair,
Mixed voices
Solos and Chorus,
We, Anne, Queen of England
Sheriff, Farmers and Servants.
Chorus, Last Rose of Summer,
Miss Morgridge
Ladies Chorus, All We Ladies of the Court
Finale, Now the April days,
Miss Morgridge and Chorus

accepted for any
^service. The remaining 44 were sent to
the Advisory Board, which consists of
were

Mr.

arrived

PART II.

were

William H. Collett, Howard Lowell Tibbetts and Edmund Eleazer Stevens, BelFour

Jennys.

Miss Morgridge

examined by Drs.
O. S. Vickery and Adelbert Millett, three
for service, as follows:
were accepted

ast.

Portland harbor

Mrs. T. H. Anderson of Portland arrived recently to visit Mrs. F. G.
Spinney,
who is convalescing after her recent op-

9

K8

McKinley,

Mr. and Mrs. Allen L. Curtis returned
last Friday from their wedding trip and
are now at their new home on Congress
street.

3

10

at Fort

spent Sunday at his home in this city.

25

1860
1820

3
2

men

36

_

daughter of the late William and Mary of the
Baptist church officiating. The
McNelly Cunningham. Her age was 74 bearers were members of Waldo
Lodge,
years, 6 months and 12 days. For about
Messrs. Albea E.

33 years she had made her home in Belfast and for many years was the housekeeper for W. A. and Charles F. Swift.

144

3g
6

Passed and referred to the Advisory
Board:
Roscoe Cross, Morrill.
James Richard Bagley, Liberty.
Wilbert ClarK, Winterport.
Herman Joshua Harriman, Prospect.
Cecil Leland Pendleton, Islesboro.
Willard Clark, Winterport.
Clarence Daniel Larrabee, Monroe.
Referred to Advisory Board for classi-

married B. F. Stover of Belfast who died
|
They had five sons—
many years ago.
Charles
Frank
Belmar,
; Adelbert E. Miles,
Arthur F., Victor C., Clarence E., Ernest
| E. Rhoades, Harry A. Peters, Charles L. and Harry G. Her
husband, Martin fication:
Thomas and Ben;. L. Tuttle of the LeonF. Hughes, Winterport.
Thomas survives with one sister, Miss a
" Joseph
where
Mr.
ard & Barrows shoe factory
Osmond E. Nickerson, Searsport.
I
Abbie J. Annis, who lives at No. 8 MarWebber is employed and where the dej Luther Earl Roberts, Belfast,
ket street in this city. The funeral took
Leon Russell Webster, Swanville.
i
ceased worked for a number of years.
home
late
afternoon
her
Monday
place at
Charles Robbins, Belfast.
The floral olferings were abundant and
Roy Elijah Cunningham, Belfast,
at 2 o’clock, Rev. Charles W. Martin of
beautiful, tributes of the love and esteem
j Harold B. Robinson, Belfast.
the Methodist church officiating.
I Lyndon C-Nealley, Winterport.
for the departed and in many instances
Harold B. Gowen, Troy.
prompted by the knowledge of her unMrs. Eliza Snyder died at her home in j
usual love and fondness for them.

§

ii ii i hi|

420

4
1

1
2
4

i

I?i

Henry W. Collins, with the drafted
at Fort McKinley, Portland harbor,
spent Sunday at his home in this city.
Clyde Moody, now with the drafted1
men

ii mm if i
14920

1

6

17

i

Searsport and James Cunningham of
The B. H. S. Musical EnterThe Waldo County Draft.
One niece and four nephtainment.
ews survive—Mrs. Blanche Dolloff Clay
New Examinations are Certifying Many
of Portland, Mark Dolloff, B. H. and A.
More Men for the Service.
The pupils of the Belfast High school
T. Mudgett of Belfast and George Bowen
assisted by Miss Amy Morgridge, soof Searsport. The funeral took place at
Physical examinations tor the draft, prano, of Dexter, and Reginald Boardher late home Monday at 1.30 p. m., Rev.
man, pianist, of Dark Harbor, will give
Ashley A. Smith of Bangor, a former which were temporarily held up by order
of the Adjutant General, were resumed a musical program at Odd Fellows Hall
were
The
bearers
officiating.
pastor,
at
a
date to be announced later.
Messrs. Marcellus R. Knowlton, Charles again last Saturday when some fifty men
called
for
their
second
or
third ex- The program will be in two parts,
S. Bickford, Samuel Rackliff and John were
amination or even more as the case might part one consisting of solos, vocal and
W. Knight.
I
have been. The cause of the interruption instrumental, choruses, etc. Part two,
selections from the Opera “Martha,”
Amanda I., wifeof Rev. Wm. Vaughan, last week was due to the change in the
Flotow. The proceeds are to be used for
in
which
and
there
was
regulations
rules,
Reformed
Church,
pastor of the Trinity
imore leniency shown in cases of minor the benefit of the High School Athletics
died at her home at 3 a. m. Sunday, Feb.
defects which could be cured. This will and a liberal patronage is desired. Miss
10th, aged 61 years and 3 months. She
bring into the service many men who Morgridge has a beautiful soprano voice
of
the
child
only
was born in Farmington
and will be sure to please, while Mr.
would not otherwise be accepted.
J. Mores and Irene Butterfield Bass. She
The
local
Boardman’s piano playing has been the
board
now passes upon regisher
several
for
bearing
ill
years,
had been
sufferings with fortitude and several days trants for general military service only favorable comment of many of our peobefore the end came she told her family when they come within the standards of ple who have heard him on former occathat she felt stronger and that she was unconditional acceptance or rejection. sions. The price of tickets is fifty cents,
The end came All other cases must be referred to the including war tax. They may be secursure she would recover.
She en- Medical Advisory Board for further ex- ed from members of the High school or at
her
in
and
sleep.
suddenly
very
amination. Hereafter there will be no Adams’ Jewelry Store.
Following is the
joyed the love and respect of all who
knew her. She was faithful and true in unconditional rejection of men who have program:
Belfast High school, assisted by Miss
the home life, and in her church, Sunday remedial defects. Under the old regulaschool and Ladies’ Aid connections she tions, men who werejunder five feet in Amy Morgridge soprano of Dexter and
depended on for her height were unconditionally rejected, Reginald Boardman, pianist of Dark
was always to be
Her but with the new rules, men of 58 inches, Harbor.
part and for more if necessary.
PART 1.
earlier married life was spent in New ff well proportioned according to height,
Key
The family moved to Belfast will be accepted, or referred to the Ad- Star Spangled Banner,
York.
Chorus and Audience
about 15years ago buying the Hurd farm visory Board. Above 78 inches, and not
Preludes
Nos. 16 and 17,
Piano,
Chopin
in East Belfast, which has since been exceptionally well proportioned, they
Mr. Boardman
the
Board.
will
be
to
her
Advisory
passed
survived
Selected
is
She
by
Soprano,
their home.
Miss Morgridge
The minimum weight is established at
mother, who made her home with the deI he Magnet and the Charm,
1 Afl nAiitiHo
Porfiftrnntc
/I
ifKf
Chorus,
six
their
and
husband
her
by
ceased,
Sullivan
children, Otto B., who lives at home, proportion to their height, are also referHigh School
riorieco R
wife* r.f M
T InvH Stant.ial of red to the Advisory Board.
Gautier
Clarinet, Le Secret,
J'ean Knowlton
Fifty-one men were examined on SatHoulton, William Jr., of East Belfast,
Piano, Selected,
Donald W. of Searsport, Malcolm of the urday in the list who were called,although
Mr. Board man
U. S. Navy and Austin K., who is at some of the original number failed to put Selection, Dance of the Goblins,
Recker-Lorain
home. The funeral took place at 2. p. m. in appearance. Two of the men who
Miss Littlefield, Mr. Parker, Mr. Knowlton
Wednesday, Rev. J. Wilbor Richardson came before the board had been spending
Chorus,
of the Baptist church officiating. The in- the winter in the big logging camps in
When the Foeman Bares His Steel,

member of the Queen’s body guard.
a
day evening, Feb. 7th, of pneumonia Mr. Farr served for a time in the EngShe lish army and later was engaged in the
complicated with other diseases.
for
had been ill only a few days and her death merchant marine as ship steward,
some time he made his home in Rockwas a sudden shock not only to her fami-

$1226 02
$ 221 06

SNOW.

on

all his obligations.
President Fillmore placed him in charge
of the San Francisco Custom House. At

paid

i

our

ect

50 cents

1775 36

every loyal heart:
father’s God; to Thee
1
lior of liberty,

1837, when he went

down to financial ruin with many others.
He settled with his creditors on a basis of

00
40

ring

lost its effectiveness and

panic of

parents.

The

soon

sea

till the

48 73
14 95
98 24
8 68
21 75
5 53
9 16
22 83
73 42
15 78
443 68
233 16
38 40
77 28
30 77
88 03
41 06
45 70
71 0"
6 30
221 06
159 78

Winterport
Unity

nal Week of Song, February
inclusive, will be observed
:

The

Pendleton engaged in mercantile, milling
Fortune favored him
and other business.

71
25
66
02

County Report, February 1, 1918

Stockton

National Week

ple.
Young Pendleton returned to his school
books, and after receiving a common
school education taught for some time.
But his heart was set on a sea life, and it
was not long before he
was made secretary to Commodore Warrington who
commanded the frigate Constellation.
While in this service Pendleton took part
in the reception to Gen. Lafayette upon
his visit to this country.

$1447 08
57 58
By paid for pins
22 59
Express
84 25
Membership
235 (HI
for yarn
64 29
for cuting
8 79
Public Safety Committee
149 50
for gauze
the Branches their proChristmas
portion of
249 88
Fund
150 17
for Incidentals
203 97
bill sheeting

person

on

ed,

$78 94
11 26
46 35
101 50
7 99
444 00

Collections in room
Cabaret
Christmas Mem448
bership drive
4
for moving to hall
interest on bank account
for yarn and gauze sold 109
from Mrs. Pennington
for Saturday Cove work 30
164
for supplies by gifts

usual big offering will be
cci by Ruth Stonehouse in

>,

*

short time afterward peace was declarmuch to the relief of the Maine peo-

a

$1361 01
$159 78

on

our

.-

25 50
29 34
77 28
41 06
25 70
88 03
13 39
42 82
285 00
470 00
262 89

By paid Burnham
Freedom

or

Rev. and Mrs. Ashley A. Smith of Bangor arrived Monday to spend several days
with Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Wilson.

or

company

..

days.

Lincolnville.

cannon.

George Pendleton served in his father’s
as a gunner's boy, and did his
full share in the placing of the cannon.
Unfortunately, the cannon failed to stop
the British, but the lad and his father
were more determined than ever to give
themselves should the
an account of
enemy present an opportunity. However,

13
34
27
8

Totals.368

Montville

way.
They first took Fort Sullivan at
Eastport and then moved on to the fort at

37
50
50
30

19

7
5
26
40
21
4
3
5
5
16
11

Monroe.
Jackson.

requested to

$1412
Amount on hand Nov. 23, 1917
31
To receive from Monroe for yarn
23
for yarn
47
from Liberty

293
28
28
33

25
29
42
29
12
19

Burnham.
Brooke.

laged, Bangor captured and 11 vessels at
o’clock.
anchor in the river were destroyed,
attend without further notice.
Long before the fleet sailed up the
Early in March there will be a ten-cent
drive under the direction of Mrs. William river the Americans along the coast made
H. flail, when it is hoped to find 500 frantic efforts to check the progress of
Young Pendleton’s father,
women and girls who will pledge ten the enemy.
cents per week for an indefinite period as John, was a captain of land forces. Finda benefit for the Red Cross.
ing that the British intended sailing up [
Miss Isabel Ginn, treasurer, submits the Penobscot, the father gathered his
soldiers and marched them to the top of
her regular quarterly report as follows:
Camden Mountain, where he planted
War Fund.
are

Mrs. Henry B. Albee of Bernard, Me.,
is visiting relatives in Belfast for a few

County chapter

o

Castine, which was destroyed upon their
at the ColohMUirt Attractions
Mrs. Georgia W. Juan, 59 Bridge street, approach. Then part of the fleet sailed
nial Theatre.
this, Thursday, afternoon from 2 to 5 up the Penobscot. Hampden was pilAll members

PERSONAL.

The following table shows the work of the Waldo County Branches; the Belfast branch
including the towns of Northport and Swanville:

fleet, sailing from Halifax, swept down
the Maine coast, and as far as the Penobscot had things pretty much their own

Among the societies who plan to entertain is the S. of V. Auxiliary Sewing
Circle, who will meet at the home of

CROSS.

RED

has recently received 113 new members; totaling at present
6528. Five new branches have been organized including Palermo, Knox, Morrill,
Prospect and
Searsmont. The only towns not organized are Belmont, Thorndike and Waldo.

When hostilities between England and
America broke out the second time George
Pendleton was in his teens. The British

the proceeds of $2 or more to the treasurer, Miss Isabel Ginn. The committee
in charge of the series is Mrs. Clement
W. Wescott and Mrs. Fred R. Poor.

Frenzy of Joy....Home Town

/The Waldo

years

This is Red Cross benefit week and at
least fifty women will entertain, giving

NUMBER 7

i

Capt. Richard Pickett Pendleton, 79t
old, retired master mariner, died a
his home in Islesboro Feb. 5th. He leaves
his wife, a son, Mark Pendleton, a stuflers, sweaters, socks, wristlets, helmets dent at Annapolis Naval Academy, and
and comfort kits. Home people and two daughters, Mrs. John Davis and
friends are requested to provide the com- Mrs. Joseph Dodge of Islesboro. Capt.
fort kits and mufflers which the society Guilford Pendleton, Mr. and Mrs. Fields
j
find more difficult to provide. Each town S. Pendleton, Dr. Judson P. Pendleton,
send.
will provide for the men they
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Seymour Pendleton,
Men may obtain their outfits by calling Winfield S. Pendleton, Richard and Mark
at the Red Cross headquarters in the Pendleton, who attended the
funeral, reSavings Bank building on Tuesday, Wed- turned to Belfast Sunday, remaining over
nesday, Thursday and Friday afternoons night at the Windsor and left for New
or by telephoning to Mrs. Ben Hazeltine,
York Monday morning.
Northport avenue, No. 97 ring 11. Men
a
Capt. Pendleton came of a family
for
going from Belmont, Thorndike and more than a century famous on this part
Waldo, where there are no Red Cross of the Maine coast.- One of his ancesbranches, may apply to the Belfast head- tors was George Pendleton, born in CamIn its brief biogden Feb. 22, 1800.
quarters for their outfits.
The Belfast branch recently received a
raphies of New England heroes the Boscheck of $75 from Miss Anne C. Crosby, ton Globe prints the following sketch
now at the Vendome, Boston, and one of
which is interesting in this connection as
$25 from Ralph M. Johnson of New it illustrates the sort of stock that has
York.
made the name of Pendleton noted:

Feature Attractions at the Colonial Theatre.The National
Week of Song.The Red

i

THE

j

OBITUARY.
\

The Red Cross.

journal.

the

of

intents

1918.

Mass.,

S.

to Fred A.

Holmes, Belfast;

land

in Waldo.

Jasper E. Webber, Monroe, to E. A.
Carpenter, Brooks; standing timber in
Monroe.
Abbie J.

Smith, Belfast,

are

in the

service.

A

special meeting of

the Canton will beheld Wednesday evening, February 20tn, with a lunch follow-

ing the meeting.

to Fred M.

LOAN

IN APRIL

LIBERTY
Black, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
Fannie I. Geldert Prentiss, Dixmont,
Three billion dollars will be rais'd in
to Preston M. Prentiss, do.; land and
advance of ttie third Liberty loin, w .ich
(Two
buildings in Troy and Jackson.
probably will be launched in April by
deeds.)
sale of certificates of imiebtedness u:i ler
Morse Cochran,Worcester,Mass.,
| to Alice
a plan looking to systematic investment
Charles F. Marden, New Boston, N.
by every bank in thes* short-term securland
and
in
Waldo.
buildings
H.;
ities.
Maria J. Sargent, Searsport, to Jacob
A comparative scheme for preparing
Harold Smith, Belfast.
land in Searsport.
F.
do.;
Eames,
the way for the third loan, announced
Leroy Harold Thomas, Belfast.
D.
H.
to
Locksley
Fuller, Montville,
Ralph B. Sleeper, Searsmont.
by Secretary McAdoo, provides for the
Melville McCorrison, Belfast.
M. McFarland, do.; laud and buildings in issue of $500,000,000 or more of these
certificates every two weeks, until the
Montville.
total runs to $3,000,000,000 by the middle
Fertilizer Shipments from Searsport Plants.
Isaac J. Baker, Belfast, to Ralph D.
of March.
Every national bank, State
Shute, do.; land and buildings in Belfast. bank and trust company is asked to set
For the last two weeks things have
Maria A. Curtis, Frankfort, to Arthur aside each week about one per cent of its
been moving freely at the two fertilizer
gross resources for investment in the
Ritchie, Belfast; land and buildings in certificates
plants—the A. A. C. and the Hubbard, at Frankfort.
The first of the $500,000,000 certilieates
For a time business was
Searsport.
Ralph L. Cooper, Belfast, to Belfast issued under this plan has been announcmuch delayed by the impossibility of ob- Farmers’ Union, do.; land in Belfast.
ed.
They will bear 4 per cent, the same
C. Trevett, Lynn, Mass., to Ezra rate as other recent
issues, will be dated
taining cars to move the product, but F. Cyrus
Pratt, Malden, Mass.; land and build- February 8th and will mature May 9th.
plenty of box cars are now available and
in
Prospect.
with full crews the two plants are able to ings
Subscription books are to close February
15th. The certificates of this and other
send out about 60 cars a week. This may
Ice.
future issues will be received eventually
seem a smaller average than formerly,
in payments of Liberty loan receipts.
but the larger cars now being used brings
Certificate issues in the past have been
A Southwest Harbor correspondent
the tonnage up to over 2,000 tons per
“We absorbed largely by the bigger banks.
week. Many carloads of material are on writes the Ellsworth American:
land
and
sea
all
the way. Sch. William Bisbee with a have no ocean view now;
Secretary McAdoo hopes to distribte this
load for the Hibbard plant which came appear alike. We can walk on the ice to burden more equally over the whole finanin to Searsport in January, will probably visit our neighboring island friends. If cial fabric of the country.
The huge funds thus gathered to govbe the last fertilizer vessel to unload seems that our sun has become displeased
there for the Hubbard Co. this season.
with his little unruly planet, and is leav- ernment account will not pile up in the
The boarding house for the employes of ing off his usually attractive ways, letting treasury, but will remain largely in
the Hubbard plant, which was closed for little earth fly away into space to cool off banks designated as government deposia time, has been reopened.
his fighting heat”
subject to draft by the treasury.

|
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z

The

GREATEST SHIPYARD IN THE WORLD RISES FR OM THE MARSHLAND

Republican Journal
^THURSDAY,

BELFAST,

F?B. 14. 1918.

j

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY

Republican Journal Pub.

The

A. I.

ADVER'

sing

For

one

Stonington, Conn., Was Birthplace of
Brave Sailor Who Was the First
in Great
Discover Land
to

square, one
one week

Antarctic Ocean.

lech l^nj. n in column. 25 cents for
tnd 25 cents for eeeh subsequent insertion.
a
Subscription Terms In advance. $2 00
60 cents for three
year; $1.00 frrsix months;
months.

Following is a list showing the number
of delegates from Waldo county;
-9
Belfast,
1
Belmont,
....

Brooks,.3
Burnham.1
1
Frankfort,
1
Freedom,
1
Islesboro,
.1
Jackson,
.2
Knox,
1
Liberty,
1
I.incolnville,

alike, while a few miles from it, at
Noank. a famous old shipyard, hearing
still the name of Palmer, is perpetuating the traditions of the locality by
turning out ships for the new merchant
marine, under the construction pro-

....

2

3
1

departments and agencies which are,
should be, held strictly responsible for
efficient work in carrying on what we
ous

or

The investigations

had not proceeded far before all interest
on the disclosures made of a

centered

war

department.

These investigations have, in no sensei a
political significance. A majority of the
fifteen members of the committee are
Democrats as is the chairman, Senator

seems

We have followed the

of the inquiry with care and there
to have been but one purpose in

the minds of the investigators and that
lias been to learn what needs to be done to

speed
there

up

the war.

were

too many

It

convicted

were

and

a

very

sen-

humane, method-

was

which have

strikes

occurred in

found that

“Boards;” that each

Ger-

The reports which have reached
us have indicated that they were sporadic, arising from hunger and po\erty, and
without the backing of men of influence.
many.

We publish in another column

Two mouths ago Congress entered upon a series of investigations of the vari-

course

a

Not many of the American people unscope or purpose of the

IN CONGRESS.

Chamberlain.

sense

Miss Cavell, who
harmful person. This

poor

derstand the

“And, soon or late, to all who sow,
The time of harvest shall be given;
The flower shall bloom, the fruit shall
grow,
If not on earth, at least in Heaven.”

“break down” in the

no

was

CONDITIONS IN GERMANY.

4

64

Total for the county,

in

as

mischief for two years, but as a deferent
to the German spies and plotters in this
country it will have no effect whatever.

Troy,.2
...

German

ical and regular proceeding. It will prevent 11 Germans from doing any more

....

preparedness.

purpose was to blow up bridges, factories
and munition ships.
They were in fact

This has been

....

call

He Was paymaster of a widely
distributed organization whose avowed
ment.

tenced to two years confinement at Atlanta, and to pay a fine of $2,000 each.

1
Prospet t,
2
Searsinont,
3
Searsport,
3
Stockton Springs,
1
Swanville,
Thorndike.2

for Road Patrol.

A German naval officer who has been
in this country since before the war, was
arrested as a plotter against the govern-

by court trial,

...

■

Apportionment

naval officer with 10 of his agents was
arrested, indicted by a grand jury, tried

Monroe,.3

......

TOO LENIENT.

was

Montville.3
1
Morrill,
1
Northport,

Unitv,
Waldo,
Winterport,

post office.

a

promptly

...

...

and

a

mani-

festo signed by 27 Independent Socialists,
members of the Reichstag, which sets
forth the

situation in

Germany

very
revolution.

clearly, and foreshadows a
Of course this manifesto will be suppressed as far as possible but it will
spread

spreads

as

the wind.

It is

a
a

forest fire fanned by
bold statement aud

of the signers have been punished
severely, but there are times when “the
more martyrs you make the stronger the

some

sons

of liberty will become.” This time
to Germany. WTe advise a

has come

careful reading of the manifesto, by our
readers.

The State Highway Commission estimate that the amount of automobile li-

War Baker

was

one

of the best orators

assumed an undue amount of control;
and that Secretary Baker was not fully
informed as to what had really been ac-

Owing to the burning of the Colonial
hotel and the coal shortage in Bangor,
a Democratic member of the committee
the place of holding the Republican State
Later Senator Wadsof investigation.
Convention has been changed to Portworth^ Republican,made a strong speech land. The date of holding the convenon the same general lines as that of Senation has not been changad.
tor Hitchcock.

Other members of the

Senate took part in the debate, among
them being Senator Weeks. The administration was defended and its opposition
voiced by able presentations of that side
of what has unfortunately now become a
controversy. All the time spent in debate has been lost because there is no
hope whatever that these bills will be-

Even if they pass both houses
of Congress, the President will undoubtOne good thing has
edly veto them.
come out of these two months of otherwise lost time. The people who have
carefully read the testimony before the
committee, know that Mr. Baker’s decome

law.

partment needs re-organization and

cen-

tralization of purpose.
The people are not inclined to argue
very much, but they do want things done

The weather during the first week in
month was “mean temperature.”

this

Now

we

when he

know what Old Prob
uses

means

that term.

PONT BE BALD
Strong, Thick
and Lustrous on Thin Spots.
If your hair is falling out don’t wait
another day but get from A. A. Howes
& Co. a package of Parisian Sage, the
really efficient hair invigorator. Don’t
say—“It’s the same old story—I have
heard it before,” but try a bottle without risking a penny. Parisian Sage is
guaranteed to grow hair, to stop falling
hair, cure dandruff and scalp itch or
How to Make Hair Grow

refunded. It’s a scientific preprightly and as quickly as possible. The money
that supplies all hair needs,—
aration
fact that Congress has spent the most of
there is nothing better.
its time for two months without any reParisian Sage is in great demand by
sult but to find out that some things had
women because it is delidiscriminating
not been done properly and some very
not sticky or greasy,
important things had been left undone, is cately perfumed,
and makes the hair soft, lustrous, and
of
Our
form
government,
exasperating.
If
seem twice as heavy and attractive.
our democracy, is excellent in times of
want to save your hair and beautify
you
but
of
administration
our
system
peace,
all means use Parisian Sage—you
seems to be much too deliberate in war it by
will not be disappointed.
time.

but had never seen.
in (lie absence of the ricrsilia an Argentine vessel, the Fspirito Santo,
touched at the Falkiands for water.
Her captain told young Palmer that he
was
bound for a place where there

scholarship cut 1597 pounds of corn for
Last
a quarter acre at a profit of $40.04.
year Clarence won first prize in the State.
Harold Veazie of Corinna, Penobscot

that when they go to town meet- minutes.
ings they will understand any question <K
this kind that may be raised. Meetings
One lb.
town

Into the commander's luxurious cahln.
The polished, accomplished Russian
commander insisted on sitting down to
luncheon with the rugged voting Yankee in sea boots, a meal that Captain
Piflmer found elaborate, after the fare
on the Hero.
The Russian officer had been two
years on a voyage of discovery. He
examined keenly the chart and logbook of th Hero, and questioned Captain Palmer at length concerning the
land he had found.
Finally the commander arose, placed
his hand upon the young captain’s
head, and said: “I name the land you
have discovered ‘Palmer Land’ In yonr
honor; but what will my august master say, and what will he think of my
cruising for two years In search of the
land that has been discovered by a boy,
In a sloop only a little larger than the
launch of my frigate?”

so

Augusta, February 7th, 10 a. m.
Auburn, February 8th, 10 a. m.
Farmington, February 12th, S a. m.
South Paris, February 13th, 1 p. m.
Bath, February 14th, 10 a. m.
Rockland, February 15th, 9 a. m.
Dover, February 19th, 10 a. m.
Bangor, February 20th, 9 a. m.
Houlton, February 21st, 10 a. m.
Belfast, February 22nd, 10 a. m.
Machias, February 27th, 10 a. m.
Ellsworth, February 28th, 9 a. m.

the administration possessed and had a
We do
particularly winsome manner.
not just now need oratory.
We need i
W ith a view of putting machine guns.
If language could win
complished.
these boards, some ten in number, under battles, Germany would have been begthe control of responsible heads, who ging for mercy two years ago. We do
should co-ordinate and unify their work, not need words we need cannon and muniSenator Chamberlain at the suggestion of tions.
Winning manners are of no use
to us just now. We are not courting
a majority of his committee introduced
Maine’s Sweet Com Clubs.
We need
two bills, one of which would create the Germany, we are fighting her.
and
the
for
war.
of
office of director
equipment
munitions,
other would establish a war cabinet conFor the third successive year the Maine
"Tag your shovel.” It is not neces- Canners’ Association has voted
sisting of three persons.
$2,525 to
to do that. Every time the shovel
The President would have power to ap- sary
I be awarded as prizes to members of the
on the bottom of the coal bin we
point all these officers, they would be rasps
Sweet Corn Clubs. Two thousand, two
within his control and would make easier remember to conserve. Every cold day, hundred dollars is awarded at County
a nH
mrirp
direct
his control over the and there have been many, reminds us.
Contests. The remaining $325 is divided
The President is op- Every paper we read reminds us again. into five scholarships to the College of
numerous boards.
shovel” is the silliest of all
posed to the passage of the Chamberlain “Tag your
Agriculture. The winners of these
the suggestions yet made to a shivering
bills, but the Senate does not seem inscholarships are announced at the State
ClnnfpRt
clined to yield its rights and the debate public.

opened on the bills a week ago last Monday, with a speech by Senator Hitchcock,

States shipping

|

will be at the Court House:
Mr. William H. Ingraham in a recent
speech in Portland, said that Sec’y of

United

County, winner of one of the $50 scholar- j
wore thousands of seals.
censes and fees collected in 1918 will enships produced 1214 pounds cut corn at a j
The Argentine sailed away before
able them to make the following appor- profit of $30 04 from one quarter acre.
the Hersilia came back: hut on his
tionment for the maintenance of roads
Fred G. Noble, a young Norway farm- | vessel s return, young raimer insisreu
1 under patrol.
er, Oxford County, winner of a $50
that she put after the Espirito Santo,
To towns having from nine to eleven scholarship produced 1210 pounds cut
In hope of finding the strange island.
miles of roads under patrol, $300.
This was done, and after many days’
corn at a profit of $31.28 from one quarIn addition to above for each mile of ter acre.
sailing, the Yankee brig found not only
the vessel she had followed, but Isimproved road on a designated State highClyde Smith of Brooks, Waldo County,
lands to that time unknown in North
way under patrol, $200.
another winner of a $50 scholarship proAmerica, the South Shctlands.
In addition to above for each mile of duced 1189 pounds cut corn at a profit of
Tn 1S21, Nathaniel Palmer, as comaid
State
improved road on a designated
$37 for one quarter acre.
mander of a Stonington sloop, the
highway under patrol, $100.
The average per acre for these five
Hero, sailed again to the South ShetThe above amounts will be added to boys is 5457.2 pounds cut corn at a profit
lands for seals. Finding the seals nearis
town
the amount which the
required of $145.24 which is really quite remarkly exterminated there, he sailed farto furnish under the patrol maintenance able for this year.
ther and farther in search of new seallaw.
ing grounds, stopping only when he
Plans for 1918 will appear next week.
sighted land not laid down on any
In addition to the above there will be This is to be a banner
!
year, so watch out
chart. There were numerous islands,
set aside for road machine work, that is, for things will move fast when started.
and beyond them a wild coastline and
! preparing the unimproved sections of
dim mountains.
road for maintenance, providing the town
Fish—Canned and Leftover.
One night the Hero lay becalmed in
will furnish a like amount, $50.
•a thick fog that enveloped her like a
to
will
not
The apportionments
apply
Escalloped Fish
blanket. After taking the deck at midroads which are not under patrol. The
night for the middle watch. Captain
One and one half cups cold cooked fish,
amount of 3-8
Palmer was astonished when his man
cup oiled bread crumbs, 1 cup white
[ indications are that a large
at the helm struck one bell, to hear the
j freight will be transported over the roads sauce.
sound repeated twice. The same thing
A small slice of onion or a sprig of
! this season; therefore the Commissioners
happened at two hells and so on
I ask your co-operation and they will parsley may be cooked in sauce and rethrough the watch. Superstition had
guarantee ours in maintaining the roads moved before combining with the fish.
not left the seas In those days, and the
throughout the State so that food, fuel Put alternate layers of fish and white
men of the watch deck were alarmed.
with
crumbs
sauce
in
Cover
dish.
be
moved.
can
baking
! and other necessities
At seven bells the fog lifted a little,
and brown in oven.
Road Meetings.
and two men-of-war were seen not
Creamed Salmon.
After the
than a mile away.
more
The State highway commission is arI
Ta the amount of salmon to be used add
United States ensign was run up at
! ranging for a series of meetings which
an equal amount of white sauce.
Serve
the main peak of fhe Hero, one of the
j are for the purpose of discussing high- on toast.
wnrships sent a boat alongside with an
to
of
mutual
interest
the
Baked
Salmon
and
Peas
matters
way
Invitation from Commander BellingState highway commission and the towns,
One can salmon (2 cups), 1 can peas.
hausen of the Russian navy for the
I
and it is hoped to have a large represenMake a sauce of 1 tablespoon fat, 2
captain of the American sloop to come
tation at each of the meetings.
on hoard his ship.
tablespoons of flour and 2 cups of milk,
These meetings are held at this time in or milk and water, or milk with the
Captain Palmer went just ns he was
I
dressed—In sea boots and sou’wester.
order to clear up any question there may liquid drained from the peas.
Add peas
The scene was one of impressive conbe in the minds ot our citizens as to the and salmon to the sauce. Put in a baktrasts when Captain Palmer stepped
transactions between the State and the ing dish, cover with crumbs and bake 20

will be held at the following places, dates
and times and in each town the meeting

NOT A COURTSHIP.

the

Captain Palmer was an active,
strong, aggressive character. When as
a lad of eighteen he made a voyage on
the brig Hersilla as second mate. It
chanced that he was landed at the
Falkland islands to kill wild bullocks
for meat, while his ship sailed away in
search of an island of which the Yankee captains had heard vague stories,

l.uoO-acre
The greatest shipyard in the \yorld is in the course of obstruction at Hog Island, near Philadelphia,
tract of marsh and brush. The great yard, which Is under the supervision of the United States shipping board, will
soon be turning out three completed ships a week for Uncle Sam's emergency fleet.
Fifty shipways are in the course
of construction. They will cover a ndle of the Delaware river front. Harracks have been built to house the 30,000
There are also mess halls, V. M. 0. A. huts, a theater
men who will be employed when the plant is in full operation.
a

agents. If Americans
had been caught in Germany engaged in
such work they would have been shot

....

Palermo,

grain of
boa rd.

This news will make hundreds of boys
our State happy, for there

and girls in

Salmon Loaf.

salmon, shredded fine, 2
tablespoons melted fat, 1-2 cup milk, few
drops lemon juice, cayenne.
One cup mashed potatoes or cooked
rice, 1 or 2 cups soft stale bread crumbs,
salt, 1 tablespoon minced parsley.
can

Soak crumbs in the milk.

Remove

oil, bones and skin from fish. To it add
the melted fat, seasoning and potatoes or
rice.
a

Add the soaked crumbs. Put into
Steam 1 hour.
Serve with

mould.

white sauce, egg sauce,

tomato sauce.

or

Salmon Sauce.
One tablespoon
1 cup milk.
Salt, cayenne,
salmon.
Make same

as

fat,

2 taoiespoons

strained

flour,

liquor

from

white sauce and add

Amount
strained liquor from salmon.
of milk varies with amount of salmon

liquor added. (Any canned fish may be
used instead of salmon.)

Escalloped

Rice With Codfish.

One-half cup uncooked rice,
grated cheese, oiled crumbs
One-fourth cup finely shredded codfish
which has been parboiled 10 minutes, 1

1-4 cup

cup white sauce.
Cover bottom of

boiled rice, then add codfish and cover
with white sauce. Sprinkle top with

will be many cash prizes and a scholar- grated cheese and bread crumbs. BaKe
in moderate oven until cnimhs are hrnwn.
ship in the College of Agriculture is
worthy of the best efforts of any boy or
*.
girl.
HUMPHREYS’
A brief summary of the work of Sweet
Corn Clubs in the State for 1917 will show
that the boys and girls did fine work in
spite of the extremely unfavorable season.

One of the most

gratifying

results

of the year’s work was that a higher
percentage of the first enrollment, finished in the sweet corn project than in any
other club project conducted by the Club

Department.
The boys and girls produced a grand
total of 216,080 pounds cut corn on 95 3-4
acres

in 1917

pounds

WITCH HAZE OINTMENT
(COMPOUND)

Piles or Hemorrhoids,
External or Internal, Blind or
For

Bleeding, Itching or Burning
One application brings relief.
Price 2Sc., at all druggists or
mailed.
Send Free Semple of Ointment to

The Public Utilities Commission in a
decision rendered dismisses the complaint
of H. F. Erskine and others against the
Knex and Montville Telephone Co., stating that reasonable relief has been pro-

an

$25.27 per acre. Oxford County which
had the largest number to finish naturally leads with 45,211.15 pounds cut corn
acres.
on 21.6
Franklin County boys
and girls finished second.
The names, production and profit of
the winners of the five scholarships are
given below. The first prize was a $100

vided.
The decision states that an arrangement has been proposed by the representatives of the New England Telephone &
Telegraph Company, the Liberty and Belfast Telephone Company and the Knox &
Montville Telephone Company, which
would afford the patrons of the Knox &
Montville Telephone Company full long
distance service on terms satisfactory to
the representatives of that company.
The commission has been advised that
these arrangements have been perfected
and that such service is now being ren-

Humphreys* Homeo. Medicine Company
Street, New York.

156 William

SICK BEASTS
BOOK

on

treatment of

Hone,, Cows.

Sheep, Doga and other animals, sen',
scholarship, second a $75 scholarship and free.
Humphrey*’ Homeopathic Ve(
the last three were $50 scholarships.
erinary Medicine*. 156 William St, N. Y
William L. Russell, Jr., of Gray, Cumberland Oounty, winner of the $100
scholarship, a new comer in the State
club rank, produced 1624 pounds cut corn
A million feet of 2 in., lg in. and 11 in. pine
delivered at oar mill at Skowhegan, Maine ,| T
at a profit of $43.17 on a quarter acre.
M. F. D’ARCY A SONS COMPANY.
Clarence Titcomb of Farmington,
61 No. Washington Street, Boston, Mass
6m 88
Franklin County, winner of the $75

Men.

Telephone News.

average of 2256.7
of cut corn per acre at a profit of
or

on

WANTED

dered.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

|

CASTORIA
__

.—.-

'.-

Surety Company

I

ot New KB

New York, N. Y,

“RATES

th

December 31, 1917,
Real Estate .$ 3,166,id9
Collateral Loans.
76.\0^fl
blocks and Bond*
4,567wB
...

t>^r9
;9
4o.h9
4.>_«j9
Assets.$10,1. 9

Cash in Office and bank.
Agents’ Balances..
Interest and Rents
All other Assets.

$2.00
2.25

Gross
Deduct

The Journal and Woman’s Magazine, 2.35
The publications included in our

items

Admitted

clubbing offer may be sent to dif-

not

admitted.

Liabilities

Send in your subscription now.
REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. C« >.,
Belfast, Maine.

Total

9

In.

Assets.$10,070.1:9
^

December 31, 1917.

1,046.,,9
k,G6i.a9
*>. r;9
5.U<jh, .9

Net Unpaid Losses.
Unearned Premiums.
All other Liabilities.
Cash Capital.
Surplus over all Liabilities_

ferent addresses.

jg

Liabilities and Surplus...$10.0"; .'9
3w6

Sale.

Sheriffs

,9

.9

Assets

fhe following clubbing offers are only toi
subscriptions to The journal paid one yeai
in advance:
The Journal and Farm and Home,
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine,

'9

!

10iJ.j9

,ies..

_3a6
American

Li

-—

0,

Vermont Mutual Fire Insurance
STATE OF MAINE,
Montpelier, Vt.
COUNTY OF WALDO, SS,
February 1. 1918.
Assets December 31, 1917
Taken this first day of February, 1918, on Real
Estate. .$ 5w,'.»»9
execution dated January 11, 1918, issued on a
Cash in Office and Bank.. 2"
&
judgment rendered by the Suprtme Judicial Agents' Balances,
Court for the County of Waldo, at a term ] Biils
1;
■
Receivable.
thereof begun and held on the first Tuesday All other Assets.
■
of January, 1918, to wit, on the third day of j
m
January, 1918, in favor of Chester L, Bailey of
Gross Assets. 40C:.9
Searsport, in said County of W aldo, and George Deduct items not admitted... 15' 9
L. Merrill of said Searsport, co-partners in
trade under the firm name of Searsport Grain
Admitted Assets..V ,:9
and Grocery Company, against Edward L.
9
Liabilities Decsmbcr 31, 1917.
Savery of said Searsport, for $96.68. debt or
■-M
damage, and $9 17, costs of suit, and will be Net Unpaid Losses.
sold at public auction at the store of Searsport Unearned Premiums. 4. -49
-.9
All other Liabilities,..
Grain and Grocery Company, in said Searsport,
to the highest bidder, on the 15th day of
34( 9
Surplus over all Liabilities.
the
in
afternoon,
March, 1918, at one o’clock
Total Liabilities and Surplus.$46o j.9
the following described real estate and all the
right, title and inteiest which the said, Ed3w6
in
and
to
the
had
ward L. Savery has and
same on the nineteenth day of October, 1917,
—

at 1.30 o’clock in the afternoon, the time when
the same was attached on the writ in the same
suit, to wit:
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in
said Searsport, and described in deed from J
M. Savery to Edward L. Savery. dated May 18,
1891, and recorded in Waldo Registry of
Deeds, Book 228, Page 329, as follows: Beginning on the road leading from the Mt. Ephraim
road to the Black road; thence north by land
of Lucretia S. Nichols about seventy-five rods
to the southwest corner of land of Edward L.
Stickney; thence east by said Stickney’s land
about seventy-five rods to the before mention* d
road; thence southwesterly by paid road about
sixty-five rods to the place of beginning, containing about seven acres, more or less, and
being so much of the Trimble lot as lies wets

The Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance t
pany of Boston, Mass.

!

si

b
Assets December 31, 1917,
p.
Bonds.$1,097* vk
I ♦>.. m
Cash in office in banks.
26
1'

Agents’

balances.«.
Interest.
Ail other assets

.9

I?cs9

_a

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

$1,251.*9

1
assets.$1
Liabilities December 31, 1917.
\
Net unpaid losses.
25,5' C
3
Unearned premiums.
t
All other liabilities.
215
f,
—

Admitted

said road.
Also, all the right~in equity which the said
660 5 0
over all liabilities.
Edward L, Savery had on said nineteenth day Surplus
of October, 1917, to redeem the following deTotal
liabilities
and
surplus.$1,2 .< M
scribed mortgaged real estate situated in said
3w6
Searsport, to wit:
S
A certain piece of la* d situated in said
P
Searsport Village, on the Ml, Ephraim road, The Central Mfrs. Mutual Insurance
cl
together with all the buildings thereon, bounded on the north by L. W, Wentworth’s lot; on
pany, Van Wert, Ohio.
f<
the east by the Merithew land; on the south by
Assets December 31, 1917.
fj
the Mosman land; on the west by said Mt.
beinirthe
by
Real
conveyed
estate..$
road,
o'
premises
Ephraim
1v4.
f rank E. Rose and Eva M. Beals to Edward L,
Mortgage ioans.
.9
and
December
7,
5
dated
1903,
and
bonds
deed
Stocks
Savery by
M
recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book Cash in office and banlc.
*
It is suhject to a mortgag- in
272, Page 430
Agents' balances.
on
Bank,
National
Interest
and
rents.
the
of
;
favor
-*j
Searsport
-81
which there is said to be due $350. It is also
Gross assets. $1,0,1 9
incumbered by a isheriff’s deed in favor of
Admitted
assets.
dated
13,1917,for
$79,14,
.$1,0''. '■-9
Amos Nichols,
August
Liabilities December 31, 1917.
recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book
ELMER WEBSTER,
331, Page 47.
155-9
Net unpaid losses.
3w6
Deputy Sheriff.
4:,5 '9
Unearned premiums.
30:
All other liabilities.
s

of

<

Surplus

MS GALL’S
MAGAZINE

—

F

a i

hi

Nearly

50

N£l§Sj|l
Yearsl

for fancy needlework, for good storiea—lor
j
pleasure, for help, for style. fit.
McCALL Patterns

Imp calcs!

i

0

H

Copy

7^
a

Year

/LJ

of McCALL'S; or #10.00 PINLi?o of GIFTS given
‘Women;
without cost; or BICYCLE Offer to Boys and
or latest PATTERS CATALOGUE; or Big
rash Offer t-> AG EM 3; or $150.<j0 Prize Offer to

Girls!

Address

THE McCALL C3., 233-::0 West 37lh Street, NcwYerk, N. Y.

.....
The Republican Journal

Magazine

Traders and Mechanics Insurance tom?*

and the

Assets

December 31, 1917.

Mortgage loans.

McCall

for One Year for $2.25.

eThTboyington.
Eye-Sight Specialist

834.&H

Agente’s balances.

15.3*
4,'J*

Interest and rents.
All other assets.

Gross assets. 40'..*
01*
not admitted.

'p|

Admitted assets.$394.
Liabilities December 81, 1917.
Net unpaid losses.
17,4|*
Unearned premiums. 2451*
5,J*
All other liabilities.
Surplus over all liabilities. 126.i*4B

Philadelphia,

Pa.
h
December 31, 1917,
e
Mortgage loans.$ 12-.B
723 -B
Stocks and bonds.
91- J
Cash in office and bank.
3:'.*B
balances..
Agents’
12 oB
Interest and rents.
715B
All other assets.
Assets

Gross assets..
1,033 "B
2M*
Deduct items not admitted.

Admitted assets.$l,02o, B
Liabilities December 31, 1917.
22.ll
Net unpaid losses.
29.’.^
Unearned premiums.
10,34
All other liabilities.
Surplus over all liabilities. 697.44

surplus.$1,025$

3w6

B0YINUT0N OPTICAL CO.,

OFFICE^

y

'j

Pennsylvania Lumbermen’s Mutual i1 ^
Ins. Co., 806 Lafayette building b

Total liabilities and

Souih

14.**

Deduct items

OF THF

44

J

Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank.

3w6

kAMPLE COPY
iONEY Offer to

C’ilURCiE

surplus.$1,(XH..*9

3w*>

Total liabilities and surplus.$394

FREE! SEND A POSTAL CARD AND ASK FOR

joiw

46t.'"9

all liabilities.

of Lowell, Mass.

Authority
For

over

Total liabilities and

on

“

Gain

overall List.

:9

y.lj^B
-9

Net Unpaid Losses.
Unearned Premiums.
All o her Liabilities.
Cash Capital.

Sprina Street.

pelago.”

Women

i-^9

Admitted assets. $14'
Liabilities December 31, 1917.

Tc tal Liabilities and Surplus.$1 i,

who turn to
Join the 1,300,000 women
McCALL'S every month for correct fashions. for patterns, for economical buying,

Professor Phillips of Amherst college believes thut the Ame-’can women of today are physically much finer
and stronger than the women of yes'terday. and that if the women continue
their physical improvement in the succeeding generations as much as they
have in the last generation, it will not
he many centuries off when the American women will be ns physical equal
and fit as the American men.

B

Gross Assets,.
Deduct items not admiite.d.

..

W. L. WEST,

MBING

31, 1917.

Stocks and Bonds.
Cish in Office and Bank
Agents’ Balances
Interest and Rents

Surplus

Islands named for Peter and Alexander are still so designated on charts
of that part of the Antarctic; hut the
land found by the boy captain of StonIngton appears on every chart of that
part of the world as “Palmer ArchiIt was nearly 20 years after CaptaiL
Palmer’s discovery that the rim of the
Antarctic continent was explored, by
an Englishman. Sir James Ross, of the
famous Erebus and Terror expedition.

baking dish with

Assets December

Horses.
Horses.
Horses.
Horses.
Horses.

tor

active

....

Horses. rSound
Good Working
True Pulling
Good Driving
Good Colored
Horses pri ed
right. Horses which you
will find just EXACTLY
AS REPRESENTED.
> oung

Captain Palmer, when twenty years
old, discovered the Antarctic continent.
Today Captain Palmer’s old home in
the quiet seashore town of his birth is
u place honored by resident and visi-

may

Staten

Eastern Casually Insurance Compaq
Boston, Massachusetts.

chant vessels.

county.
Also to formulate and adopt a platform
the
declaring the principles upon which
to the
Republicans of Maine will appeal
voters of Maine for support in the election next September.
Also to transact any other business
that
properly come before the Con-

votes an additional delegate.
The Slate Committee will be in session
conat eight o’clock on the day of the
crevention for the purpose of receiving
Delegates in order
dentials of delegates.
conto be eligible to participate in the
to
vention must be elected subsequent
the date of the call for this convention.
Per order Republican State Committee.
Frederick R. Dyer, Secretary.
Frank J. Ham, Chairman.
Augusta, February 1, 1918.

horses) Insurance

first magnitude.
This fact is recalled ia the case of
Capt. Nathaniel B. Palmer, a native of
Stonington. Conn., a port that once
supported a prosperous fleet of mer-

be
A Republican State Convention will
held in Portland, Thursday, March 28,
1918, at ten o’clock a. m., for the purpose
of electing a State Committee, a District
Committee for each Congressional District and a County Committee for each

vention.
The basis of representation will be as
follows: Each city, town and plantation
will be entitled to one delegate, and for
each seventy-five votes cast for the Rein 1916
publican candidate for Governor
for a fraction
an additional delegate, and
of fifty votes in excess of seventy-five

1917)

American sailors have In more than
instance proven, while following
their pursuits, to be explorers of the

one

State Convention

Republican

Captain Nathaniel B. Palmer in
Front Rank of Explorers;

Co.

BROWN, Editor.
Terms.

How often you go about you,
work, the idea in mind that jt
will wear off—be all-right shortly
Why waitT Why delay when relief is w
in the true “L.F.'
so handy and reasonable
ATWOOD’S Medicine? It is a reliable prc.
scription for any ailment based on digestive
troubles; which troubles are generally at the
bottom of those pesky little mean headaches—1
of appetite—biliousness, sleeplessness, etc. This medi.
cine is harmless—(good, for young and old)—sa;e->
reliable. Has been standard with your druggist and general storekeeper over 60 years. Do not lm r delay <•■.
bot-:
joying the relief this excellent remedy affords. Large
SO cents. Sample free. The “L. F.” Medicine Co., Portland, M,

FOUND ACONTINENT

SAW WOOD

Main Street, Winteroort, Maine

AND

DAYS. MONDAYS AND TUESDAYS

litAW. 0.

Buy

LIBBY,

DENTIST,
Masonic

Temple,

Belfast, M»

Thrift Stamp1

We have engines, wood

saws,

ami

frames in stock at reasonable price.
THORNDIKE MACHINE COMPANY

Portland, Maine.

(

Salt

ITEMS.
M

BIlK?
Hb

"u dwell

B

B
B
B
■

B
8

cense.

The proclamation covers all fishermen
engaged at any period of the year,
whether fishing independently or on
It covers, as well, all people in
1 to mid-childhood or early shares.
The remain- the commercial distribution, including
r w omanhood.
iljve today and as healthy catching and selling of any or all va-

.]B

children. Three of these
mug enough to have their
Eight
: m the family album.

I

would wish
r Father and Mother Deetr day they celebrated their
anniversary, and it was a
;tiering with a group of
clustering about Mrs.
pie knee, for the Deetgeu’s
t- brought up on sound theolre doing their duty to the
.rge—perhaps not as well as
did, but a great deal better

1

miens as

f
!

rieties ot salt water fish. The term salt
water fish is defined to embrace all forms
of seafood taken from salt water. This
places oysters, crabs, lobsters, clams, all
shellfish and crustaceans under the control of the Food Administration.
Any person, firm, corporation or association engaged in catching or distribution of any forms of seafood w’ho engages
in business after Feb. 15th, without securing a license, will be liable to a fine ot
not more than 55,000, to imprisonment
for not more than one year, or to both
fine and imprisonment.
All persons subject to license must apply to the United States Food Administration, License Division, Washington,
D. C., specifying the nature of the business to be licensed.
The licensing of the fishermen and the
control thereby given will enable the
Food Administration to foster and aid
the salt water fisheries and greatly increase the catches and the opportunities
of the fishermen to broaden their operations. All this will be brought about by
regulations soon to be enacted and embracing the Atlantic and Gulf coasts
which will largely supercede the local
laws in the various fishing districts;
these laws are at present discouraging
the fishermen, keeping them from using
the most productive kinds of gear and
curtailing the catches. Also in some of
the districts closed seasons on certain
varieties of salt water fish are being enforced durinc the neriods when these varieties are in greater abundance in the
shore waters and in many of the districts
restrictive laws against non-residents
and alien fishermen are rendering it impossible for vessels and equipment from
one State to make catches in the shore
waters of adjacent States.
In the enactment of the regulations
due regard will be paid by the Food Administration to any present restrictions
which are vitally necessary from the
standpoint of conservation.

one

Coldest on Record.
suffered a peculiar ache recent cold wave. The
mercury registered 47 below
pi milk a cow and the streams
they hit the pail and were
icli force they went through
of the pail and pierced his
p m says there is no great loss
small gain, as his wife is
creams for knitting needles,
: ison

!

;

*'

;

Reporter.
New Steamer Line.
Feb. 6. After ueing withtransportation for two
the suspension of service

Steamship Lines, anmade Tuesday that a
se the route, leaving Boston,
r Portland, Lubec and Eastsing a round trip once a
amount of freight is waitication, it is said. The mateitated by Lubec and Eastrn

was

for some time. No
,.iiid be obtained of resumpe of the Eastern Steamship
men

many

m>

j

ooais \seie

wmu

ivernment.

\

Petitions.

Primary

rendered Tuesday at the
f rank W. Bali of Milo,
r> of State, Hon. Guy H.
r land, the attorney general,
> his opinion that the voter
write his place ol residence
n.ary nomination paper in
name to count as a signa: the qualified voter: within
division or district wherein
is to be voted for and
lie
doubt of the sufficiency
>
r
by a person signing a
..per to indicate his place of
.a

?

■i.

i

>3LEM

OF

Local

mg

on

one

Attracts

the many

tiered among the hills of
whose occupants, while
: soul in league with every
1
arrying on the terrible

1

<

lory end and at the same
can to send food to our
i! it hard to conform to the
:e upon us to keep in strict
the arbitrary rules laid down.
;ile living alone, at the same
ir best to sell all the food
ran spare, and while we are

<

ry

possible

way to save

our

find we cannot keep two
We can do
wheat less days.
making a bread of “mixed
barley, and mixing it with
read each day.
by doing t hi ;
We do not have
wi it. better.
we

We aeii
food is our porK.
ii tiic rest, in-,
ti-'ji ,ii:<! !• vi
he fresh meat kept in
old storwhich la*ts us
bacon, ham, <!<
uniii Juiy, Wi.eu we tiave our
Vv
; ;
foie*
nd largely on
lor fat,
we sell all of our
week, kt-r] mg a scant supply
es.
Now, do you think we
\
in our tood management?
think we can conscientiously
u*- card?—A farmer’s Wife, in
•Journal.
at

.,

■

the conditions which
thousands of homes in this
are

well

illustrates the patriotic

people.

■»ur

ESS

METHODS

NEEDED.

and circumlocution
dry
i'lity will have to be cleaned
i&hington if the country is to
■•rth of its money in the shape
am and efficiency and a thor:pped army of a million men in
idy for business when the time
r
Uncle Sam to go “over the
rot

inngs have been done well in
lion, marvelously well, red tape
leering and human turnips in
■mere
live practical executive
needed, considered. But with
an equation rectified by the subof live men for departmental
net vegetables, many things will
far better.
n.itely it appears that General
protest and the eyeopeners
by this Senate committee in" will
result in getting action.
jry with the welfare of Uncle
s in France and going to France
heart insists upon it.
Get the
leal men of affairs, of whom
lias
a
ng country
plenty, in the
Efficient organization means
l men, and a game is not won
mdful of nine spots.

I

■

;
1

1

usands of Children Have
Worms.
ir Barents Lo Not Know it.
of

in children are:
ed stomach, swollen upper lip:
sour
offensive
stomach,
breath, hard and full belly,
with occasional gripings arid
pains about the navel, pale
face of leaden tint, eyes
heavy and dull, twiebing
eyelids, itching of the nose,
1 C*L
itching of the rectum, snort
rf cough, grinding of the teeth, little
points sticking out on tongue, s'artf
luring sleep, slow fever, Grown
"ins

wrrms

_

_

JS

,f'

are

also,
beet remedy is Dr. True’s

subject

la one

to

worms

?1Xr. the Family Laxative and Worm
fNier. Good for adults also. Mrs.
Br,t» of Houston, Texas, believes this
™
"rites that she will be glad to tell

friends

of the b. nefits she has relv,<l. Get a bottle today at your deal*
40c 60c and $1.00.

C’.,£r

'"nb"

The county agent expects to have
clubs in at least twenty towns this com-

Raft as Ussd in America Tc.day Has
its Co:;1, o, part in Every Ccun*
t: y in the VVorid.
“Tin* rnft has hern used for centuries for ernyine various cargoes,"
writes flay. .Mien Willey ill St. Nicholas.
“It carried lyjyptian cotton on
tile Nile: it is in service on tin* Kongo
river in Africa and the Ganges in India; hut the raft which is its own
is
that composed of logs—a
cargo
method of water transportation that
originated in Nova Scotia a half century ago.
“Tree trunks cut from Nova Scotia
forests were moved on wooden rollers
to one of the harbors, where the logs
were piled in layers and hound together will) twisted wire rope. The
raft was to he taken to a lumber mill
on New York harbor, where the logs
were to he cut into timber for building
purposes. To haul the raft while on
the sea, one end of a heavy wire rope
was fastened to its bow, the other was
secured to the rear deck of a steam
It started on its ocean journey, but never reached its destination,
for a gale of wind sprang up, the towing rope parted, and the raft drifted
out to sea.
Later, some of the' logs
were found washed ashore on the Nor-

wegian

\

coast.

“In the Northwest the transportation
of lumber in rafts is very extensive.
They are of enormous dimensions, in
shape closely resembling a cigar, having Its greatest number at the middle
and tapering to a point at both ends.
While these rafts are of varying sizes,
tile smallest usually contains at least
five thousand pieces of timber, ranging
from SO to 110 feet in length and from
two to nearly five feet in diameter at
tlie hutt.

“Consequently, some of the rafts
made in this peculiar fashion are nearly as long as the largest transatlantic
liners, measuring no less than 650 feet
from end to end.”
I

Matter of Business.
A bright-eyed little boy in a sailor suit
saluted the occupants of a passing motor
car so quaintly that they stopped to give
him sixpence.
“You’re very politq, little fellow,” the
lady motorist said. “Do you salute all
the strangers who pass in the same jvay?”
“No, no, ma’am, only motorists,” the
boy stammered, fingering his sixpence
nervously. “Father says I must be polite to them because motor cars bring him

no

He’s been in New York less’n
like.
six months.”
“Wait a minute and I'll cal] him in
and see what he has to say for himself.” said the warden as he touched

will be formed in several of these towns.
Liberal prizes amounting approximately to $500.00 will be offered by the
Belfast

banks,

the Maine sweet corn

a

as-

sociation.
1ft

voare

olirfiKIp fnr mpmhprshin

nro

the young man began,
“everything
went al! right. I got a job and found
I didn’t feel
a good hoarding house.
homesick at first, because I was so in- j
terested in my work through the day, \

of the above

mentioned towns of the county from
time to time in the next two months. Information concerning the clubs may be
obtained from the

headquarters

at

and at night it was interesting to go !
But after I
out and see the sights.
got used to my job and had seen most
of the sights I had more time to think
and to get homesick and lonesome. The
folks at home didn’t write, and I didn’t
know anyone here. I used to sit in my
room evenings and picture the tomatoes ripening on the window sills at
home, and I could see my mother moving about the yard in the sunshine
and dad plowing in the back forty. I
could almost smell the apples in tile
orchard and hear the dry corn leaves
rustling, and it all made me so homesick and lonesome 1 just had to go

county agent at his

Belfast.

If Not,

Why

Not?

Now that the food used by the breweries is sorely needed by the American

people:

1

Now that the coal consumed by the
breweries is a vital necessity in millions
of American homes:
Now that the labor employed in the
breweries is needed in American war industries and food producing:
thousands of American
Now that
schools are closed for need of the fuel
daily consumed by the breweries:
Now that millions of the subjects of
our war allies are suffering for the food
daily made over into worse than useless
slop by the breweries of this country:
Now when everybody knows that beer
does not feed, or warm, or educate a solitary human being who consumes it:
Now when everybody knows that beer
booze slop but aggravates
or any other
bad conditions, intensifies public discomfort, increases disloyalty, and reduces
3 oral and progressive standards:
Will not ihe President of this country
exercise the power in him vested to halt
this waste, add to government efficiency,
speed up our job of forcing the war to a
successful issue, save the lives of our
sons at tin front by driving the war to
an early
end, open our schools,, furnish
needed worker, to ill! the demand for
250,000 ship builders, provide some of the
million additional hands needed on the
farms to increase our food supply?
if our President cannot do this thing
that is urged by thinking men and women, by Christian leaders and laymen, by
scientists, economists, educators, and
students of human welfare, will he not
give us a reason for withholding his
hand?—Kennebec Journal.
Arrested for /, rson.

Rockland, Me., Feb. 6. Investigations which have been in progress here
since the $75,000 fire on Dec. 30th resulted Tuesday in the arrest of Harry P.
Bradbury, in whose boot and shoe store
the conilagration was credited with having started. He is charged with burning
his own property to defraud the insurance
company.

Mr. Bradbury claimed
auu

caineu

insurance uu

loss of $7000

a

uie amount

ot

$4000. State Investigators J. S. Carter
and P. L, McGuire were sent here from
the attorney general’s office and it was
upon complaint of the former that the
arrest w-as made by Deputy Sheriff Aubrey S. Heal. Bail of $4000 was given
and the preliminary hearing was set for
next

Thursday.

Are Your

Kidneys % II?

Many Belfast People Know the Importance
of Htaithy Kidneys
«

The kidneys filter the blood.
They work night and day.
Well kidneys remove impurities.
Weak kidneys allow impurities to mul-

tiply.
No kidney ill should be neglected.
There is possible danger in delay^
If you have backache or urinary

troubles,

If you are nervous, dizzy or worn out,
Begin treating your kidneys at once;
Use a proven kidney remedy.
None endorsed like Doan’s Kidney Pills.
Recommended by thousands.
Proved by Belfast testimony.
Mrs. O. H. Stiles, 7 Union street, Belfast, says: “Last spring I was down in
bed with kidney trouble. My feet and
limbs swelled and pained so I couldn’t
sleep at night. My back pained me both
day and night and I was dizzy at times. I
couldn’t do much about the house and
had to leave most of my work go undone,
I was feeling miserable. Doan’s Kidney
Pills had been used in my family with
good results, so I tried them. I got this
medicine from A. A. Howes & Co.’s Drug
Store, and after using it I got better. I
have felt free from any of my former
troubles since.”
Price 60c. at all dealers. Don’t simply
ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan’s

trade.”
The lady seemed disappointed.
“What is your father’s trade, my little
man? Does he repair motor cars?”
Kidney Pills—the same that Mrs. Stiles
“No, ma’am lje’s an undertaker,” was had. Foster-MilbunKCo., Mfgrs., Buf—-a
fellow’s
—Tit
Bits,
response.
thejlittle
falo, N. Y.

that

“Now tell your father and me how
Nothing
you got into this scrape.
you say will be used against you at
your trial.”
“When I first came to New York,”

The goal for this county is set for 450
members. At the present time there are
about 250 members in the county. Meetsome

the desk.

man:

in the following kinds of clubs: Sweet
corn, potato, yellow corn, pig, poultry,
small garden, large garden, canning, also
cooking and housekeeping.

ings will be held in

on

only jails Denoia ensued.
When the first shock of the meeting
was over the warden said to the young
scenes

Boys and girls between the ages of 10
ourl

button

In a few moments a clean, openfaced young fellow was brought in by
a guard, and one of those ngonizing

can-

ners’ association and the Belfast Fair

said

wearily

speak of. but we was always honest,
and brought the children up strict

clubs in the

Unity, Burnham, Thorndike,
Frankfort, Winterport, Prospect, Morrill, Searsmont, Swanville, Lincolnville
and Northport it is likely some new clubs

Sufferers.

OLD METHOD OF TRANSPORT

As there are

towns of

Offer

tugboat.

■

■

Many

No-Pay

■

our

e

Nc-Cure

If there are any rheumatic sufferers in
town who have not availed themselves of
A. A, Howes & Co.’s generous offer they
should do so at once.
They state that if Rheuma, the guaranteed prescription for rheumatism, does
not give any purchaser quick and joyful
relief they will return the purchase price
without any quibbling or red tape.
Rheumatism is a dangerous disease,
and anyone wno has the slightest taint of
it should drive it from the system as soon
Read what Rheuma did for
as possible.
this sufferer:
“For live years I suffered with articular
rheumatism, having bunches on my elbows, feet and wrists. I took everything
I could get, with no relief. I saw your ad.
and was greatly improved before I had
used two bottles, and was cured before I
1 thank God for
had hnished ttie third.
Rheuma and that I am free from rheumaIf anyone wishes informatism today
I think
tion from me I will write them.
Rneuma is a miracle.”—Mrs. Lucia Ry'.ici, )‘)2 Gilbert street, Syracuse, N. A.
* iood
druggists everywhere sell RheuM.
A large bottle is inexpensive and.
sufficient for two weeks’ treatment.

A

of

Druggist’s

the old man as he
into the proffered
chair. “I don't see how he ever came
It isn’t acto do that sort of thing.
cordin’ to his bringin’ up. Me and his
mothor never had no education to
“Yes.”

dropped

clubs in the several towns of ‘.he county
which do not have such clubs.

MUCH RHEUMATISM

FARMER’S WIFE

;

Waldo County Agent N. S. Donahue in
addition to his regular schedule of work
will assist in organizing Boys’ and Girls’

season.

Small

Contributions

in

“Yes," said the warden promptly.
"We had a young man by that name
brought in night before last for burglary’. Struck me as the wrong kind of
fellow to be in that business; too innocent-looking and too straightforward-appearing. Are you his father?”

TO FOR V BOYS’ AND GIRLS’ CLUBS
IN WALDO COUNTY

ing

When

Keep

word.

■————

■

Astray
to

piTy.

50c. a box, 6 for $2.50, trial size, 25c.
At all dealers or sent postpaid by Fruit»-tives Limited, Ogdensburg, N.Y.
■■

Failed

The warden of L- street jail in
New York city sat at his desk busily
working on some records when there
walked into the otlice David Bnscoin
from a little rural community tucked
He
away in the far hills of Vermont
was a pathetic, wizened figure as he
stood there in agony and embarrassment twirling his hat and waiting for
There was
the warden to look up.
heart hunger in his eyes that smote
the man at the desk with
“Is Joseph Ba scorn a—a prisoner
here?" he finally stammered. He could
hardly bring his tongue to say the

FRED J. C A VEEN.

■■

Folks

Can Defeat
Blood-Crazed Kaiser.

i

!
1

i

j

j

out and walk the streets. That was
the way I ran into the gang I was
caught with. I guess they used me as
a tool.
Anyhow, I got caught at the
first attempt.”
“That sounds straight, and it I’m
I guess it is
any judge of faces
straight.” said the warden. “I want
you tn get your story before the judge
Your record
through your attorney.
has been clean till now, and I think it
will make a difference in the sentence.”
The trial was held and tiie facts pre“Sentence sussented to l lie judge.
pended.” he 'announced at the close,
with a gruffness of voice to hide his
Then he added, looking at
emotion.
the father, “if I had m.v way I'd impose a jail sentence on- parents who
let their hoys and girls come to this
city and don’t write them at least
twice a week to let them know that
some one in the world cares for them
and is thinking of them. More young
people go wrong in this city from lonespineness than we shall ever know.
You should have had backbone to
stand alone, young man. But as your
parents are particeps criminis. and I
can’t sentence them. I'll suspend your
sentence. Next case!”—Youth's Com-

panion.
Hooverized Country Breakfast.
Excerpt from the Hooverized food
experience of the man who edits the
“Missouri Notes” column in the Kansas

City Times:

“The friends who entertained us
warned us that they were living very
frugally and proved the assertion at
every meaj. For example, for breakfast one morning we had nothing but
cereal and real cream, home-made
sausage, fried potato cakes, stewed
fruit, hot biscuit, two kinds of premenu for the
serves and coffee.
next morning, as announced the night
before, was nothing but waffles, and
that’s all they had. with the exception
of bacon and eggs and a few little side
We horrified our hostess that
dishes.
morning by eating only 29 waffles. Our
allotment was 37. and she said it was
unpatriotic not to clean the platter.”

^The

Beautiful Feet in Hartford.
We have observed that a large majority of the men who traverse our
residential streets in this time of snow
and ice wear overshoes of some kind

Amaricans

From

All

Who

Love Liberty and Appreciate Its
Blessings Will Save World

Touch With Him—Whole Sermon in Judge’s Comment

632 Gerrard St. East, Toronto.
“For two years, I was a victim of
Acute Indigestion and Gas In The
Stomach. It afterwards attacked my
Heart and I had pains all over my body,
so that I could
hardly move around.
I tried all kinds of Medicine but none
of them did me any good. At last, I
decided to try “Fruit-a-tives”. I
bought the first box last June, and
now I am well, after
using only three
boxes. I recommend “Fruit-a-tives”
to anyone suffering from Indigestion”.

crustaceans and shellfish. Wholesale fish
dealers are already operating under li-

Deetgen of Portland is
old, and she has presented

Home

How

Big City.

Easily Led

Youngster

This Dangerous Condition

Act, has issued a proclamation which
gives the Food Administration almost
complete control of the distribution of
salt water fish, including menhaden,

Family.

A Big

ness in

“Fruit-a-tives” Soon Relieved

President Wilson, acting under
authority granted by the Food Control

tomobile registration fees,
the organization of new
and $4,689.44 in collateral in-

Incident Shows Peri! of Loneli-

AFFECTED

Maine.

m

■

L

15th all salt water fisher-

under license granted by the U. S. Food
Administration according to Dr. Merrill,
for
the Federal Food Administrator

with Governor Milliken.
„',,f the State for the month
were $107,917.16, while the
amounted to $264,835.04.
included the sum of $46,-

■
>

t-

After Feb.

NOT ALLHIS FAULT MONEY TO WIN WAR

I HIS HEART BADLY

>1,970,125.21, according to men and distributors of seafood not almonthly statement of Hon. ready licensed will be required to operate
of Augusta, the State

..

B<

Fishermen Must

Have License.

The cash in the
4.
STAi Feb.
’t|,e treasury of the State of
the iirst day of this month

®

Water

From Grave

Dangerf

Many are familiar with the fable
/that appeared in the old school readers
about the king who offered a fortune
and the hand of his daughter to the
man who could tell him» a story that
would last forever in the telling, with
the stipulation, however, that, in case
the story came to an end, the person
who failed to complete it was to lose
his head by the sword.
A number of adventurous spirits lost
their heads in the attempt to keep a
serial going forever to amuse the eccentric monarch, but one young man
finally won the fortune and the daughter by wearing out the very soul of the
king with the story about the locusts
carrying off the corn. “And then another locust came and carried off another grain of corn,” etc., etc., until
the king decided he had had enough of
the story.
Ameri°a—in fact, the whole world,
is dealing with an “eccentric” monarch
today. This monarch wants the impossible. and everyone who refuses to give
It to him must lose his head.
There
is one way to deliver the peoples of the
world from this menace.
Kaiser Wilhelm cati be worn out, If
he cannot be crushed by one tremendous blow.
And the government at
Washington has pointed out the way.
Money will defeat the kaiser. Small
savings, like the locusts, coming along
from 110.000.000 American citizens,
will wear out the soul of the war-mad
monarch. American money can wear
out any army in the world, because
there is a great deal of American
money and there are many Americans
who have it. Just a mere matter of a

were

When it’s cold outside, your
guest finds nothing more welcome
than a hot cup of tea—and the
glowing warmth of a Perfection
Oil Heater.

j

j

by housewives

wa-hing elm lies and
dishes, has been found to he a wonderful euro for wounds in French hospitals and its use has spread to the
A
British medical sta’ions.
solution
is made from a oak* %-nd injected into
soldiers* wounds, ev n in the latest instances into the deepest bullet holes,
where it has proved it- !f '.<> he a suin

perior antiseptic

hydrogen peroxide and most other germ killers, and
in addition a strangely effective healer of torn tissues.
Wounds treated with soap need fewer
dressings and lessen pain far
than do wounds treated with
more
other antiseptics. These facts greatly
expedite the work of the surgeons,
who can* handle more men than when
using other solutions.
r<>

Perfect Explanation.
I.ittle Bohhy—What does “knows no
Explain It to
bounds” mean, dad?
me.

ant.

any

“That’s it, that’s it,” sobbed the other

“I was raised in a barn and it
makes me homesick every time I hear an
bss

bray.”

•

/

jj

3,000.C 00

More Careful.
submarines
have
German
“The
taken again to sinking neutral ships.”
“Yes. they know the neutrals haven't

guns.”

hand

shot up,

j

i- now easy- eil• i the new
ick.
-.tier
-riee.ion t
d nit, all
l :
-v. :t a

;
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Kerosene

gives best

1

|'•

to accommodate

tomers it is

impossible

it.”—Tit-Bits.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTO R I A

j

Iff 1 m 0§m

i|KtR0S£NE^r|/'i
-.E’:

For Sale

For the eight remaining Gar.
field Mondays we will be un
able to take orders for delivery
iater than 10 a m., as we must
dose the stores at 12 m. While

glad

;

Boston

>'4

our

4 H. P.

Engine

13 GOOD CONDITION

cus-

AND STEAM PUMP

to do it

under present conditions.
A. A. HOWES & LO.,
BEN D. FIELD.
H -WARD WHITMEN,
CHAS.
-SWIFT,
PERRY’S MARKET,
DIMCH BROS.,
FRANK. YOUNG.

INQUIRE AT THE

RGiUBIICAN JOURNAL OFFICE
BELFAST, MAINE.

TRUCKING
prepared to do all kinds of trucking
and piano moving a specialty.
Have just added to my equipment a 2-ton
Acme auto true kniade by the Cadill; c concern.
Leave orders «t the stable, corner of
Main and Cross streets, and they will receive prompt Attention.
I

am

furniture

MALE HELP WANTED

SEAMEN
Chance for Advancement—FREE.

j

U. S. Shipping Board free navigation school
at Rockland trains seamen for officers’ berths
in new Merchant Marine. Short cut to the
Bridge. Two years’ sea experience required.
Native or naturalized citizens only. Course
six weeks. Military exemption.
Apply at I
4w2
school, Federal Building, Rockland.

j

|

connection.

Telephone

126

W. W. BLAZO,
Avenue, Belfast.

Waldo

GEO. L. JOHNSON,

at Law

Attorney

BELFAST. MAINE.

B iMwill

gt'A 1 llilll. >

\

FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE
|
Dissolved in water for douches stops I I
pelvic catarrh, ulceration and inflam- P j
mation. Recommended Ly Lydia E.
Pinkham Med. Co, for ten years.
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh, | ;
sore throat and sore eyes. EconomicaL I |
Has extraordinary cleansing and germicidal power. I
Sample Free. 50c. all druggists, or postpaid by J
^mau^TTjePaxfonToilet Company. Boston. Mast.^

Practice in all

DIAMOND BRAND.

Probate practice
J.U

Seth W. Norwood,
Attorney at

Law,

BROOKS,

MA1SE

Cows for Sale

CHICHESTER S PILLS
TnE

Courts.

specialty.

A

boxes, sealed
Take ao ether. Buy uf your v
Draacht Ask for ClII-CireS-TFR*8
DIAMOND BRAND PILLD, for 25
years known as Best, Safest, Always Reliable

I have

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

in

cows.

some excellent

bargains

Better look them

over

before purchasing.

“Yes, sir,” cried

“Well, Thompson, just tell the class
what your information is on that point.”
“Please, sir,” replied the scholar, “I
heard father say yesterday they smelt

results.

STAIN CARD OIL CO. OF YETv YORK
Principal Off:-. os
York
Albany
N
f."
,ssr-,---.-~T|

NOTICE

first

rhompson. major.

glowing

rs

use.

PUbFlel

was

?

of kerosene.

gallon

"'AN.

discovered?”
A

in

]

convenient—haiid-

eight lice

on a

E "kUk:-'.

“Now, boys,” said the teacher, “can
any of you tell me how iron

—

Gives

some.

Buffalo

Some Smelter.

man.

warmth

!

_

“Shut that door!” yelled the rough
“Where were you raised, in a
barn?” The man addressed meekly and
silently complied, but the speaker looking at him a moment later observed that
he was in tears. Going over to hiB victim he apologized.
“Oh, come,” he said
soothingly, “you shouldn’t take it to
heart because I asked if you were raised
in a barn.”

|

1
1

So-CO-ny

■ilk

Dad (buried in newspaper}—Kangaroo with rheumatism.

man.

J

Economical

iv«u)

What the Girl Said.
Bping in charge of the complaint department nt the local postoffice. I had
a rather amusing incident occur a few
days ago. The blank used in filing a
complaint required answers to about a
dozen questions, as, for example, date
of mailing, contents, nature of comA
plaint. as loss, damage or rifling.
young lady came to the window and
explained that she was to receive a
parcel containing medicine from an
ont-of-town doctor, and same was long
overdue, according to advices regarding shipment received from the doctor.
So I proceeded to have her answer
tiie several questions on the blank
When I read the quesmentioned.
tions. nature of complaint, she replied.
“Stomach trouble.”—Chicago Herald.

and that the large majority«of women
do not. Whether' it is woman suffrage
or plain recklessness that accounts for
this difference We cannot say. It cannot be because overshoes are unbecoming to a woman, for those wearing
them look very trim.—Hartford Cour-

Tender Memories.

I
i

|

anyhow?”

Soep for Wounds.
Common yellow soap, the kind used

I

^ hen coal is scarce, the Perfection
is vour security against cold rooms.

•j

Williams was unable to answer, and
the physician’s son quick to show his
superior knowh dge. answered : “Well,
wherever it is, I hot it isn’t as far as
Halleujah, that’s where we’re going to
move to.”—Indianapolis News.

>j

hospitality complete.

2

playing.

:

•

1
I

p

Sloanie started an argument by saying “My papa and mamma and I are
going away off.”
Young Chenoweth replied: “So are
my papa and mamma ami me.”
Sloanie took the matter in hand and
announced: “Well, I bet we are going
the farthest.”
Chenoweth
immediately objected,
and the argument waged furious. Finally young Chenoweth asked young
Williams: “Well, where are you going,

\

f

I

!

t

The Perfection soon warms cold
finger tips and toes—awakens a
feeling of comfort—makes your

*

Going Away Off.
Sloanie Williams, son of Thomas A.
Williams, who recently removed to
Montgomery, Ala., from Franklin, and
the son of Capt. E. B. Chenoweth,
former coroner of Johnson county, who
enlisted in the medical corps at 'Ft.
Harrison, and was sent to Honolulu,
Hawaiian islands, for b^ise hospital

Tfani

Hospitality

Genuine

in the United States would mean billions of dollars every year to buy guns
and food for soldiers, and ships to
carry them across the Atlantic to defeat the sinister purposes of the kaiser
and his crew.
A quarter, like the grain of corn, is
not much in itself, but millions of quarters every day mean victory for righteousness and humanity.

training,

aBBBHBHDAUkaniKMBHBiaMBMVHilHHHMP

'jmI

HERBERT F. HANSON,

Wanted"

Belfast, Maine.

For Sale

HAND GOODS

of-every descripSECOND
tion.
Furniture, bedding, carpets, stoves,

Antique furniture a specialty. If you
have anything to sell drop me s postcard and
will
receive a prompt call.
you
WALTER H COOMBS.
64
Main Street, Belfast.
249-3
etc.

A small gas heater suitable tor heating a
bath room or any small room. Is good as
new.

WiU sell at half price. Apply at
THE JOURNAL OFFICE.

The Third Maine

TheRepublican Journal^

Republican Journal Pub.
A. I.

Big Rally Will

j

BY
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY

The

be Held in This City Friday Evening.

1918.

BELFAST, THURSDAY, FIB. 14,

Regiment.

Co.

BROWN, Editor.

the court
Regiment will take place at
at 7:30
evening
Friday,
house tomorrow,
o’clock. The Belfast band will furnish
will be
music for the occasion and there
the
of
city
out
from
of
number
a
speakers
who are interested in this movement.
General George McL. Presson, adjutant
general of the State of Maine, is expect-

For one square, one
ADVER USING Terms.
for one week
lrch length in column. 25 cents
insertion
and 25 cents for each subsequent
52 ou a
advance.
In
Surscriptiin Terms
50 cents for three
year; 51.00 frrsix months;
months,

O. Brewster
of
of Portland, Capt. Sabine W. Woods
of
Company B., and Lieut. Cushman
officers
Company B., of Bangor. These
clear
will endeavor to give a concise and
Third
explanation of the wants of the
Maine.
Maine Regiment in the State of
will answer all questions of doubt
ed to be present; Hon.

Ralph

They

men who
in the minds of the young
members
in
becoming
interested
be
might
of this
and it is hoped that as a result
enlistrally, there will be more liberal

ments.
Bangor, Portland, Millinocket,
Dexter
Houlton, Waterville, Rockland,
all organizing com“We’ve got to make the road for the and Bar Harbor are
and Beland we
generation which is to follow, road.” panies or already have done so
must make a good road and a safe
fast should not be behind.
are
Men from 18 to 45, physically fit,
A FLOUR SHORTAGE.
is in the nanew
The
regiment
eligible.

man will
ture of home guards, and no
in
business
his
from
absent
be
necessarily
be done
order to drill as the training will
slower
at night. That Belfast has been
the
in
State,
size
her
of
cities
other
than

a very
The American people have for
of
long time been able to obtain plentj
it.
for
to
pay
the
money
had
if they

dour,

universally
that
therefore,
not
strange,
It
is
used.
in which
is not
the partial change to other cereals
foods

Flour

a

welcome

become

have

one.

But

our

people

are

Third Maine Infantry Combeen
started, has been a matter
lias
pany
local
of comment. The movement is not
a nato Maine or any other State, but is
do
tional one. Maine has been asked to
her share in the raising of troops for

meet-

well. They
ing the situation loyally and
in
•realize that it is necessary to do this
Not only do they
order to win the war.
over
realize tha' the Allies and our boys
known
there must he fed, but it is now
flour for
nat there is to be a shortage of
situation
the next year at least. 'Ihis
must be met as becomes a steadfast, loyal
people. Aside from paand

riotic self denial, millions of our people
connow and for months have been
serving because they were forced to do
means

so

with

So much talk has been made of the immediate service of a locally recruited
War
Company that even Secretary of
Baker has announced that it was not the

We notice by the late
market reports that the Hours which are
substitutes for wheat flour have been
materially advanced in price. We have
which to buy.

coated, pleasant

to

take, easily

Somerville.
Mrs. P. Cuddy and daughter Mary left
Wednesday of last week for Boston where
were to join Mr. Cuddy who has

they
employment with the E. S. S. Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Young and daughter Ruth left for Boston last week, where
they will be guests of their daughter and
husband, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert W. Ring-

Isaac Davis of Houlton was in town
several days last week called here by the
death of his mother, Mrs. Eunice Thompson.
While here he was the guest of his

sister, Mrs. Leslie Downes.
John Cole who has been in poor health
for several months is much improved.
last week as the guest of his
He

spent
daughter and husband,

Mr.
in

Mrs.

and

Bangor.

ing the 23rd annual mask ball of Monroe

was

B. A A. near

killed in the accident on v.he
some two million
hoarder. How would it do to sat1 some- hausted. With
for draft service, the members Caribou, Feb. 6th, had several friends
•thing and do something about the hoards available
of the Third Maine Regiment would not here who regret his untimely death. His
of food which are in the warehouses, the
much prospect of an early call, and wife who was Miss Agnes Ward of Prosstand
elevators, the granaries, ami in the hoards
war continued for a couple
pect was also known here before her
if those who have vast stocks of these not unless the
marriage and much sympathy is extendof
years.
are
now
who
substitutes and
just
men

wheat

their readers.

there are

some

ten

others who have uot

long article advising our agricultural
friends to raise muskrats for fur, but
We are so exmore especially for food
tremely unpractical that we cannot under-

yet taken their examinations who are
likely to pass and carry the company
Following is a list
well on to forty men.

stand how the diverting of the energies
and resources of farmers from the raising
■of potatoes, wheat and other usual foods

nation:

a

of

men

who have been called for exami-

Wentworth, George
Bray, Harold Fletcher, Milton Blake,
H. Gray, Belfast, and Manter
is likely to “teed ourselves first” or to William
Brooks.
L.
Murphy,
We
enable us to “help our Allies next.”
Hon. Ralph O. Brewster of Portland,
■very much doubt if muskrat meat will be
is a
entirely satisfactory over there. People who will speak here Friday evening
have been so long accustomed to eating member of the Portland law firm of ChapFred

M

a memthe usual farm products it is doubtful if man & Brewster and is himself
Portland. Mr.
they will turn avidly to such a radical ber of Company A., of
change in diet. Beside that, on what are Brewster is a native of Dexter, where his
parents still live and has many friends in
we going to subsist while we are making
It will take two or three this city. He w'as educated at Bowdoin
the change.
and later taught school in Castine.
years to change the potato fields of Aroos- College
Mr. Brewster is an able speaker and one
United
the
of
fields
wheat
tookftiidthe
who will be in a position to make clear
States into muskrat farms.
to those who hear him just what the
“Oh! What fools we mortals be."
Third Maine Regiment is being recruited
for. He was a member of the Maine
ONE FREE MAN IN GERMANY.
Legislature last session and has been an
There is one editor in Germany who active worker in Portland. He appeared
-dares to say what he thinks and whose sometime ago in this city at the Belfast
foi lowing is so large that the Raiser Opera House in the Bowdoin College predares not suppress his paper and send sentation of “Half Back Sandy’’ in one
him to prison. This man’s name is Max- of the
leading characters.

ed to her.

The January shipment for the Red
a follows: 68 absorbent pads,

Cross was

crease.

struction as a drill master that he will
give the men here. Mr. wood says “we

|
A

The

!

SPY

steamer

ccently arrived at

j

CAUGHT.

Nieuw
an

Amsterdam

re-

Atlantic port bring-

A German
ing some 1500 passengers.
spy was discovered among them. On his
71 erson was found incriminating evidence
and he finally confessed that he was in

visitor to this city in the future and good
results are expected from the able in-

and equipped exactly
I will be uniformed
as the regular army and the regiment’s
: status will be precisely similar to that of
the Second Maine before mobilization last

\

Spring.”

SWANVILLE CENTER.
The coldest morning

lastjweek

was

W. V. Thompson is
the pay of Germany and came here to I
fu mish spies now operating in this coun- Lawrence.

His apprehension
a new code.
the result of real efficiency. Was
Efehis man shot at sunrise or will he be indicted, tried by jury and sentenced to two
The temper of the
years in prison?
try with

Edith

Miss Evelyn Stewart is visiting at Mr.
and Mrs. Charles McCorrison’s.

■was

Miss Edith Lawrence has been visiting
friends in Unity for the past week.

Harold Nutter visited his aunt, Mrs.
Emma Busher, in Freedom Sunday.

American people glows red, and when it
reaches a white heat as most assuredly it
will, then let the I. W. W. and the spies
beware. Our safety at home and welfare of our boys in France demand that
no mercy should be shown to spies.

W. M. Vose bought a pair of threeyear-old steers of B. O. Norton of Belfast
last week.
Mr. and Mrs. E. F.

Mississippi, South Carolina and

Texas
observed Lincoln’s birthday. The Blue
in
clad
khaki.
now
are
and the Gray
Our once divided country ia united.

working for

|

Banton went to

Massachusetts last Monday. Mr. Banton
returned Thursday and Mrs. Banton is
visiting her children for a few weeks.

on

below zero.

David Wingate lost

of his team

one

horses last week.
The Veterans’ Association has been
postponed until March 7th.
Don’t forget that Comet Grange holds
an

cian.

*

January 22nd. Now the book only needed three more stamps. “Father'
agreed by smoking his pipe for the rest of the month he could easily make up
these last three stamps, 75c.

A Group of Salads.
In sections of our country where
cauliflower is reasonable in price it
may he served occasionally as a winter salad, making a most attractive

Try And Get The Thrift Stamp Habit. Every Time You
Take Your Purse Out To Spend Money—Count Ten—And
Buy Thrift Stamps Instead.

Wash the cauliflower carefully,
tie in a piece of cheesecloth and cook
When done
in boiling stilted water.
remove from the cloth and sprinkle
When
with lemon juice and cool.
ready to serve separate into flowerets,
arrange on a dish, sprinkle with
chopped parsley and serve with French
dressing, made hy using three tableone.

Thrift Stamps are on sale at the Postoffice, Banks and in many Stores.
Any information regarding payments, interest, etc,, will glrdly be explained by Morris L. Slugs. Director for Waldo County, with headquarters
at the Custom Douse.

spoon fills of olive oil, a tablespoonful
of vinegar, half a teaspoonful of salt
Beat
and a few dashes of cayenne.
well and pour over the cauliflower.
Carefully remove canned salmon
from the can and arrange in a nest

The local chairmen for the different towns
■■

The wild animals seem to be getting
hungry. An owl flew into Martin Robertson’s

barn and killed

a

hen

before

they heard the commotion among the
hens. A mink got into Wm. Small’s
hen house and killed four hens and one
rooster. A weasel got into Ed. Thompson’s hen house and killed eight hens and
a duck.
What She Forgot.
Miss Decorous had made a special
atudy of biblical history, and she addressed the Sunday school class thus-

Knox

Liberty
Lincolnville

Rosie.

Have you any

questioner

“No, teacher,” came the shy reply,
“except that you haven’t told us about
the flea-bltesr—Pearson’s Weekly.

Monroe
Montville
Morrill

!

Northport
Palermo

Prospect
Searsmont

Searsport
Stockton
Swanville

Thorndike
Troy
Unity
Waldo

Winterport

MORRILL.

Theodore Ritchie went to Portland
Feb. 9th, where he has employment.

The Red Cross society will meet with
Mrs. Arthur Hatch Feb. 14th

Mrs. C. M. Conant visited her mother,
Mrs. Lydia Nealey, in Newburg recently.

Mrs. Herman Merriam spent the weekend with her friend, Mrs. Frank L. Field.

lage.

week-end with

Mrs.

Hunter at C.

O.

Whitney’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard

Clarke of W est

Winterport were guests
and family Sunday.

of C. B. Jewett

the

Friday. Merle Hunt who is stationed at
Fort Williams, Portland, made a brief

parents

j several carloads of
which are
no

j

apples in this vicinity
to be shipped from Brooks as

cars can

be obtained

on

the B. & A.

road.

ISLESBORO.
Arthur C.
week

1

on

Hatch

was

in Boston

last

business.

Mark Pendleton from Annapolis Naval
Academy has been at home on a furlough, being called home earlier by the

The cutter hasn’t been up the bay for a
so the ice has frozen enough for

teams to drive to Northport. Costello
was the first to drive his horse

Williams

to Belfast for a load of
ing from Crow Cove.

provisions,

Capt. and Mrs. John Davis
from

Savannah, Ga.,

came

also Mr.

start-

home

and Mrs.

Edwin S. Pendleton, Winfield S. Pendleton, Dr. Judson Pendleton, Mr. and Mrs.
Fields Pendleton and son and Capt. Guilford Pendleton of New York to attend
the funeral of Capt. R. P. Pendleton.

Clarence Nickerson has returned !
Millinocket.
Mrs. A. E. Cunningham spent last "
sister, Miss 11

in Prospect with her
Marden.

The Red Cross did not meet last

w

account of the severe cold and

on

travelling.
The Waldo County Veteran Associa
meet at the grange hall

did not

Thursday.

If weather conditions

favorable it will meet there March 7t
Mrs. Lester Verrili who is spendim.
with her mother, Mrs. II

Nickerson, had

an

ill turn last week

M
able to be about the house.
Gladys Trundy is helping them for a 1i
is

now

■

Comet Grange accepted an invita
Granite Grange, N
to meet with
Searsport, last Saturday but as
weather was not favorable few attei
and were obliged to return home e.i
Mr.
on account of the bad storm.
Mrs. A. T. Nickerson installed the oflh

M<? CALL’S
—MAGAZINE

LV\

Several from here attended the Food
Fair in Bangor.

Dr. Tapley of Belfast was a professional visitor here one day last week.

_

j

Belfast.

Stanley Healey was at home from Bangor for the week-end.

i

SWAN VILLI:.

winter

last week.

P.

week

Partlaad, Malic.

during

Mrs. Hardy, who has been stopping the
past three years with her sister, Mrs.
Nathan Hunt, returned to Boston last

visit to his

sudden death of his father, Capt. R. PPendleton.

THORNDIKE MACHINE COMPANY.

1

church

Clements and sen j
At the cottage meeting at Mr. Elmer
Roger visited R. L. Clements and family Hartshorn’s last week, thirty-five were
at the village Feb. 11th.
present. The appointments for the week
follows: Monday night, cottage
of
Winterport are as
Lewis Libby, a student
at Mrs.Emma Woodbury’s;! uesmeeting
High school, and Guy Nealey of Hampmeeting at vestry; Thursday
night
day
weekthe
for
home
were
den Academy
at Mr. Stephen Murch s in
meeting
night
V
end.
night meeting at Mr.
Friday
Belmont;
There was a meeting of the Winterport Fred Hustus.’
Fruit Growers' Association at the home
of the president, Hon. C. M. Conant,
SANDYPOINT
Monday evening, Feb. 11th.
Miss Dora Shute spent Saturday in
E. E. Walker of Monmouth has bought

the moon as a

saw

Lawrence Greenwood of
tu hold special meet-

expected

ings with Morrill
month of May

Earle Hunter of Pittsfield spent the

Indicator (writes a correspondent) must have very short memories, for accurate comparisons prove
conclusively that there Is no connection whatever between the weather
and the moon’s changes of phase.

We have engines, wood saws, and
frames in stock at reasonable prices.

Boston is

Nealey.

weather

Buy Thrift 8tamps

Evangelist

Mrs. S. P. Stevens spent Saturday and
Sunday with her daughter, Mrs. R. C.

Sympathy is extern!

the family in their sorrow.

The remains of William Flanders were
Miss Laura Bickford attended the rethe tomb of Morrill cemetery
cent teachers’ meeting at Winterport vil- placed in
last week.

No Connection Between the
Weather and Moon’s Changes

AND

held Monday.

WHITE’S CORNERr Winterport. j

Mr. and Mrs. F.

SAW WOOD

»,

--—

JUjUxc

These changes, of course, can be predicted for years In advance with perfect accuracy, and If the weather depended on them, weather forecasting
would be the simplest of all the aclences. instead of the most difficult.

I

F It. Brown
E. R. Spear
J. G. Mudgett
Albert Pierce.
Phillip Williams
L. F Pendleton.
L. F. Boyd.
B. L. Aborn.
W. D. Sanford
Edwin Goodwin
George Palmer
J J- Clements.
Dr T. N. Pearsons.
C. O Dickey.
H. L. Pinkham
F. L Ward
Eben Cobb.
B. F Colcord.
Dr. Harold E. Small.
A. T. Nickerson.
Howard N. Harmon,
John L. Bagley.
E. T Whitehouse.
Fred E. Littlefield.
Ellery Bowden.

Jackson

ceived salad.

phases.

:

Fred A. Marriner

Belmont
Brooks
Belfast
Burnham
Frankfort
Freedom
Islesboro

Tomato Salad.
Fresh sliced tomatoes, a thick slice
for each serving covered with finely
chopped celery and onion mixed, and
with French or Mayonnaise
serve
dressing. This is always a well-re-

period in them. Several authorities
are agreed, however, that there Is a
tendency for clouds to disperse as a
full moon comes to the meridian of
any place; but it Is a far cry from that
to the definite belief that the weather
changes with a chnnge In the lunar

follows

—’

■

r,“

are as

Local Chairmen of War Savings Committee

Herring Salad.
Heat until well-heated through, three
the
remove
then
smoked herring,
bonds and skin, split and take out the
back bones and cut in small bits, or
shred with a fork. Put into a salad
bowl, one small chopped onion, two
hard-cooked eggs, chopped, one boiled
potato cut fine, a teaspoonful of
chopped parsley, salt, pepper and three
tablespoonfuls of vinegar with two of
Boiled beet
oil; serve well-mixed.

ly:

“Now, children, I have told you all
I can concerning the nations which
the Israelites.
were driven out by
They were the Hlvltes, the Hlttites,
the Jebusltes, the Perizzltes. the Glrthe
gasltes and, let me see—yes,
Can you remember them
Amorltes.
all, children? Now you look puzzled,

■

of lettuce, then pour over a spoonful
of lemon juice and cover with mayonnaise just when it is ready to serve.
Chopped pickle may be sprinkled over
tlie salmon if preferred, omitting the
lemon juice.

Professor Schuster analyzed a whole
century’s weather records, and, as a
result, was unable to trace any lunar

buying

January 20th. “Brother” went down to the train tonight to meet Aunt
Edith who was coming for a visit. Instead of taking a carriage he shouldered
her grip and said ‘/‘lets walk” and give me the money to buy Thrift Stamps, 50c.

*

God preserve us from the destructive
power of words! There are words which
can
separate hearts sooner than sharp
swords; there are words whose sting can
remain through a whole life.

on

of

of
January 10th. Father, passing by the news store this morning saw one
to
he
But
to
lead.
he
wanted
happened
he
which
thought
the “Best Sellers”
Four
out
Gerard’s
took
over
went
to
the
so
library
>and
instead,
remember,
Years in Germany. Six more Thrift Stamps. $1.50.

♦★A*******-****************

People who rely

today-instead

Stamps, $1.50.

all-day session Feb. 23d.

Mr. Fred Webb is ill with the grip.
Dr. F. C. Small is the attending physi-

snow

Thrift Stamp, 25c.

a new pair of gloves, “other girls
Book and said, “wear your
to
the
Thrift
mother
but
had new ones,
pointed
old ones and help ‘some other girl’s brother’ somewhere in France” —Six Thrift

the man who bears the brunt of battle.”

Mother’s Cook Book

a

January 8th. Sister insisted that she needed

volved,” says the Birmingham (Ala.)
Sentinel; “therefore, the man who tills
the soil and supports the soldier In the
field and the family at home, is rendering as noble and patriotic a service as

jf£

Bobby (aged 12) shoveled

January 6th.

candy—bought

20

|NORTH MONTVlLLfcl.

membered the “Boys Over There”—another Thrift Stamp, 25c.

account of the freight car
shortage. For theseireasons all spring
supplies should be ordered now."
“Upon the farmer rests In large
measure the final responsibility of winning the war In which we are now In-

supplies

and two well beaten eggs. Beat to a
smooth batter and pour half an inch
thick Into a greased shallow pan. Bake
in a hot oven.

There were no Red Cross meetings last
Capt. Sabine W. Wood of Bangor of
the weather and travelling was so
week,
Third
Maine
the
of
RegiCompany B.,
hard.
texts of Lloyd George’s speech and Presiment, who will speak in this city Friday
tdeiit Wilson's address to Congress. He
Mr. and Mrs. James Marden have reevening, is a member also of the Public
tsayg that “the cleft between the two Safety Committee of Bangor and well turned from a month’s visit with their
lighting groups is no longer so wide that known there. He has been interested in son Guy in Auburn and are now in WalMrs. Peavey.
it -can only be filled by new heaps of
military work fora long time. In addition do with their daughter,
He says that “treaties are
corpus.”
The roof on one of Fred Littlefield’s
to his work in recruiting the Bangor
sacred.” He even dares to see the jusCompany he has been engaged in work buildings fell in from the weight of snow,
tice of the Allies point of view regarding in Dexter where another
but the stock was not injured. The roof
company is
Alsace-Lorraine. He criticise? Germany
nearly recruited and there has been much on the long shed connecting the house
for luring Austria into the war. In fact work done in other sections under his di- and barn at Charles Stevens’ fell in Sath e lias a habit of free speech which tells rection.
Capt. Wood will be a frequent urday night.

j

j

110 gauze rolls, 720,9x9 gauze compresses, j
600, 4x4 gauge compresses, 20, 4x4 gauze
wipes, 40 folded, 6x3 gauze strips, 14
80
paper back pads, 554 tailed bandages,
triangular bandages, 9 chin bandages, 79
comfort pillows, 23 handkerchiefs, 2 napkins, 3 pillow slips, 2 rolls of old linen, 6
rolls of old cotton, 1 bundle old gloves, 8
unfdled comfort bags, 4 button bags, 4
needle books, 1 bath robe, 2 pajama suits,
may be used for decoration.
1 day shirt, 5 baby shirts, 1 cloak, hat,
Nut and Celery Salad.
coat, hose, 2 blankets and 4 shirts.
Boil a cupful of walnut meats in
series
the
in
The second card party
broth, then remove the skins, by letbeing given for the benefit of the Red
ting them stand in cold water n few
and
the
of
the
Ways
Cross under
auspices
minutes, dry and rub in a towel to
Means committee was held at thel. O. O.
Add a pint of finely
remove the skin.
F., banquet hall, Thursday evening. The cut celery to the nuts, a taLlespoonful
of grated orange rind or finely-minced
captains were Mrs. F. C. Atwood, Mrs.F
rind, a tablespoonful of chopped
T. Bussey,Mrs. Joshua Treat,Jr., Mrs.W.
parsley; serve with French dressing
H. Atwood, Mrs. A. W. Shaw, Mrs. L. Shaw,
and garnish with celery tips.
Mrs. E. H. Clements, Mrs. C. H. Nason,
Mrs. Everett Gray and Miss Louise
Cream Johnny Cake.
Smith. The highest scores were E. H.
Mix and sift one-half teaspoonful of
Clements and Mrs. James Cyr, the lowsalt, one level teaspoonful of soda,
est were Frank Foley and Miss Annie L.
half a cupful of flour and two cupfuls
Clapp. The next will be held Thursday of white cornmeal; add one cupful
Everyonejinvited. of sour cream, one cupful of sour milk
evening, Feb. 21st.

imilian Harden and his paper is the ZuEditor Harden printed the actual
kunft.

the Germans many very wholesome facts.
Brave Max Harden. May his tribe in-

2nd.
Each employee in the office where Father worked was presented with a THRIFT BOOK AND ONE THRIFT STAMP. 25c..
reJanuary 4th. Mothe.-and Sister got all ’ready to go to the movies but

January

wall.

J

The fo'lowing men have been examinreaching out for the unearned and specuWhile we are heartily ed, passed and accepted for membership
lative dollars.
giving our support to the country in every in the Belfast Company: Roy E. Young,
possible way we do not like to be robbed Robert W. Rollins, Thomas B. Kennedy,
by speculators. There is too much mar- Albion P. Goodhue, J. Elliott Clements,
gin for somebody, between the western Roscoe L. Hammons, Arthur Robbins,
farmer and the table of the eastern con- Raymond Mendall, William W. Dickey,
sumer.
Fred R. Dickey, Walter J. Clifford, Karl
Herman Robbii.s, Charles E. Mahoney,
MUSKRAT FARMING.
George Lowell, Orrin J. Dickey, Robie
Harold McKeen, Harvard SalisThe United States Department of Ag- Creasey,
Basil Linton, Alvin Scott Gray,
bury,
riculture sends out a weekly publication
Lewis Snyder, Jr, Daniel Floyd,
which says its aim and purpose is to give Jr.,
James Thayer, Walter P. Tweedie, Chas.
to
information
valuable
and
hints
useful
H. Hahn, Byron M. Salter and William
farmers. These are sent to editors to aid
McLoon. This gives 26 members of the
them in spreading the glad tidings before
who are ready for service and
In the last issue we noticed company

How One Family in Belfast Bought $5.00 Worth
of Thrift Stamps in One Month’s Time by
Only Sacrificing a Few Ordinary Luxuries.

The same raw maused this year.
terials used in making fertilizers such
ns nitrate of soda, potash and sulphuric acid twe used In war munitions.
It is also difficult to ship many farm

WINTERPORL
T. H. Sprowl left last week for Massachusetts where he will be the guest of his
daughter. Miss Lena Weed,at her home in

•>

and the fertilization of the soil.
“Fertilization of the soil means the
use of any available plantfood such as
manure, legumes and commercial fertilizers. All of these forms should be

similated— the most successful combination of iron that its makers, C. I.
Hood Co., Lowell, Mass., know of.
It is the medicine for you.
It will put iron into your blood.

the government to use
recently told that, any citizen who intention of ml.
II..:..
D„,on.unt lirvfil
reside here.
aad more than a 30 days’ supply of Hour
exFrank E. Harding of Brewer who
been
had
call
the draft
in his house would be consider d to be a the men of
,1

Illinois. “To double the acre yield on
many fields now being tilled,” he snys,
"is possible by giving the proper attention to the simple fundamentals of
crop production, such as drainage, seed
selection, more timely and thorough
tillage, the proper rotation of crops

We Did It

ow

every unproductive acre productive and every productive acre more
productive,” says Prof. Ten Eyck of

as-

Lodge I. O. O F. which will be held in
Town Hall, Monroe village, on Tuesday
evening, Feb. 22nd. There are several
the members of the Monroe Lodge that now

been

"We must speed up the farm, mak-

ing

obstacles and knows no
such thing as failure.
Iron in the successful formula for
Peptiron, which also includes pepsin,
nux, celery and other tonics, sedatives. and digestives, helps to give
strength, color and body to the
blood; reddens pale cheeks, steadies
the nerves, nourishes and gives
stamina to the whole body.
Peptiron is in pill form, chocolate
overcomes

Adjutant General Presson says “It is
A bursted watermain on Lower Main
distinctly understood that these men are street Hooded the Advertiser office Wed1
not enlisting for immediate service.
It was officially
of last week.
the de- nesday
can assure you this is not what
estimated that the standpipe was lowerNorthpartment at Washington or the
ed about 18,000 gallons before the leakthis regieastern Department want,
age was stopped.
ment is to be for State purposes and only
Bills have been posted here, announccalled in case of absolute necessity.”

are

by high prices and lack of

accomplishes

John Green, at their home

home service.

patriotic

so

a

a great winmuch, why he

That is wliy he is such
ner,

to be
The first of a number' of rallies
of the
interest
the
in
this
city
in
held
Maine
Belfast Company of the Third

Illinois Professor Says
Acres Must Yield Double
—Farmers to Win the War

HE HAS IRON
IN HIS BLOOD

Miss Nellie Blanchard was the guest of
friends at the village several days last

For

,

Fashion

Authority
Nearly 50

_

Join the 1,300,000 women who turn to
McCALL’S every month for ccrrect fashions, for patterns, for economical buying,
for fancy needlework, for good stories—tor
pleasure, for help, for style.
McCALL Patterns fit.

week.
Mrs.

Jefferds

Albert

Katherine

are

in

and

Belfast, called

daughter
there by

illness of a relative.
Miss Caro Perkins returned Wednesday from a visit of several days with
friends in Sangerville.
I Mrs. Josephine Foster, who was called
here by the death of her sister, has returned to her business in Boston.
Miss Florence Harriman, who was called from Bangor where she was attending
High school, will remain at home for the
remainder of the winter.
Miss Agnes M. Harriman died Friday
at the home of her
brief illness, aged 21

evening, Feb. 8th,
parents, after

a

years and 10 months.

The funeral

was

FREE! SEND A POSTAL CARD AND ASK FOR
RAMPLS COPT of MoOAT.I/S; or $10.00 PIN
MONEY Offer to Women; or List of GIFTS giv»u
without cost; or BICYCLE Offer to Boys ami
Girls; or latest PATTERN CATAlXMtTTE; or Bijr
Cash Offer to AGENTS; or $moo Prize Offer to
,our cilUKCli.
A(l<lress

TEE McCALL CO., 236220 Wed 37tk Street, New Terk, N. T.

MHBam
The

Republican Journal! and the Metal1
Magazine for One Year for $2.25.
\_^

■:!

Mrs. Mary H. Whitney underwent a
Tapley Hos-

The Minnetoska Club of ten little girls
have given $2 from their treasury for the

TRAMP

Red Cross.
Mrs. Alex. N. Snow who recently met
with an accident, severely injuring her

hip, is gradually improving and is
able to te about her home.

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert W. Healey have
moved from the Bergin house, No. 65
Miller street, to the Staples house at the
AND

corner

Boys
tramp,
are marching. One of the
most important things in
marching is having com-

!

The meeting of the Waldo County Veteran’s Association announced for February 7th at Comet Grange hall, Swanville,
has been postponed to March-7th on account, of bad travelling and the severe

for 1918

ot

fhe News

hopes of gett ing i nto regular session again.

trade and Wednesday their regular mealMrs. George K. Willey is
ers returned.
in charge during her husband’s conva-

generated

Wednesday,

began

Feb.

b

13th,

1.

Leonard A Barrows’ shoe factory.
;,d Mrs. Herbert Brown of Searsentertained Mr. and Mrs.
rnue
Miss Lindsey, Mr. and

followed.

dissolved into a Red
An entertaining feature of
.,«-ial.
Mrs. Charles
:nun was a reading by
was

:

p.

The book stores were
about that hour, when another
announced that they had just
l.iii' olnville and at that rate
ni.

0

It was decided
m
Monday morning as the will go to the local Red Cross
Last
rip might he dangerous.
| The Woman’s Alliance of the First
i\
several drummers were live.
Parish (Unitarian) church was entertain_ning from Belfast to Camden by j
ed last Thursday afternoon by Miss
Frances Chase. There was a large atof
ue of the all-day snow storm
tendance, many working on their Red
Saturday twelve children gathered Cross knitting while they enjoyed the
Peirce school for the story hour. entertaining program. Rev. Arthur E.
,hn R Dunton substituted in the Wilson read the religious intelligence in
of Miss Elizabeth A. Kelley and the absence of Miss Melvina V. Parker.
election from the fairy story
Mrs. Eugene L. Stevens read a paDer on

Kind Happy Land. She also read
getting ready for the
iapter of
from Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage
Miss Sue M. Partridge told a few
,1 stories of animals, birds, etc.,
rating them with photos. Mrs. O.
,i

j

|

the subject, Some People and Events of
the World War. The paper showed an
exhaustive research of current literature
She spoke of
on this all-absorbing topic.
the reigning European monarchs, their
households and the influence of the war

Il
The

Camp

Fire

Girls

gave a Red
Dross Benefit party at the Unitarian parsonage Wednesday afternoon under the
lirection of Mrs. Arthur E. Wilson.

Supt. of schools E. E. Roderick arrived Monday from East Orrington with his
Family and have taken the furnished rent
of E. N. Titcomh, No. 60 Union street.

J

mond Young, Melvin

Wood,

Lester Pitch-

er, Maurice Cobb, Winfield Marriner,
William Norris and Harold Bradford of
the Baptist society and Frank Downes of
the Methodist society. They will remain

and Miss E. Frances Abbott will
story tellers for next Saturday

■

■

to the District Secretary,
con, with whom applications should
cist.

hied

Me.,

or

as soon as

possible.

A
paper by Mrs. Clement W. Wescott.
silver collection will be taken for the Red

a

Cross.

“The

Phonograph

with

a

Co. advertises deposit book No. 1439 lost.
.Martin S. Webber and Mr. and Mrs.

Any talking machine
reproduces sound.

on

the market

The Problem Was to Invent

a

Phonograph

which would not alter the original
In other words,
tone of the artist.
Re-create Sound. Manufacturers of
sound-reproducing instruments considered this IMPOSSIBLE, because
all overtones had to be recorded.
AFTER
EDISON

Today

FOUR

YEARS

RESEARCH

SOLVED THE

PkOBLEM.

the New Edison brings into

your home the artist’s tone.

NEW THOJGHT-think it over
carefully, The New Edison is the beginning of a new era in music.

A

FRED D. JONES

j

An

|

SATURDAY—A

Mark Twain’s
Beloved Book

showing

modern Kawneer fronts with
one of the
tiled entrance and oak panelling. The

hearts

and

decorated with
The birthday cake resembled
with

14

little

American

valentines.

a snow

Hags

fort

waving

from it and paper slips giving the fortune
of each girl attached to them.
A Lincoln
A Lincoln Celebration.
Day celebration was held in K ights of
Pythias hall last Tuesday evening under
the direction of A. E. Clark Camp, Sons
of Veterans, with members of the other
G. A. R. bodies present, as special guests.
Following the present-day popular custom no refreshments were served. The
The
following program was enjoyed:
Flag salute; singing America by the company; selection by the B. H. S. orchestra;
vocal solo, Charles F. Hammons; address,
by Mrs. IDora J. Bridges, Department

Patriotic Instructor of the Maine Ladies
of the G. A. R.; piano solo, Miss Margaret Eaton; reading, Mrs. Nettie M.
White; selection by the orchestra; piano
solo, Miss Alice Robbins; vocal solo, Mr.
Hammons; reading, Mrs. Annie Durham;
solo, Mrs. Della Frisbee. In behalf of
the S. of V., Commander Fred A. Seward presented Division Commander Allen
].. Curtis and bride with a beautiful oak
serving tray. Mr. Curtis responded.
The program closed with a selection by
the orchestra.

Wedding
YOUNG

NICHOLS.

Bells.
Almon Morrison

Young and Miss Marion F. Nichols were
Fr.
married
February 4th by Rev.
James A. Flynn, at the parish residence.
The couple were attended by Fred P. Colson of this city and Miss Pauline PatterThe afternoon train
son of Vinalhaven.
bore the happy couple away on a honey-

and some changes were made in the newly adopted by-laws. Scout Master Orrin

VINALHAVEN GETS
TONS OF SUPPLIES.

rificing
There

J.

a

few luxuries.
was

Dickey

a

was

elected treasurer of the

Troop. Under the mew rules the members began paying dues of five cents per
week which will apply to the camping
trip for next summer. Beginning next
Tuesday evening the Scouts will make a
drive for membership and each Scout
who obtain* three new members within
a month will be given a medal for special
work. The committee on their anniversary meeting reported with the following program which will be given next
Tuesday evening: Reading of President
Livingston’s Message to the Scouts, by
Scout Master' Dickey; birthday resolution by the troop; annual report of Scout
activities by scribe Frank Downes; paper
The Significance of the Boy Scout Movement, by Kenneth Colcord, Senior patro
leader; Oath of Allegiance1 to the Flag
by the entire troop; roll-call of members
answered by salute and report of Gooi |
Turn; remarks by assistant Scout Maste
Rev. Walter T. Hawthorne; singing Sta r
Spangled Banner.

moon

trip,

Several tons of food and other needed
supplies were taken to Vinalhaven Sunday by a government steamer which
smashed her way through the ice barrier
in Penobscot Bay to the island. The arrival of the ship was greeted with cheers,
as the food and fuel situation at Vinalhaven had become so desperate on account of the ice blockade that citizens in
mass meeting had voted an appeal to
President Wilson.
The cargo of the steamer included
several thousand bags of grain. Horses
and cattle on the island had been reduced
to a hay diet for several days, the entire
stock of grain having been exhausted.
Ice conditions all along this section of
the Maine coast are said to be the worst
ever

Boys from 5 to 90
Should See This.

I

|

SAWYE R”

“TOM
Twelfth

Episode

“Who Is ‘Number One'?”

“Urn. What kind
a bill are
you
going to render in
of

land grocers including the largest in the
a cash and carry agreement
under which they agree to make a speci-

afternoon,

Comedy-Drama

JACK PICKFORD in

this case, doc?”

First Mortgage 5s

city signed

street Wednesday

,\|

Part

“I’ll
just give
her some imaginary medicine.”

Portland grocers are leading the State
in the cash and carry system that is in
keeping with the times. A recent dispatch from that city says: Sixty Port-

The construction enclosure was removfrom the Knowlton block on Main

I

Triangle Five

“Urn.”

street.

ed

King

“Tour wife has
imaginary allments.”

give

b roks.

Basil

BY MARY ROBERTS RINEHART—IN FIVE PARTS

Important Point.

The next meeting will be Feb. 19th with
Nichols, Bay ViewMrs. Warren A.

fied extra charge for delivery and another
charge for carrying customers on their

by

-3*“Bab’s Matinee ldol”*€-

“I always try to make the best of a
bad situation,” remarked Mr. Gllthery.
“What do you do when your water
pipes freeze and then burst?”
“Oh, I sing a little song, just to show
that I’m not worrying.”
“That’s highly commendable.”
“But when the water begins to leak
on the people who occupy the flat beneath mine, to save my life I can’t
persuade them to join me in singing.”

at the home of Mrs. Fred L. HowThe time was spent socially and
with Red Cross work. It was voted to
S2 for the Red Cross Benefit fund.

large attendance at the
regular meeting of the Boy Scouts on
Tuesday evening and there will be a drill
at Red Men’s hall this, Thursday, evening
for their prospective entertainment. Two
names were presented for membership

War Savings Committee which tells
how one family bought I5.t)0 worth of
Thrift Stamps in one month by only sac-

j

Later Mr.
Belfast to Ralph L. Cooper.
Cooper transferred a. part of it to the

whose destination had been
inquisitive
carefully concealed from
friends.
Upon their return they will
Broad
on
home
street, the
make their
matter of a permanent residence being
uncertain owing to the fact that the
bridegroom is subject to the second draft,
for which preparations are now being
made. The bridegroom is a son of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles M. Young of Belfast
and is assistant foreman of the New EngThe
land Telephone & Telegraph Co.
bride is a daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph A. Nichols of Vinalhaven and is a
graduate nurse of Knox Hospital. The
popular couple have hosts of well wishers.—The Rockland Courier-Gazette.

F. M. Ingersoll publish a card of thanks.
.Buy Thrift Stamps and help the
See the advt. of the local
Government.

IS WOT A “TALKING MACHINE”

The Art of Ke-Producinq Sound Is Not New

Store carries the famous Ground Gripper shoes which will correct and often
cure fallen
arches, out-growing joints
and callous places.The Penobscot Bay
and save $4 worth of electricity by purchasing a Hylo lamp.The Waldo Trust

Soul”

This wonderful instrument is made in
the Edison laboratories in accordance
with specifications established by Mr,
Edison personally.

new wall paper and window
shades for 1918 in stock.The Dinsmore

that he has

Electric Co. tells how to spend 90 cents

The New Edison

property

are concealed and have
Regiment has a very attractive commis- window lights
The sign of L. A.
reflectors.
downward
sion hanging in his office on Main street,
white moasic.
which he has lately received from the of- Webber is in green and
fitted
fice of the Adjutant General in Augusta, The interior of the store is also
conveniences.
modern
ail
with
giving him the rank of 1st Lieutenant.
This is the first commission issued on the
The Blue Birds met Tuesday afternoon
strength of the Belfast company of the at the home of Mrs. H. E. McDonald,
Third Maine Regiment, which is being when three important events were celeraised here.
brated: the birthday of the hostess, Miss
of Lincoln
George H. Robertson and Ira Trundy, Ruth Billings, the birthday
The program was
Valentine’s
Day.
and
will
for
leave
leaders,
tomorrow, Friday,
was gaily decPortland to attend the Boys’ State Con- given in the parlor, which
vention. They will accompany the fol- orated with flags and bunting and a large
room was
lowing young men: Alton Andrews, Ray- picture of Lincoln. The dining

over Sunday.
upon them and their surroundings, mentioning the monarchs of Russia, Italy,
Belfast Bay looks like a section of a
ion
Austria, Germany and England giving an Polar sea as far as the eye can reach and
nited States Civil Service Com- unpredjudiced pen picture of the royalty. will probably remain so for weeks to
kindly of France, where come. Malcolm McLeod of Islesboro rethat the annual First She spoke
1 announces
or Clerical examinations will be the greatest battles in history have been cently took over four of his horses which
at Belfast, Me., on March 2, 1918, fought, of Joan of Arc and of the hishad been at the Ralph A. Peavey farm in
i.lie purpose of establishing registers tory of that country on whose, soil the East Beltast.
ne was ODiigea 10 use
in which certification may be made to
present-day battles are being waged. She. planking over the channel cut by the icefuture vacancies in the following posi- paid glowing tributes to General Pershing, breaker Favorite.
Mail has been carried
ns
Clerical and other First Grade to President Wilson and the American regularly across from Saturday Cove to
turns in
the Customs Service; Store- Army and closed with mention of Mrs. lslesboro and people have walked on that
cr-Gauger, clerical, and other First Margaret Crosby Schiiler of Pittsburg, section when necessary. Monday the ice
positions in the Internal Revenue Pa., who spent a part of her girlhood in showed signs of being too thin for the
in Paris
e, including the positions of Dep- the Chase homestead, and is now
mail carrier’s horse. Tuesday water stood
ollecrtn under the Income Tax at the American Ambulance Hospital, No. in small ponds all over the bay.
cons of the tarill law; and Clerical,
One in charge of supplies. At the close
The New
New Advertisements.
other positions requiring similar qual- of the program there was a social hour
Read
inns in
the various Government with music. The next meeting will be Edison is not a talking machine.
For held with Mrs. James H. Howes Thurs- what Fred D. Jones says in his ad v about
e in the New England States.
which reion
and additional information day afternoon, Feb. 21st, when a patriotic this wonderful instrument
also announces
Jones
creates
sound.
Mr
be
given, including
to the Local Secretary, Post Office,
musical program will

st

:

Generation

MARGUERITE CLARK in

Co-operation.

ard.

until

|

the Waldo County Registry transferring
what is known as the Belfast Syndicate
from Frances E. Wood of North

a

FRIDA I —The Last of The Sub-Deb Stories

noon

ing, and each guest is asked to bring his
The proceeds of the social
own sugar.

here at 11 p.

pneumonia.

l awn”

Spreading

The Romance of

IT IS TO LAUGH
No

The second in the series of parties under the direction of the Baptist Helping
Hand Society was given Tuesday after-

Advertised Letters. The following
()n next Friday night the Ladies' Aid
letters remained uncalled for in the Belof Northport will give a social at the !
: Fast post office for the week ending Feb.
home of Mrs. C. O. Dickey to raise funds
12, 1918: Ladies—Mrs. Thomas Mclnnis,
the
for the Red Cross, in keeping with
Sarah Pendleton.
Gentlemen—Ellison
week which has been dedicated in this
James Collins, Morris Hartlen,
Abbott,
and
vicinity to the cause. Doughnuts
L. T Pearson.
coll'ee will be included in the menu, which
Dr. Carl Stevens of the Third Maine
evenof
the
course
in
the
be
served
will

BelSunday papers failed to reach
A telephone
Sunday.
_ain last
leii
was received saying tne>
here
m. and would reach
;il 2

|

for transient

Belfast Farmers’ Union.

the above
For sale only

by

Morse; Vice President, V. A. Simmons;
Secretary, Clarence H. Smith;Treasurer,
Willis J. Greeley; Directors, .1 J. Walker,
J. F. Marden, Volney Thompson, L. L.
Morse, O. W. Ripley, S. W. Shibles and
L. C. Morse; Business Manager, James
H. Cilley.—Clarence H. Smith, Sec y.

MonBelfast Woman’s Club met
Essie
■ning at the home of Mrs.
After a short business session

!

•‘The

the child is eager for

But while his deep eyes glow and Slew,
It seems another tells
The tale and beauty to my heart
No world of meaning spells.
And the river on the valley-floor
Flows over Flemish bells.
—Grace Hazard Conkling. in the Century.

A deed was recorded last Saturday at

cure

complaints.

At the annual meeting of the Liberty
and Belfast Tei. & Tel. Co., the following
officers were, elected: President, L. C.

•lowlton and Miss Hattie KnowlA social
until last Saturday.

cades.

positively

the farm of his

order of the kind he has received.

Lindsey,

c-eting

on

Gripper

shoes.
They not only relieve—but they correct,
and in many instances

father-in-law, Emery O. Pendleton of |
East Belfast, has finished a contract for j
sawed and planed timber to be used in
the frames of airplanes and U. S. ll-boat
Mr. Young is extensively enchasers.
gaged in lumbering but this is the first

Hammons recently injured
.1 while at work for the Penobscot
.eetric Company installing power

.g

Their

Sidney P. Young of Greenville, who
has a summer home

list.
oe

water.

from

opened Tuesday night

lescence from

power
whistle at 6.30 a. m Monday announced
the fact to all interested in the matter.

the first Sunday in Lent will
Easter Sunday will be
17th.

■ re

was

now

wonder-tale of Greece;
I tell him how you sailed away
Like Jason for the Fleece.
To find a glory more than gold
Beside the winding Lys.

High street

on

And

FO
WI
WV^>YL,

I A M L,
F
J/AIX
IN

A

The North Church Guild will meet
next Monday evening with Miss Emeroy
Ginn. Mrs. C. W. Jennys and Mrs.
Bertrand L. Davis will be the assistant
The City Restaurant

Ground

!

|

marching by.

you

see

America’s Great
Emotional Actress

the A. A.

hostesses.

Barrows’ shoe factory in season for them
the factory Monday under
to operate

Belfast.

employed by

the hall, two nights being observed in
that building as heatless. As soon as
normal weather approaches, there is

The Penobscot Bay Electric Co., under
the direction of Mr. A. C. Hopkins, completed installing power in the Leonard &

To

Presents

THURSDAY—Goldwyn

For here alone those hills again
Your little son and I
Are wishing the enchanted trail
Would lead us round the sky
And drop us in a Flanders field

C. Co.

b^

FRED D. JONES

serious

sugar has arrived to
allow two pounds to a family.

Enough

where he will be

Tarratine Tribe of Red Men have been
unable to hold any meetings for the past
reason of the lack of heat in
month

Stock.

Now in

And how the birohes grow

Against the light, and of that day
Only a year ago!

Leroy E. Coombs, who has been employed for some time at the Coe-Mortimer factory,left Wednesday for Searsport

joints, callous places, come
and let us fit you to a pair
of the famous

cold.

a

To-day, Feb. 14th, is St. Valentine’s
day and the children are busy with the
old Saint’s sentiments that are ever new.

fortable Feet,
If you are troubled with
fallen arches, out-growing

of Miller street and Lincolnville

avenue.

finite

j

still

shortage is

coal

The

COLONIAL THEATRE | "tTaadsio

If today you dream of home,
Think of the road we know
Untangling a blue skein of'hills;

Cards will be played.
question.

FRANCE

IN

SOLDIER

Oh,

will meet Feb. 20tb
with Mrs. W. L. West, Franklin street.

Hospital Club

The

tramp, the

now

TO A

very serious operation at the
pital last Monday.

Great Help.
“It isn't the small amount of money
involved, it’s the principle of the thing.”
“Cm.”
“You approve that stand, do you

We offer these bonds at 83 and

I

last year
as

much

as

more now as

then.

to war conditions that the

Couldn’t Be Worse.
Mrs. A.—I don't think their manners
I wonder where
are particularly good.

they have been living?
Mrs. B.—I don’t know, but their

purchase. These bonds sold
high as 99, and they are worth

mend their

not?”
"You bet I do,” declared the attorney.
“It keeps many a lawyer in business."

recom-

It is

prioe

only

due

is 83.

man-

couldn't be any worse if they
had been living at home all their lives
ners

BELFAST, MAINE.

Caught Napping.
Bess—Then her husband’s death was

unexpected?"
June—Yes; it caught her totally
prepared with a possible second.

un-

freedom.

CHURCHES.

THE

Better Yet.
“You

The ladies circle met with Mrs. Jennie

The Congregational church and school
will meet in union service at the Unitarian church. Everybody welcome. The

were

mighty lucky in
not
seeing any
sub marines on

mid-week service will be held this, 'l'hursday, evening at 7.30 o’clock at the home
of Mrs. Hartson Pitcher, Church street,

your trip across.”
“We were that,
and luckier still
that none of them
saw us.”
No Reason To.
“Are you conserving food in youi
house, Mrs. Comeup?”
“Don't have to; nobody in It likes

conserves.”

Punish the Slackers Who
Gain Release Through Crime
Dishonorable discharges from the
have
army, which many officers believe
been seized upon by slackers as the
vehicle of escape from military service, will no longer provide such opportunity, under an order issued by Secthe
retary Baker. For several weeks
the rate
army has been losing men at
They chose to
of 100 to 150 a day.
commit offenses which led to their disIn the future,
honorable discharge.
Secretary Baker ordered, such men
terms of imprisonment with
will

Vose, Feb. 7th.
Hon. D. W. Dodge was in Belfast
>

on

business Feb. 4th.
Thelma Either

was

the guest of

her

j friend, Albert Bryant, Feb. 3rd.
passing
j Mrs. Sweet from Knox, is Maude
Hale.

sevThe Congregational and Unitarian so1
cieties will meet together next Sunday eral weeks with her niece,
morning in the Unitarian church, Rev. i Mrs. Artnur Sampson has returned to
W. T. Hawthorne conducting the devo- her home in Bath and Edna Knowlton
Wilson
E.
tional exercises, Rev. A.
went with her.
preaching, on the subject, “Loyalty to
Mrs. A. M. Small and her mother, Mrs.
Democracy,” a patriotic sermon based on T. P. Williams from Houlton, were in
Lincoln and Washington and the needs
New Hampshire the past week.
of our own times. The united choirs will
Hon. Carter B. Keene from Washingsing. All are cordially welcome.
ton, D. C., was in the village February
He accompanied the body of his
The People’s Methodist Church, Rev. 7th.

Chas. W.Martin,pastor. Parsonage 7 Court
street. Tel. 213-11. Sunday at 10.45 a. m.
preaching: “The Worth of a Man to God.”

mother, Abbie C. Keene for interment.
Mrs. Lucy Bangs has a large dahlia 27
inches tall which has three blossoms and
several buds. She found a bulb in her

Sunday school at 12. Everybody welSunday evening at 7.30, preach- cellar that had been there more than a
ing: “Unseeing Eyes and Unhearing year and set it in a (lower pot and placed
Ears.” This, Thursday, evening at 7.30 it in
a sunny
window and it is growing
prayer meeting; subject, “The Great Capvery fast.
tain.” At People’s Church a cordial welThe Red Cross met with Mrs. Maude
come is extended to all to worship God
The society has sent
with us. The stranger is especially wel- Hale Jan. 30th.
get
another box to the headquarters in Bosare invited
while
in
town
such
and
come
their discharges, and whenever possiChurch their church ton. It contained 15 swea ers, 23 pairs
ble some other form of sentence will to make People’s
of stockings and 4 pairs of mittens. The
home.
be used.
next meeting will be with Miss Bertha
First Baptist Church, Rev. .1. Wilbor Bryant, Feb. 13th.
■
HI < 4 Util 11»»»'» H»l I >'♦+; ;
Richardson, minister; residence No. 1
Mr. Marshall Lawrence, a veteran of
Bits of Wisdom.
This
Northport ave., telephone 212-3.
*
the Civil War and a charter member of
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Good habits of some men are
as expensive as the bad habits

J
\

of others.
necessarily
A woman isn’t
homely because she is unspeak-

<

ably beautiful.

JJ

When a mnn is really in love
he thinks there is but one wornan in the world.
know
Some
people never
when to stop and others never
know when to begin.
The man who marries an orphan can’t blame his troubles
on his wife’s mother.
A wise woman always lets
herself get the worst of an argu-

J|
>

J|
<

those without
with them.

>

and evening. Sunday morning
preaching services at 10.45. Minister’s
topic: “What basis has any man for
believing that he has been converted?
At 12 o’clock m., the Bible school
Classes for all
begins in the vestry.

»

,,

jj

Tea.

Many tons of hay from the Swiss
mountains have been exported to GerThe hay conmany to be used as tea.
sists chiefly of aromatic plants and is
gathered with much difficulty in the
high altitudes. The price paid for this
hay is between $5 and $8 for 100

pounds.

E. H. BOYINGTON,

known.

Naval Reserve officers of the district
directed the work of sending relief
to Vinalhaven and were besieged with
telegrams asking that the ice-breaking steamer be sent with coal from Bath
and Bar Harbdr to replenish the empty
fuel bins there. Help is also needed at
Saddle Back light where naval reservists
The water supply there 44
are stationed.
has given out and the men have been
drinking melted snow.

Eye-Sight Specialist
OF THF

B0YINUT0N OPTICAL GO.,
South Mali Street. Wluterpert. Main
omCC

DATS, MONPAT* AMD TUESDAYS

Four of Mr. Lawrence’s comrades were present and acted
as bearers.
They were Nathan P. Libby,

church, ofliciated.

A cordial welcome for visitors.
ages.
At 6.30, Young People’s meeting in the
vestry. All young people cordially invited

Ruel Berry, Lewis Thompson and Samuel

“Can I repent when I wish or first must
elected?” a sermon for thinkers.
This evening (Thursday) at 7.30 the

-*

be

weekly prayer
as

Fairbanks, the undertaker. Kev. E. E.
Harris, pastor of Freedom Congregational

When his body arrived in FreeMyrick.
| !
dom village many of his old friends
j
formed in line and followed his remains,
! | to a splendid service. Sunday evening carrying the old flag to Pleasant Hill
preaching service at 7.30. Minister’s topic:
cemetery.
jJ
I

ment with an egotist.

Hay Used

Dana B. Carter Post, died at the home of
Ira Libby in Unity village, where he had
boarded for the past two winters. His
funeral was held in the home of Frank

a

| morning

■ >

•

a
cordial welcome to
church home to worship
The sittings are free both

church extends

jj
•

come.

meeting.

These

ser-

Wanted

vices are open to the public and a cordial
Rehearsal of the
invitation is extended.
young people for the coming play will be

Ten

held after this service. Preaching at the
Northport Baptist Church at 2.30 Sunday
afternoon. Mr. and Mrs. P. D. H. Carter

also birch,

wood;
and oak

will render organ and violin music.

dry cord
maple

carloads

logs not l.ss

than

18 inches in diameter at
The

Joy

of Work.

small

Instead of being a curse, work la
man’s greatest blessing.
There Is no
one thing that has ever done so mnch
for humanity that has given so much
happiness, saved so many human beings from despair, and kept so many
from suicide; no one thing that has
called forth so many hidden resources.
developed and strengthened so many
powers of mind nnd body as has work.
—Nautilus.

any

length

from 8 foot and up. Will
pay market
cash.

price, spot

MATHEWS BROS.

]>MU.

Children Cry

j

IJIIBY,

DENTIST,

FOR FLETCHER S

CASTORIA

end,

Masonic
l

Temple,

Belfast, M

nil-

BUST OF ELIHU ROOT

__

Could Not Eat or Sleep
Made Well By PERUNA
William E. Denny; 1023 Park
Ave., Springfield. Ohio, writes:
"I find great pleasure in writing
for what Peyou and thanking you
I
has already done for me.
runa
have been troubled with catarrh for
years, and-jt had affected my head,
that I
throat and stomach,
nose,
could not eat nor sleep with any satisfaction.
I
“I have just taken three bottles.
can eat most anything and am greatly
when
so
that
relieved of nervousness,
I lie down I can sleep without the
I recommend it to all
least trouble.
Those who object to liquid medithose who are sufferers of that dreadcines can procure Peruna Tablets.
ful disease, catarrh.”

Catarrh

Mr.

sjovernment’s

war

aims

are

brought to a head at Brest-Litovsk.
It has been persistently insisted in the
past that the German government only
wanted to protect the empire’s borders,

now

and had no intention of making annexaNo true thinking man can longer

tions.

believe this statement.
“Germany desires annexation of Russian territory.

Faithful to democratic

principles Russia’s socialistic Government has made a proposal that Poles,

Rights

of Labor Restricted.

“It is true that negotiations have been
resumed, but Germany’s population is exposed to great danger no less than that of
If Germany should succeed in a
Russia.
the Russian peopeace of might against
ple this would be fatal to Russia and
Pules, Lithuanians and Letts, but still
The

fatal to ourselves.
more
of a
quence would be a postponement
general peace, new threats and desire for
revenge, increased armaments and intensilied reaction in our country.
Par“This calamity must be avoided.
ties of ihe middle classes are now extiA Reii-distair
This is the
only place where we could attack and explain the danger growing out of annexationistic agitation, l'hanks to a state of
siege our” party and other adherents of
democratic peace have been brutally gagged outside o' the Re chstag. All efforts
to end this suppression have been checkAll the Government’s promises to
ed
mitigate this state of affairs hive been
idle words. < >ur peace meetings are suppressed and w have no means of setting
forth our criticism aiid persistent complaints. Many comrades are prohibited
from speaking.
Anyone making himself disliked is condemned to temporary
imprisonment or placed under the rule of
Militarization
the military authorities.
of factories is being extended and the
right of laborers stes lilv restricted. Examination of houses, persecution by the
police and courts :::nl draconian punishments are the order of the day.
•The policy of might and annexation
Pan-Germans,
assumes venous forms.
the E-therlar.d party and their adherents
Series of
views.
state
their
to
are free
newspapers purchased by industrial leaders attack those government members
not rendering them unlimited support in
i hey threaten that if
annexation plans,
the Government does not conform to
their desire they wul withdraw from
their posts.
Any means of pressure is
employed by them, 'on i irpitz, the
Fatherland parry spokesman, declared
himself satisfied with the conversation
he had with the chancellor concern, ng
the Government’s plans on the eastern
front.

Working

conse-

Masses Want Peace.

“This disclosed clearly what position
the Government takes on question of
policy of might. The Pan-Germans conThey are alsider themselves in power.
lowed all the meetings they ple .se, and
war aims.
of
their
discussion
unhindered
The
Their press writes as it pleases.
Fatherland party is about to open ‘tempest petitions’ in favor of the annexaIf the laboring
tionistic programme.
tion it will probably be taken as approval
of this agitation, or it will be thought
that the masses of the German people
are not yet tired of this terrible war and
are willing to give support to continue
the terrible war on a still greater scale.
Indeed the masses of the people think
and feel differently.
They want the

bloody murder, devastation, sufferings
and hunger brought to early conclusion.
This is only attainable upon a basis of
Until now the only
democratic peace.
adversaries of such a peace have spoken.
They vociferously rule over Government
and the public in Germany.
“Women and men of working classes
have no time to lose. After all past horror and suffering a new and terrible calamity is threatening our people, the
whole of mankind in fact. Only peace
without annexations and compensations
and upon the basis of the people’s self-

determination can save us. Time has
now come to raise a voice favoring such
It is now your turn.
a peace.
“Signed by independent socialists in
the German Reichstag:

“Albrecht, Bernstein, Bock, Brandes,
Buechuer, Cohn, Nordhausen, Dittmann,
Ferdmann, Geyer, Haase, Henke, Herzfeldt, Horn,Sachsen, Huettmann,Jaeckel,
Quenert, Ledebour, Rauter.Ryssel, Simon,
Slolle, Schwartz, Vogtherr, Wurm, Zuvell.

Berlin, January 10, 1918.”

—Portland Pres

Speed
Trousers

if True.

Be

With Him.

A despatch from Washington says that
Postmaster General Burleson is seriously
considering retirement from the Cabinet
in order to enter the race in Texas for
the United States Senate, and it adds:
‘Burleson is known to be thoroughly tired
of departmental service.” It is to be
hoped that these statements are correct,
for Mr. Burleson is certainly no more
“tired of departmental service” than the
country is tired of the kind of departmental service which it has been receiving from the postoffice since long before our entrance into the war.

in Germany.

Paper trousers are now being worn by
a large proportion of the male population
Whole suits for men are
of Germany.
being sold which contain practically no
fabric except paper, but the
Colpaper fabric far exceeds the supply.
lars are now selling in Berlin for nearly
75 cents each and shoe laces of paper
Leather is beyarn are 15 cents a pair.
coming almost unobtainable. Boots with
wooden soles are worn even by the better
class and fully 40 per cent, of the soldiers at the front are wearing wooden
soled boots. The “standard” shoes that
are sold contain only ten per cent leather,
In many cases the uppers are made out off
old ship’s sails, tent awnings and impregnated burlap. Paper for ordinary purthat some
poses has become so scarce
provincial newspapers are using low

demand^for

Personal.

I

L

married Samuel H. Berry of Liberty Oct.
3, 1859. They came to Montville. May
2, 1864, where they lived until the death
Four chilin April 1900.
born to them: Alice B., wife
of Mayo Clement of Ellsworth, Ga^dnei
S., the only son who died in Decembei
1911, aged 49 years, Nettie, who died in

or Mr.
dren

Berry,

were

«Just-as-golid”

health of Children—Experience

engaged elsewhere. Mrs. Berry was a
woman of pleasant personality, a kind
She will be
riend and good -neighbor.
sadly missed in her family and by a large

me

man

said is worth

daughters,

great-grandchildren and one sister, Mrs
Ida Young. The funeral service was
held Monday, Jan. 28ih, Mrs. Nathan
Hunt of Morrill officiating, and the rerilains were taken to the receiving tomb
in Mt. Repose Cemetery, the family

In Use For Over

burial place.
The flowers presented were
pillow from her children and sister, a

a

CLIPPINGS.

grandchildren,

spray of flowers from Mr. and Mrs. C.
F. Thompson of Belfast, cut flo vers

a

cording. Here it is in his
nearly as I can remember:

own

re-

words,

as

“This isn’t

Always Bought

circle of friends who always enjoyed her
hospitable home. She is survived bytwo
eight grandchildren, three

ly

an

that what this

against Experiment.

The Kind You Have

N. B. T.
elderly man the other dav— from Mrs. Eliza Waterhouse.
erect, alert and gravely cheerful—and
we talked of the war,
of the stay-atFOR THE VETERINARY CORPS.
home’s place and part in it. It strikes

I met

has borne the signaThe Kind You Have Always Bought
been made under his
ture of Chas. H. Fletcher, and has
Allow no one
personal supervision for over 30 years.
and
Imitations
Counterfeits,
in
this.
to deceive you
the
and
endanger
but
are
Experiments,

I

November 1878, aged 10 years, and Kitty
M., wife of John W. Tibbetts, with whom
she made her home when n«t actively

basket of flowers from her

Particularly

I

By this time the President ought sureto realize that experience in business is

necessary

in the administrat

on

of busi-

affairs, and that in selecting men
for work he should go to the workshop
and not to the cloister.—Pittsburgh Gazette-Times.
ness

Many Opportunities Ottered in This Branch
of the Service.

Get Results

or

Get Out.

To provide for the organization of veterinary hospitals this branch will reSoldiers and otlicers nave been exccuton; it’s real, a
I
quire at least 2,000 additional men within I ed and cashiered because they broke the
man’s freedom on earth.
We’ve each
Other soldiers and officers
the next few weeks This branch is open military law
got to shoulder our share of the burden
because they were
to men from 16 to 21 and 31 to 40 who have been discharged
and do what we can to strengthen the
defioient.
whose feet
for the draft. The
not
have
registered
Big men in Washington who have worn
Have kept time to the March of the Na- government’s arm. I am doing my little
to the best of my ability, and it makes men enlisted will ^e sent to the training out the seat of their breeches in the swivel
tion,
I don’t feel any camps at Fort Riley, Kansas or to Fort chair should be made to either get results
That have never yet beat a shameful re- me glad and proud.
as if I were on the scrap pile.
longer
The following classes or to get out.
treat,
;
I
Oglethorpe, Ga.
“What is it that I’m doing? I’ll tell
The American people realize the necesBringing National humiliation.
of men are desired: Horse shoers, sad- sity- of a
of
and
mind
it
is
in
no
spirit
big army.
you
you,
toward
Remember—the toe to be kept
They are ready to pay war taxes. They
boasttuiness; it is what thousands ot otn- ; dlers, typists or stenographers, cooks,
the foe,
from the
ers are doing all up and down the land.
pharmacists, farmers, veterinary stu- send their boys to the camps
are
Though bullets and bombs thickly rattle, I am going without certain things these j
stable men four quarters of the republic. They
students,
agricultural
his
dents,
showeth
that
cowardice
his
He
seals,
their part and they demand that
days, things l formerly thought essential ;
horses. doing
to
handling
accustomed
men
do
or
heels
heads
I have !
to my comfort and happiness.
Congress and the administration
In the midst of a fierce bloody battle.
the money to buy these things—though 1 Any7 further information can be obtained their part as well.
And’they must do it, and do it at once.
While for justice and right you shall gal- am far from well elf—but I’m going with- at the U. S. Army Recruiting Station*
Commercial-Appeal.
out them because in so doing it helps the
—Memphis
lantly fight,
Waterville. Me.
government to find at least one modest
The old st^r spangled banner defending,
Not idly we’ll pause, for the glorious market lor its Liberty bonus, its War
Saving Stamps, its Thrift Stamps. By
cause
Our toils and our prayers will be blend- going without 1 can help the Keri Cioss a |
little, the Y. M. C. A. a little, and give a \
ing.
i
little to other needs as they come up.
If united we stand, the day is at hand,
“To do what 1 may in these directions
When glad peace shall return to our bor- I am wearing my last winter’s hat and
ders.
shoes and overcoat, and other articles I
Oh! The deep soulfelt joy of the brave need not specify,
i am walking where 1
soldier boy,
used to ride; 1 am reading about the plays
marching
receives
When for home he
at the theatre instead ol seeing them as 1
orders!
used to—and loved to; 1 am putting but
Dec. 1, 1862.
one scant spoonful ot sugar in my coffee
when it was two heaping ones before; I
am forgetting how a beelsteak tastes; 1
The Missiles That Vi ill Cotint.
am cultivating a
liking for corn meal
With apologies to the Committee on
\ am guarding against waste in the 1
Public Information—but isn't this talk biead;
house as a miser guards against a thief
of bombarding the German lines with
who’ll steal his gold.
I’m living by rule,
speeches of the President child’s play? in
.-hurt, where before 1 used to live by
\V hat this war situation needs is that
in dilation.
And il I look a bit seedy on
every agency of the Government conthe stieet, 1 aou't leel that way by a j
centrate its attention upon the proHim!
paper war we’ve entered
life and death struggle for

a

This bust statue of Elihu Hoot, considered a remarkable likeness of the
former senator from New York, has
been presented to the l’an-American
Union by a group of friends, headed
by Charles H. Sherrill of New York. It
is the work of C. S. Piepro.

30 Years.

Valuable 0 1 From Corn.
The latest by-product from corn developed by a chemist is corn oil. Fvery
bushel of corn .used for starch, corn,
sugar and similar products yi bis one
and one-half pounds of corn oil. which
is extracted from the germ of the kernel. the little triangular part of the
which one sees when eating
corn
This germ is so full of oil
sweet corn.
that its floating properties are used to
separate it from the starch which
makes up the kernel itself, and the
Corn oil is
corn oil is pressed from it.

parent. “Why, I have come to bring her
knitting outfit and chewing gum so she

wholesome, appetizing substitute for
high-priced olive oils when refined, and

would never have
back.”

Unnecessary Fears.
Of

“Do not take her

Glorious Canada.
Canada has been at war three years
and six months. Her population is estimated to be 8,000,000 a little larger by
one million than the New England Slates.
She has sent across the seas so far approximately 400,000 men, of whom 35,1)00 have been buried in Flanders; 35,000
have returned home crippled or physically incapacitated and she is now engaged
in raising another 100,000 for the service
of the British empire.
During these
years Canada has loaned England more
than $500,OuO,000 besides paying tier own
troops and meeting her own expenses in
the war. Outside of the Province of
Quebec there is hardly a family in Canadu which hasn’t some one ol its members across the sea in the trenches and
the greater proportion of these families
mourn tome member who has been either
killed or wounded.

j

antes

Navy.

Twenty million pounds of beans, valued
at between
$2,000,000 and $3,000,000,
Wednesday were ordered commandeered
the
Navy department. The
for use for
order was issued through H. Clay Miller,
Pacific coast member of the division

4

__

That Tough Feeling.
What makes you feel
so
tough?
Well, there is no way of tellng, nowadays. A dentist will say it’s your
teeth; a stomach specialist will say
it’s your digestion; a Christian Scientist will lay it to a defective mental
attitude; an optometrist will find a
cure in double lenses, and a nerve specialists will invalidate you for three
Do
months.
smoke?—Kansas
you
City Star.

of

co-ordination of purchases of the United

The beans |
States food administration.
and
are in San Francisco and Seattle
A Lovely Life.
were sent to this country from Japan
order
first
“Why do so many actresses prefer
the
and Manchuria. It was
commandeering any food supplies on the j the movies to (he speaking stage? It’s
the money I s’pose.”
Pacific coast for the army or navy.
“Not altogether. You know how an
Don’t Build.
actress loves to be photographed."
“Yes.”
An appeal to the public not to build
“In the movies it’s one continual
new homes during the war except when
save
capi- round of lining photographed.”
the need is urgent, in order to
war
!
essential
for
tal, material and labor
enterprises has been issued by Secretary
McAdoo. The secretary explained^that (
the treasury department is observing this
FOR FLETCHER’S
rule by refusing to let contracts for federal buildings except in cases of absolute necessity.

j

Children Cry

CASTORIA

■

temper but the furnace needs fuel

Based On
Cost Per
Tablet

It Saves

9^c.

No advance in pr>e for this 20-yearold remedy 25»J.. 24 tablets—Some
cold tablets now 30c fc.r 21 tablets—
Figured on proportionate cost per
tablet, you save 9^c when you buy
Hill’s—Cures Cold
in 24 hours—grip
in 3 days—Money*
if it fails.
24 Tablet, far 25c.

Pback

At an- Drug Stc?«

excuse

to

stern

come

Notices.

a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, in vacation on the
17th day of January, A. D. 1918.

A certain instrument, purporting to be the
iast will and testament of Juiia M. Giikey, late
of Searsport, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate,
with petition praying that said will be allowed
and that letters testamentary issue to Charles
H. Giikey. one of the executors named therein, without giving bond, in accordance with
the provisions in sain will, W illiam R. Giikey,
the other executor, havit g declined to act

Ordered, That not ce he given to ail persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to he
published three weeks succtively in The Republican journal, a newspaper published at Bel
fast, in said County, that they may appe .r at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within ana

I

for said (' u..ty, on the second Tuesday of
m xt, at ten of the clock before noon
and show cause.if any ti «■> have,why the same
should not be proved.
ppr< veil and allowed
ELLERY LOWuEN, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
('has. E. Johnson, Register.

February

At a Probate Court neiu i««. Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, in vacation, on the
l8th day of January, A, D. 1918.
JOHN H. MONTGOMERY of Bucks; < rt, in
the County of HancoCk, administrator of the
estate of Helen R. Housi >n, late of Belfast, in
.ceased, having presaid County of Waldo
sented a petition pr tying th t the actual marf said decease
ket value of tne prope-ty
ow in his bancs, subject to the payment
thecoilaier.il inhemar ce rfix. ttie persons interested in the Succession thereto and the
amount of the tux thereto may be determined
by the Judge of Probate.
>

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing ;• e py of
this order to be pub -hid three w-.eks sue
cessively

in

The Republican Journal,

a

news-

paper published at Belfast, in said t ounty,
Probate Court, to be
that they may appear at
held at Belfast, within and for said >" unty, on
the 12th day of February, A. L>. 1918. at tei
of the clock before noon,and show c os. if any
they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should not be granted.

a
nine vital stream ot impelling
lorce Hows ou< lrom me into the great
channel of activities at V\ aldington.

1 have a part in them,
i belong! And,
most wonderful or ail, 1 am being paid
tor these retrenchments as 1 go aioug by
the sense that f am a live contributing
iacioi toward the ultimate destruction ot
the devouring German beast.’’
brother, isn’t nitre a lesson in this for |
Our country asks but ;
us—you and me?
little of us at. the present time—a small i
degree oi self-restraint, self-denial, seitconquest, that she may go into battle
tuny armeu and equipped for victory.
Later, she will cail on us for a greater
measure of self-abnegation, of seif-consecration to her holy cause.
Why not—
as our boys in camp are doing now—train
our souls and bodies to the real burdens
they must bear in the day to come? The
first steps are the ones that count; let us
take them now, and those that must
surely follow will not seem half so hard.
And remember, as my friend said, we
siiall have our reward as we go along—
the sense that we are contributing to the
downfall of the unspeakable German
beast.—Thomas Addison of The Vigil-

an

the

At

am,

Submarine Warfare.

Beans for the

f—

He

back,” pleaded

Probate

good deai. I am handsomely clothed with
the sense that I’m repaying in some little
degree tnat generous uid relative of mine
—Lucie bam—lor ins care and protection
ol me through all the years that are past.
“And not one of these small things
that I’m doing out has helped me moralI am a
ly, physically and spiritually
f have a
belter man tor it ail ’round,
zest lor life 1 never knew before, 1 have
a greater pride n; a\s citizenship; 1 have
a greater glory in my Flag
1 reel—ana
here s the point -that, weakling though I

of bombarding the German lines with
death dealing shells.—New York Herald.

Washington, Feb. d. Representative
Miller, who recently visited the battle
front in France, told the House Tuesday
that he believed German submarines are
being destroyed about as rapidly as GetHe praised Vice
many can build them.
Admiral Sims for the methods he had
adopted with American destroyers and
cruiser convoys to combat the submarine
that American shipmenace and urged
ping should be handled by naval oilicers
and not by the shipping board. There
were no Americans in the crews of the
two transports on which he crossed the
Atlantic, he said.
Mr. Miller said during the past 10
months three times as many submarines
have been destroyed as were destroyed
during the previous two and a halt years.

■ m

the eloping couple’s rollerhad no chance against the

young man with tears in his eyes.
“Take her back?” echoed the

_

■

car

old man’s high-powered roadster.
up with them.

it is said to be much cleaner than olive
The scarcity of o'ive oil. due to
oil.
the war. has led to a marked increase
in the use of corn oil in this country
for salad and cooking purposes.
Hitherto most of the corn •;i 1 he< *oneinto
soap manufacture.
Only 15 per cent
of it was refined before the war. and
rather strangely, most
;!».
nt
to Ihirupe for salad oil. while Kuroi,s sold us olive oil at several times
1*
the price.

mmmrnm

a

soon came

a

----

..-

course

skate of

AERIAL VIEW OF DESTROYED GERMAN COMMUNICATION TRENCHES

We Hope He Knows.
The sugar supply in this country is so
State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas County, ss.
much greater than it was last year that
Frank J. Cheney makes oith that he with reasonable conservation there will
is senior partner of the Jirm of F. J.
be no danger of another famine, said
Cheney & Co., doing business in the City George H. Earle, Jr., Philadelphia’s rep1
of Toledo, County and State aforesaid, resentative on the sugar refiners’ comand that said firm will pay the sum of mittee of the food administration, WedONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each nesday. M.r. Earle gave figures to show
and every case of Catarrh that cannot be the production and said the “present
cured by the use of HALL’S CATARRH situation is not really a sugar difficulty,
FRANK J. CHENEY.
MEDICINE.
but chiefly a coal problem, and to a modSworn to before me and subscribed in erate extent a transportation question.”
my presence, this 6th day of December,
To Keep Warm.
A. W. GLEASON,
A. D. 1886.
(Seal)
Notary Public.
to keep the house warm and
“How
Hall’s Catarrh Medicine is taken interstill conserve coal” is a headline over a
nally and acts through the Blood on the feature article in one of the papers
We
Mucous Surfaces of the System. Send
suppose all that is necessary is to think
for testimonials, free.
of Dr. Garfield.—Buffalo Express.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, O.
Thoughts of Dr. Garfield warm the
Sold by all druggists, 75c.

Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

know.

soldiers become rebellious.

Lithuanians and Letts should decide
through free referendum, after troops
wish to grade colored papers.
are withdrawn, whether they
whether
or
State
become an independent
1862 and 1918.
part of either of two countries. ConThe Somersworth <N. H.> Free PressGovernment
German
the
this
to
trary
j prints the following lines, written by
demands that the Russian delegates at
Marv P. Rollins during the Civil War, to
Brest-Litovsk shall acknowledge that illustrate the fact that the present times
from
those countries have already parted
are not unique in our country’s history:
l
Russia and simultaneously* our governThese socks I complete, for the soldier
the
troops
withdraw*
ment refused to
from these districts immediately after
peace conclusion or Russian demobilization.
“This nearly caused the peace negotiations to strand. The Russian Government replied as expected—‘That a decision taken in presence of foreign troops
cannot be regarded as rellecting the true
desire of the population.’

you

The Telegraaf’s frontier correspondent
the Gersayt that the measures taken by
man officials against the strike leaders in
Germany evoked great discontent among
the German soldiers in Flanders. The
correspondent adds that in many cases
the soldiers have incited Belgian laborers
who have been forced by the Germans to
work to go on strike.
Strikes in Germany will fail till the

ALL SORTS
Paper

The

Mrs. Christiana M. Berry, who passec
away at Center Montville Saturday, Jan.
26th, was born in Liberty Feb. 8, 1839]
the daughter of Rev. James Lewis. She

Important

Satisfaction

tory

How dear to this heart is the ker’eene oil
hes ter
Which keeps the room warm when the
coal has run low.
For grinding out heat there is nothing
can beat ’er,
the odor’s not all we con'd w sh
as

Sleep
To My

“To men and women of the labor classes:
We have reached a turning point in his-

OBITUARY.

Though

For Year*
Can Now
Eat and

TO THE TOILERS
OF GERMANY

Blessings On It.

A true copy.

ELI ELY BOW HEN, Judge.
«:
A
Chas. E Johnson, Register,
<

WALDO SS. in
vacation,
1918, Fra k
ary,

■

court ot

Belfast, in

of the estate ot

tor

of Belfast, in said

i.

Probate, hc:d at
day ot Janu-

the 18t.h

v> at<

Lydia

1.

Waterman, late

iving

his first and final account-of
of said estate tor allowance.

presented
istration

Ordered, that notice thereof be given three
weeks successively in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said (. ounty, that all persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 12th
day of February next, and show cause, if any
have, why the said account should not

bombardment b*
This photograph shows a view of destroyed German communication trenches after a successful
a height of sev
from
aerial
observer
a
was
made
This
by
Belgian
and
picture
the Belgian infantry
artillery.

’’a^

they
allowed.
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Electric Heating Pad
""

~
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■

■
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I

A Necessity In Illness I
A Comfort in Health
*

It’s the Electric Hot Water Bag—
Without the Water.
It is the only

means

of

providing

a

really effective “Hot

that maintains a constant, unvarying
Nothing
heat on the parts affected—as long as desired.
want
as
as
hot
to
it—just
you
to fill, nothing
spill—just
as long as you want it. Merely a touch of the switch and

T

e

quickly

yours.

only Hot Application which stays hot
as

as

long

desired.

At Our Stores, Price $7.50.

Penobscot Bay

Electric

A

true

copy.

ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.
Attest:
Chas E.

Johnson. Register.

WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, heid at
Belfast, in vacation, on the 22nd day of JanuRobert F. Punton, executor of the
ary, 1918
will of Aurilla Baker, late of Belfast, in said
County, deceased, having presented his second
and final account of administration of said estate for allowance.

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
successively, in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published in Belfast,.in said
County, that all persons interested may attend
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on
the 12th day of February next, and show
cuse, if any they have, why tne said account
should not be allowed.
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.
weeks

A true copy.
p

Attest:
Chas. E.

Johnson, Register.

WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
vacation, on the 18th day of Januadministraary, 1918, John ii. Montgomery,

Belfast, in
tor

on

the estate of Helen R

Houston, late of

Belfast, in said County, deceased, having resented his first and final account of administration of said estate for allowance.

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
successively, in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published in Belfast, in said
County, that all persons interested may attend
at a Probate Court, to be field at Belfast, on
show
the 12th day of February next, and
:ause, if any they tiave, why the said account
weeks

Application”—one

it's comforting warmth is

admin-

Company

should not be allowed.

ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.
A true copy.

Attest:
Chas. E. Johnson,

Register.

The subADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.
scriber hereby givts notice that he has been
July appointed administrator,, with the will
annexed, of the estate of
ALMIRA H. TASKER, late of Montville,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and giver,
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased
ire desired to present the same for settlement
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately.
FRANK A. CUSHMAN.
Montville, Me., Jan, 8, 1918

ADMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE. The subscriber hereby gives notice that she has been
the estate of
July appointed administratrix of
EDWARD B. BILLINGS, late of Lynn,
Massachusetts, deceased, and given bonds as
the law directs. All persons having demands
deceased are desiragainst the estate of said
ed to present the same for settlement, and alt
indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately to my authorised agent
Fred R Poor, Belfast, Me,
DELPHINE P. N. BILLIN&S
Lynn, Mass., January 18^,9181

AROUSED TO FRENZY OF JOY
Madrid Outdid American
Baseball Fans When Bull Fight With
Popular Matador la Announced.

People of

FRENCH GUNS OF LATEST TYPE

.

>

Madrid Is the greatest bull fighting
city In the world. From her staid professional and intellectual classes down
to the smallest and grimiest urchin
vending newspapers on the streets,
every Madrilleno is a connoisseur of
bulls am] bulj fighters.
Anyone who
thinks that baseball can turn Its devotees Into temporary lunatics on the
a
world’s championship game
should see the people of Madrid when
a
famous matador ts billed to meet
some of the ferocious Miura hulls.
Each of the well-known swordsmen
lias his group of followers, enthusiasts
of
one
as
they are called, any
whom will stake his fortune or his

day of

neck on the prowess of his own particular master as compared to all other
slayers of bulls. On the day of a “corrida” these enthusiasts flock about the
hotel, where their Idols are staying, to
greet them hours before the combat
with cheers amr adulation.
Early in
(lie afternoon (lie streets lending to
the plaza are choked with surging currents of humanity, all moving to a

single goal.
The plaza Itself

Is a great amphithesanded arena for stage.
The arena is surrounded by a thick
brick wall, broken here and there by
tiny doors—one door to the pens,
whence the bulls are loosed, another
for the picadors, uho ride in on decrepit old horses, a third for the heroes of flic day, the swordsmen, who
take tiie money and the glory of the
occasion without running any greater
risk than their humble subordinates.
ater

Newest type of French cannon motgl&d on Aisne canal boats. They are
a both against aircraft and for keeping the enemy patrols from approaclilig the canal.

so piece boxes can be rummaged lor
odd lengths of such things, and excellent
use be found for them.

sons,

Fichus and all sorts of draped neck
finishes are decidedly modish and rightly
managed quite sure to be complimentary

10c. and 15c.
ARE FOR

BALE

IN

BELFAST

their wearer.

to

Verona Clarke.

|

BY

The Service

ESSIE P. CARLP
Who

by special arrangement

BY

has all the

patterns all the time.

:#=N’0 WAITING

TO SEND.

WILLIAM HERSCHELL, IN
DIANAPOLIS NEWS.

Pretty Clothes That Help Cheerfulness.
Sensible Trimness That Serves Use.

And

now

you’ve come, in this frenzied

day,

Journal,]

neatness of appearance, now that'our
diers and sailors set the pace, and the
;d for persiste t cheerfulness is’borne
our
upon us, now that we must cloak
ry

real

a

to

Styles

appearance.
Figured silks
or

Favor Economy.

plaids, whether of silk
cotton ginghams, "trim themselves,”
are

fears,

But hides from the others her unwept
“I am the flag of the wives who wait
For the safe return of a martial mate,
A mate gone forth where the war god
thrives
To save from sacrifice other men's wives.

courage.

Present styles, with their limited defor.materials, help a smart woman
onomize, without any sacrifice of

and

won.

''I am the flag of the Service, Sir;
The flag of his mother—I speak for her
Who stands by my window and waits and
tears.

brave spirit to smile under
and the woman who
r cry condition,
olds up her head and looks trim and
rettv, whatever her work may be, is an

aspiration

window—to speak and

“f am the voice of a soldier-son
Gone to be gone till the victory’s

apprehension.

It takes

a

say:

New York, Feb. 11, 1918. Everyone’s
thoughts turn in the direction of smart

1

IN-

Dear little flag in the window there,
Hung with a tear and a woman's prayer;
Child of Old Glory, born with a star—
Oh, what a beautiful flag you are!

To speak from

[Correspondence

THE

Blue is your star in its field of white,
Dipped in the red that was born of fight; I
Born of the blood that our forbears shed
To raise your mother, the Flag, o’erhead.

Intelligent Planning.

of The

Flag.

easy to

or

‘!I am the flag of the sweethearts true;
The often unthought of—the sisters, too.
I am the flag of a mother’s son
And won’t come down till the victory’s
won!”
Dear little flag in the window there,
Hung with a tear and a woman’s prayer;
Child of Old Glory, born with a star—
Oh, what a wonderful flag you are!

make into modish frocks.

CATARRH
Quickly

by a Pleasant,
ing Antiseptic.

Ended

Germ-Kill-

The little Hyomei inhaler is made of
hard rubber and can easily be carried in
pocket or purse. It will last a lifetime.
Into this inhaler you pour a few drops
pf magical Hyomei.
This is absorbed by the antiseptic
gauze within and now you are ready to
breathe it in over the germ infested membrane where it will speedily begin its
work of killing catarrhal germs. Hyomei
is made of Australian eucalyptol combined with other antiseptics and is very
pleasant to breathe.
It is guaranteed to banish catarrh, j
bronchitis, sore throat, croup, coughs and
colds or money back. It cleans out a
stuffed up head in two minutes.
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co. and drug-

gists everywhere.
Compelte outfit, including inhaler and
one bottle of
Hyomei, costs but little,
while extra bottles, if afterward needed,
may be obtained of any druggist.
8 i;r

KNOX.

8167

McCall

Miss Mildred Webb spent the weekend recently in Pittsfield.
The neighbors got together and cut

Design!

contrast in color of the neck and
sleeve finishes, the buttons, facings and
i he

wood for S. H. Shibles one day recently.
Miss Gertrude Hogan of Thorndike is
caring for Mrs. A. M. Shibles and infant

perhaps the girdle, allow opportunities
for introducing effective touches that son.
Miss Doris Boulter spent the week-end
emphasize lines and make for, the beof
the
Drapings
garment.
comingness
recently with her aunt, Mrs. Hattie Gilare simple and easily accomplished with a chrest.
well selected pattern.
Mrs. Julia Curtis, Miss Addie Cross
and Oakley Giles spent Feb. 3d at B. L.

Children’s Clothes.
Children’s clothes can be made after

a

single model, by varying the trimmings,
so that the work goes quickly and fitting,
that bane of a child’s existence, is almost
altogether avoided.
Many people of ample means follow a
plan of this sort, and often confine each
child’s clothes to a single color, that has
been found practical and becoming. Very
simply cut models are not only easier to

Aborn’s.
Shibles is a firm advocate of
preparedness and thinks it advisable to
be well armed. It is a boy.
Mrs. Rose Brown and Miss Mildred
Wing called on Mrs. Grace Leonard and
Mrs. Etta Wing in Thorndike Jan. 31st.
A.

M.

Aborn went to
Mr. and Mrs. B.
Thorndike the evening of Jan. 29th and
installed the officers of Harvest Moon
L.

usually prettiest and most Grange.
practical to launder and care for. Ginghams and chambrays and crepe finished

make,

but

cottons are all

suitable,

but taste and in-

dividual preference rule in such matters.
Ready niades are often a wise economy of
time and effort.

Embroideries and Lace.
Embroidered muslin trimmings and lace
of all sorts are back in favor and liable
to be very much worn the coming sea-1
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In Use For Over 30 Yearn
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On a sunny day the arena is a riot
of color. Picadors are dressed in yellow, the “cape men,” who turn the bull
wave gayly colored silk robes, the little darts which the banderilleros plant
in the neck of the bull are tipped with
flags, even the mules,who haul out
the debris carry huge Spanish banners
The matador ts
in their headstalls.
the final glory, flaming from head to
foot in a rich satin costume of green
or blue, heavily embroidered with gold.
He carries a flaming red flag to enrage the bull, and before the day has
gone far, the red of the flag is blended
with the red of blood.
Wound Statistics.
Statistics of men wounded in trench
warfare have been published for the
period between January, 1910 and
Seven and eighty-seven
June, 1910.
hundredths per cent of wounded men
Ten and sixdie on the battlefield.
teen-hundredths per cent die later
from their injuries, or 18.03 succumb,
u proportion far less than 25 per cent
estimated mortality which surgeons
drew up when the war began.
Artillery causes 54.74 per cent of
wounds, rifles and revolvers 39.16 per
gas 5.61.
cent., bayonets 0.59 and

Vombs, which have supplanted bayonet work so largely, are classed with
artillery.
Percentages of wounds in the head
21.92 per cent, for the
21.03 per cent, while
wounds in the extremities stajid at
56.4 per cent.
Twenty-three and sixty-two hundredths per cent of the wounds are
classed as serious. 63.01 as medium,
and 13.07 as so slight that the victims can return to the lines immeand neck

are

trunk, they

are

diately.
Snake Stops Water Supply.
Glenville, a hamlet three miles hack
of Tarrytown, was without water Tuesday. Its only supply is obtained from
the Gypsy spring on Gen. Howard CarrolTs estate. The pipe that led from
the spring appeared to be frozen, so
William Van Winkle pulled the pipe
out of the spring and took it home to
thaw it out. There was consternation
in the house when a garter snake started to crawl out of the pipe.
The snake had crawled into the pipe
during the cold snap of Monday night
and hail frozen in there, shutting off
the water supply. When the pipe was
thawed the snake was released and
tried to escape from its storage prison.
Van Winkle caught it and is proudly
exhibiting it in a jar. While this story
has a Winsted flavor it is vouched for

by Van Winkle’s neighbor.
Lepers of Panama.
When the United States government
began to construct the Panama canal it
found seven pitiful lepers In the republic in an isolated and forlorn building. In 1905 it was voted to spend $25,000 for a suitable building for these
outcasts. In April. 1907. a hospital was
opened at Palo Seco and each patient
was given a plot of land on which he
might raise fruits and vegetables, and
be
so
partly self-supporting. The
Episcopal church. In establishing here
the Mission of the Holy Comforter, has
the only
society they ever see except each other.
Now a chapel, a school for the children. an infirmary for the shut-ins and
laundry and gardens for the active
make these lepers feel that they are
being given their chance.—The World

offered these lepers

practically

Outlook.
Exhaust Steam.
More attention than ever before Is
to careful use
of exhaust steam in power plants. It
may be applied to Innumerable .purwater for
poses, such as heating feed
the steam boiler, for mnny washing

being paid this winter

purposes, heating buildings, pasteurizing and sterilizing and the like. A
small investment In additional boiler
room equipment, such as an exhauststeam heater, will effect savings of
several hundred dollars a year in the
coal bill of even a moderate sized pow
er

plant.

SICK WIFE’S STORY
SURPRISES BELFAST
The following has

surprised Belfast:

A

HOME
TOWN
HELPSfe

Nervous
Mothers
'Ifeed
I
If
Should Profit by the Experience
of These Two Women

MEED OF DEFINITE PROGRAM
To Strike at the Essential Rather
Than the Incidental is Object of
Best Commercial Bodies.

I

Buffalo, N. Y.—“I am the mother of four children, and for
nearly three years I suffered from a female trouble with pains
in my back and side, and a general weakness. I had pro-

1

To strike at the essential rather
than the incidental, to get an organic
program and follow it unwaveringly
—that is the object of the directors
and executives of well-organized commercial associations today.
There was a time when citizens of
many communities had a mixture of
right and wrong impressions about the
function of such organizations. They
were right in their recognition of the
need for a central directing force, but
wrong in their assumption that such a
force could be made 100 per cent efficient without intelligent, broad-minded management and a definite, concrete program, declares the Indianapolis Star.
So commercial organizations have
gone through an evolution. The tendency today is to make them indispensable business institutions—just as
necessarj to well-rounded city life as
a public utility or any food or clothing distributor. The tendency is to
make such organizations reflexes of all
other business activity—a guardian of
commercial, social and civic interests.
Citizens in their collective capacity
speak and act effectively through such

fessional attendance most of that time but did not seem to
get well. As a last resort I decided to try Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound which I had seen
advertised in the newspapers, and in two weeks noticed
a marked improvement.
I continued its use and am
now free from pain and able to do all my housework.”— Mrs. B. B. Zielinska, 202 Weiss Street,
Buffalo, N. Y.
so

Portland, Ind.—“I had a displaceme nt and suffered
badly from it at times I could not be on my feet

at all. I was all run down and so weak I could not
do my housework, was nervous and could not he
down at night. I took treatments from a physician
but they did not help me. My Aunt recommended
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound. 1 tried
\ it and now I am strong and well again and do
I my own work and I give Lydia E. Pinkham’s
1 Compound the credit.”—Mrs. Josephine
Kimble, 935 West Race Street, Portland, Ind.

j
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ETDIAE-PINKHAM’S

I

VEGETABLE COMPOUND

|

To The Voters of Waldo

1

|

I

Every Sick Woman Should Try

S

1

LYDIA E.PINKHAM MEDICINE CO. LYNN.MASS.

I
I
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organization.
Large chambers

an

of commerce in
many American cities have achieved
notable results for their localities by
adopting a definite program and sticking to it.
“Every community has its own problems, but there are certain lines of
work that have been found productive
very generally in all American cities,”
said Ernest N. Smith, general secretary of the Indianapolis chamber of
commerce.

“TAe purpose of the well-conducted
modern chamber of commerce is to
establish departments of activity and
undertake programs of civic change
that will operate definitely at every
point to make the city larger or better.”

I

County

I
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WILL BE HELD IN
PERGOLA NOW WIDELY USED
Adds to Beauty of Garden If It Is
Properly Constructed and Effectively Placed.

Comparatively few gardens are now
complete without a pergola of some
kind, though twenty years ago they
almost unknown in America.
They are, however, so useful in giving
variety to the garden, and have so
much decorative value, that they are
were

widely used.
Pergolas need careful construction,
and an effort should be made, before
one, to choose a suitable position for it, since, if a pergola is set
down with no apparent raison d’etre,
it becomes a burden rather than a help
in the garden scheme. It should lead

building

to some defined object—to a summer
house, or a gate, or perhaps to terrace
steps; if it begins and ends for no apparent reason, it is certainly misplaced.
In the gardens of La Mortola near
Bordighera, the pergola leads out to
a wide terrace with a stone balustrade,
while beyond lies the wonderful blue of
the Mediterranean and the gray rocks
of the Italian coast; and this view
gains a double value from being framed
as it were, In a tunnel of greenery.
“Panic Proof” Vies With

Fire Proof.

According to a decision recently
made by Supreme Court Justice Gavegan of New York the state industrial
commission may direct owners of
buildings to make them “panic proof,”
even if they were previously fireproof.
The court said: “The reasonableness
of the commission’s orders depends directly on the question, ‘Is the building
safe from the danger of panic?’ Panic
may result from causes not confined
to a factory building Itself nor afIt
fected by its fireproof character.

'may be caused by smoke alone, or by
fire In a building adjoining or in the
immediate neighborhood, or by a conflagration, or by a hostile attack in
time of war from land, sea or'alr, or
by earthquake, or even by a false
alarm.”
Mad Artist*.
number of eminent artists
have been victims of brain disorder.
Sir Edwin Lnndseer, towards the
close of his life, showed signs of Insanity, while the eccentricities of Turner were quite of the Insane order.
Amongst other eminent artists It
might be mentioned that Sir Thomas
Lawrence suffered from a symptom of
brain disorder; David Wilkie lost
power of attention, and ultimately had
a nervous seizure which made his
speech Incoherent; while Romney suffered so much from the hallucination
that his talent would desert him that
at the height of his fame he thought
of relinquishing his art altogether.

Quite

a

Screening Rear Garden With Trellis.
If your rear garden is too much in
evidence and chickens and laundry are
not very decorative, a pretty white
gate, or even a plain high white trellis
reaching from the side-of the house to
the side fence, will shut oft everything
objectionable. No matter how small
your back garden you will need more
of the white terrlls to make it perfect.

I
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Mainetemrai R. R.

PRESTON’S

BELFAST AND BURNHAM

Livery, Boarding and Transient Stable.

and after Jan. 20.1918. trains connecting
at Bnrnnam and Waterville with through trains
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and

OFF MAIN STREET.
IS SITUATED ON WASHINGTON STREET, JUST
drivers if desired
I have single and douole hitches, buekboards, etc. Careful
61-13.
house,
Your patronage is solicited. Telephone—stable, 235-2;
W. G. PRESTON, Proprietor,
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give opportunity to those desiring to
make a change in location for a new start
in life.
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caused by a disordered stomach and inac- Belfast, arrive.. 9 60
• Flag station.
tive liver, such as sick headache, constie-Stops to leave passengers.
nervous
indigesUnlimited tickets for Boston are now aold e*
pation, sour stomach,
of 16.86 from BelfeaL
tion, fermentation of food, palpitation
M. L. HARRIS.
in
the
stomach.
General Passenger Ageu..
the heart caused by gases
C.
DOUGLASS,
D.
August Flower is a gentle laxative, reguGeneral M answer, Portland Maine.
lates digestion both in stomach and in-

Undeveloped Water Power

Baniror.

JWYertising Pays

Unlimited Raw Material

BETTER

AND

THAN

August

business man’s wife suffered from dyspepsia and constipation for years. Although she dieted she was so bloated her
clothes would not fit. ONE SPOONFUL
buckthorn bark, glycerine, etc., as mixed
in Adler-i-ka relieved her INSTANTLY.
Because Adleri-ka empties BOTH large
and small intestines it relieves ANY testines, cleans and sweetens the stomach
CASE constipation, sour stomach or gas and alimentary canal, stimulates the liver
and prevents appendicitis. It has QUICKthe bile and impurities from
EST action of anything we ever sold. to secrete
the blood. Sold by W. O. Poor & Son.
The Old Corner Drug Store Co.
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I
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Good Farming Land

EVER

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.

15c

a copy
At Your Nowodoalor

Communications regarding locations
invited and will receive attentions
when addressed to any agent of the
MAINE CENTRAL, or to

Yearly Subscription $1 .SO
Send for oar new free catalog of mechanical books
Popular Mechanics Magazine
O

North MIchIzan Avanuo, Chlcazo

are

|

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU
MAINE

Try it Today

CENTRAL

IPORTLAND.

RAILROAD,

MAINE.
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[A POWERFUL
and
feel

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

searspqrt!

Miss Esther Ellis, daughter of Mr. and 1
Mrs. Simeon F. Ellis, left last Friday for
E. Wins- 1
a visit with Mr. and Mrs. Harry

in the
Valentine’s Day will be observed
lower school grades Thursday.

a

every other field killed

__

District Supt Frederick Palladino
church.
recent visitor at the M. E.

was

So a Phoenix Pioneer Could Do Nothing Less Than Set Up as a
Painter and Decorator.

sluggish
tired and indifferent,

When

you

nervous,

you have the. first symptoms

visiting

*
Miss Olive Foster, after a
has estabSupt. Edward E. Roderick
confinement to the house by a severe
lished his family in Belfast and taken up
cold, was able to resume her place in the
district.
his duties in the joint school
telephone office Monday afternoon.
at
The ice breaker Favorite arrived
Mr. Leonard Lafurley, only son of Mr.
at
morning
Wednesday
Point
Mack’s
R. Lafurley, after a two-weeks’
Maitland
Ruth and cut
8.30, docked the steamer
illness from a serious cold., was able to be
out the waiting barges.
at his usual place in his father’s grocery
held in
The usual church services were
store on Saturday last.
in spite of
both vestries on Sunday, and
Mrs. M. J. Goodere of Brownville ar- to replenish your blood power,
attendthe heavy storm of Saturday the
rived Feb. 5th, to attend the annual mid- enliven its circulation and bring
ance was good.
winter dinner of the Current Events Club I back the snap and elasticity of
week
l)r. S. L. Fairchild returned last
Scott*s Emulsion
at The Stockton the following day, re- good health.
Mrs. Fairand resumed his practice.
the guest of Mrs. R. L. Mudgett
with the correct
maining
Nature
| supplies
for the
child and son Jay will remain
until Thursday.
which is better
building-food
present in Pennsylvania.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Foster are in rethan any drugs, pills or
William
Mrs. William Kerr and son,
of frequent letters from their son,
alcoholic mixtures.
ceipt
Kerr in Bristol,
his new
Jr., have joined Mr.
The Norwegian cod liver oil in
Mr. Earl, who writes of liking
home.
their
make
will
Scott** Emulsion is now refined in our
a new
Conn., where they
position in Clarksville, Arizona,
own American laboratories which
munition
a
in
Mr. Kerr has employment
and palatable.
town of about the same populamakes it

seorrs
EMULSION

mining

factory.

tion

A.
Levi Trundy, son of Mr. and Mrs.
dental
his
has
completed
E. Trundy,
at Tufts College and while wait-

as

Thursday,

his home.
ing his call will practice at
Dr. Trundy enlisted in December.
a
Ephraim S. Cyphers has accepted
Co.
position with the International Paper

weather

It is hoped

Patterson.

Bowne.Bloomfield.N.J.

Scott &

The Ladies’ Aid Society of the Universalist parish will be entertained this,
afternoon, by Mrs. Frank A.

course

residents of more than a generation
Mr. Snodgrass recalls them all
He reand has asked about them.
members landmarks that long since
have disappeared and were forgotten
by those who had become familiar
with the buildings that had taken their

and

empt It.
Mr. Patrick
civil engineer.

Mrs.

Louise G.

n

10

Mrs. Coleman and Mrs. Richards

Guessing Contest,
Piano

little fellow

can

year ago.
his wife more than
and change which he has enjoyed in his
native town have proved highly beneficial
to his impaired health.

lend his money to

Uncle Sam.

February has added almost daily

con-

tributions to the sum total of snow. The
back roads are filled level with the fence
Many owners of woodlots are now
tops.

The village schools were not in session
Monday afternoon, the Supt. of Schools,
Mr. C. A. Snow with his wife, the High

reach them. Even along the : School Assistant and Mrs. Nettie M.
teams cannot safely pass
Fayle, teacher of the Intermediate, atThrough tending the funeral at Sandypoint of Miss
without careful calculation.
the late teacher at the
town only the tops of the hydrants are in

unable

feed our Allies
And our own brave soldier-boys;
Our hearts are always with them,
In their dangers and few joys.

And so we will conserve in all our ways;
We will have simple place-cards and no

its eleventh afghan. These are
used for covering the soldiers’ cots in the
hospitals abroad, which are often called
ambulances. Can any branch in this vi-

gomery ofBucksport. He was at one time
proprietor of the Searsport Drug Store
and is

a

frequent visitor in

upon

town.

The rapid promotions of Melvin B.
Thompson show that ability is recognized and appreciated in the U. S. Navy.
Mr. Thompson left Searsport early in
July and enlisted as 3d class fireman.
On reaching Boston he was one of thirty
selected for Naval Provost Guard. After
serving for three months in this capacity, he was transferred to the training
smii,

a.

a.

un®.

anoruy

airer

nis

cinity outstrip that record?
M. Ames has been
man

That only simple program

the U.

S.
Va.

was

*

transferred to

A few weeks

on

lowing excellent

the

Navy life. Mr Thompson is the grandson of Mrs. Celia Snow
of Stockton. He was born and educated
over

in Boston.
The Friday meetings of the Red Cross
were of unusual interest.
In response to
the request that all gauze workers make
effort to keep the dressings free
from lint many wash dresses and aprons
every

worn.
Hooks were provided for
garments in the clipping room. An afghan
The
was displayed and greatly admired.
center was formed by an American flag,
I2lyl8 inches, knit by Mrs. A. E. Trundy.
A
This is the fifth afghan completed.
letter from Boston headquarters complimented’past shipments and requested that
in future only white clippings be used
for comfort pillows. The covers are also
to be of white material, experience having shown that colored cottons “run”
when wet. A local appeal is therefore
made for a quantity of white cloth for the
comfort and ring pillows. Unless this
material is provided it will be impossible
to continue making these needed supplies. Following the announcement that

were

the funds were low it was voted to hold a
series of card parties in the Red Cross
Rooms. February 12th was set for the
date of the first and Mrs. C. N. Meyers,
Mrs. A. B. Pendleton and Miss Margaret
Pendleton volunteered to act as hostesses.

evening was devoted to picking
oakum. Twenty-seven were present.
The

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

menu was

served:

Tomato Soup
Mashed Potatoes
Roast Chicken
Turnip
Onions
Salad
Relishes
Assorted Crackers
Ice Cream
Coffee
Bread and Butter
Salted Nuts
Olives
Peppermints

U. S. S. Ozama raised his rating to 3d
assistant engineer.
Naturally he is enthusiastic

call,

Since

our brave boys have
wholly answered it—
Have given their youth, their strength,
their lives—their all!

At the close of the program a vote of
was given to the president and
vice president and the dinner and pro-

thanks

gram committees for their efficient services; to all those assisting in the pro-

The

!

!

were

place-cards bore tiny flags
red, white and blue

tied with

and
rib-

bons (This being the color scheme of the
decorations) and inside were found witty
conundrums which afforded much merriment before the serving of the dinner.

the excellent dinner served and the warm
condition of the house, which called forth
the jocose addition of a vote of thanks to
“the
the

who roasted the chicken and

one

one

who roasted us!”

The hour for

__

LIBERTY.
Roger Brown is ill with pneumonia.
John William Lassell died

OBITUARY.

at his home in Searsmont Jan. 22nd after
short illness.

74 years and 4
days old and had made his home for the
past thirty-five years with his aunt, Mrs.

a

He

Susan Andrews.

mont, the
Julia
mourn

was

He

born in Sears-

was

of William Hayden and
Lassell, and leaves to

son

Thomas

their loss four sisters and
He

brothers.

was

his last illness by Mrs. Andrews and his
cousin, Della Lassell.
The Red Cross made the following arti-

during the month of January: 33
pairs service socks, 1 pair wristlets, 1
helmet, 10 sweaters, 1620 4x4 compresses,

cles

center of the long table was ornamented with a basket containing small

22

pine branches in which nestled gayly
colored pictured vegetables, on the backs
of which were entertaining anecdotes,
read by the lady drawing each particular

All are asked to send food

vegetable, after the close of the meal.
was a

very amusing

conception,

en-

Stomach Misery.
Get Rid of That Sourness, Gas and

Indigestion.

two

tenderly cared for in

The

Tins

The next supper and
entertainment will be Monday, Feb. 18th.
wash cloths.

Don’t be

a

“slacker.”

or

money.

The branch is

meeting Tuesdays and Fridays for
on
the compresses.
Mary Kent
Dovey of Boston was present at the last
meeting and gave a short talk on the
need for such work and commended the

now

work

branch for

the amount of work

done

During January contributions of money
were received from the following: John
Sukeforth, Mrs. Geo. McLain, Ira Davis,
Miss Madge Walker and Miss Katherine
Walker.

When your stomach is out of order or
down, your food doesn’t digest. It
ferments in your stomach and forms gas
which causes sourness, heartburn, foul
breath, pain at pit of stomach and many
other miserable symptoms.
Mi-o-na stomach tablets will give joyThe following clubbing offers are only toi
ful relief in five minutes; if taken reguto 1 he Journal paid one yeai
larly for two weeks they will turn your subscriptions
flabby, sour, tired out stomach into a in advance:
sweet, energetic, perfect working one.
$2.00
The Journal and Farm and Home,
You can’t be very strong and vigorous
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine, 2.25
if your food only half digests. Your apWoman’s Magazine, 2.35
petite will go and nausea, dizziness, bil- The Journal and
The publications included in our
iousness, nervousness, sick headache and
constipation will follow.
dubbing offer may be sent to difMi-o-na stomach tablets are small and
ferent
addresses.
easy to swallow and are guaranteed to
Send in your subscription now.
banish indigestion and any or all of the
above symptoms or money back. For
REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO.,
sale by A. A. Howes & Co. and all leadrun

UBlG HUES

ing druggists.

!

;

ilmin

It cj

etroot

flllfl

American Proves Grit.
When an American is told that anything is impossible his impulse is to
try to do it Without delay. For this
will he astonished,no
one
reason
though everyone will he interested, in
the story of a member of the American Aviation corps in France who was
disciplined by having his machine taken away from him temporarily beused it in looping the
cause lie had
loop—a dangerous evolution, on account of its peril forbidden to be attempted in this machine. While, “well
up in tlie blue,” the aviator had started to perform the feat and made five
graceful loops in descending to the
ground. His commanding officer closed his reprimand by asking. “Why did.
you do it?” and the aviator replied, “A
Frenchman told me it could not he,
done.” It was not unnatural that this
explanation made a favorable impres-,
sion on the officer, and that he related
It with admiration in proof of the fine
spirit of tlie fellows the United States
is sending across 1 lie Atlantic to hold
up Uncle Sam's end of the world war.
—Milwaukee Wisconsin.

Belfast, Maine.

Provide

Bread

u-mlrlimr

Fred F. Palmer
on

ingenious.
At the suggestion of M. Dumanots,
naval engineer, they cut the carcass
apart with oxy-acetylene torches; the
pieces of framework were carried hy
men to a nearby road, where a
heavy
steam road roller was sent over them
to crush them flat. Thus the bulk was
reduced hy four-fifths, and the metal
most aluminum—was carted away
a

to the foundry.

Uncomplimentary Allusion.
“Looking at the writing on that tetyou have lust addressed and posted reminds me that you huve one asset
:he kaiser brags about.”
*
“What is that?”
'i 1
“A mailed fist.”

ter

BELFAST PRICE

The following has surprised Belfast: A
business man’s wife suffered from dysAlpepsia and constipation for years
though she dieted she was so bloated her

clothes would not fit.

ONE SPOONFUL

buckthorn bark, glycerine, etc., as mixed
in Adler-i-ka relieved her INSTANTLY.
Because Adleri-ka empties BOTH large

and small intestines it relieves ANY
CASE constipation, sour stomach or gas
and prevents appendicitis. It has QUICKEST action of anything we ever sold.
The Old Corner Drug Store Co.

J

Shop

A

Company

was

in Belfast Saturday

...

not

yet in her usual health.

J

still continues to pile up, I
The
in
the mail boxes by the roadside being
danger of total eclipse.
snow

Miss Carolyn Durham, who was at
home for a short time, has returned to
her duties in the hospital at Portland.

j{

Saturday evening, Feb. loth.
Clarence Dickey recently enlisted in
the aviation branch of tae regular army,
and having taken the oath of service, is
In the
now awaiting the call to training.
meantime he continues teaching in Somexcellent exevery particular and was
in
upon it by the officer

amination

in

congratulated
charge.

Flour,
H. G.

Lard,

any

none

time,

too

no

sum

home

from

Medlield,
j

Rowell

16*1
1
3
1 1

10! Rye Meal,

15 ''hurts,
24 Sugar,
12 00a 13 23 Salt, T. I.,
3 25 Sweet Potatoes,
31 Wheat Meal,

J
i
1
<
{

14 |
l1

O'

J
In Thomaston, Feb. 2, to ;
COATES.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Coates, a daughter.
j

has

!

In Bangor, Feb. !), by
CHUTE-COLBY.
Rev. A. A. Smith, William Elwin Chute
of East Holden and Miss Nellie May Colby of Bucksport.
In Lagrange, Jan.
Dunham-Cates.
30, by Re v. La Forest Robinson, Herbert
Dunham of Searsport and Miss Harriet
Cates of South Lagrange,
in Morrill,
Mehuren-Mc Kinney.
Feb. 9, by Rev. Nathan Hunt, William E.
Mehuren of Montville and Miss Maude
C. McKinney of Searsmont.
ROBBINS-MOONEY. In Bucksport, Jan.
26, by Rev. S. C. Eaton, Sherman W
Robbins of Bluehill and Miss Frances H.
Mooney of Bucksport.
In Belfast, Feb. fi,
THOMAS-WILLEY.
by Rev. Wilbor Richardson, at his residence, Leroy Harold Thomas and* Miss
Vernie Willey, both of Belfast.

Burbank Taylor of Freedon, is at C. B.
Cushman’s.
Leola

.i
>

Personally appeared

.he above named C
made oath ihat the allegati
contained in the above libel by her signed ;true, before me, this sixth uay of Februai
A. D. 1918.

B, Tear and

[L. s.]

STATE OF MAINE,
Waldo, ss.
Tl. s.J

| school
j

with her mother.

Harry Murray is in Lowell, Mass.,
where he has employment.
mother, Mrs. Linnie Rollins, recently.
Mr.

and Mrs.

S. R.

Cole entertained

their children from Waterville over Sun-

day.
Mrs. Lucetta Hunt who has been

con-

fined to the house with the grip, is able
to be out.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Johnson of Rhode
Island are passing theil vacation with
their uncle, Eugene Stewart.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORI A

Springfield Fire & Marine Insurance
Springfield, Massachusetts.
Assets December

Agents’ balance-..
Interests and rents
All other assets..
Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

I_

STATE OF MAINE

!
j

AL1J0. ss.

Taken this twenty-fifth day of Januar
1918, on execution dated January 7, 1918, issue
judgment rendered by the Supreme Ju
dicial C -urt fer the County of Waldo ar.
State of Maine, at the term thereof begun

on a

>

|

j

! 343.

|

300,000 (0
2,628.670 00
7,766,606 00
1.060,104 41
l,5ll,<88 66
101,333 f4

ALBERT B. PAYSON,
Deputy Sheriff,

3w7

LOST
Deposit Book
Company,

Trust

29.876 86

I\c.

1439 issued by Waldo

Belfast.

Finder will pleasi

return same to

13,397.329 46
173,296 12

Admitted assets.$13,224,033 34
Liabilities December 319 1917.
817,123 31
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums.. 7,226.190 16
166.000 00
All other liabilities.
Cash capital. 2,600,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 2.626,719 88

W

and held on the first Tuesday of January, A
D. 1918, to wit; on the third day of Januar
1918, tn favor of Wilmot L. Gray of Troy,
said County of Waldo, against Harry E. Ke
ney of Burnham, in said County of Wald‘
for one hundred seventy-one dollars, debt
damage, and twenty and 53 100 dollars, cosi.
of suit, and will be sold at public auction a
the postoffice at Burnham Junction, in sa
Burnham, on the eighth day of March, 1918, ai
nine o’clock in the forenoon, to the highes;
bidder, the following described realestau am
all the right, title and interest which the sa^
Harry E Kenney has and had in and unto th
same on the sixteenth dav of February, 1917
at ten o’clock and forty-five minutes in thforenoon, the time when the same was attach
ed on the original writ in the same suit, to wit
a certain lot or parcel of land with the build
ings thereon, situated in said Burnham, an
being the same premises described in a dee>
from Charles E Libby to said Harry E. Ken
•ney, dated June 16, 1909. recorded in Wald
Registry of Deeds, Book 307, Page 344, also
certain other lot or parcel of land situated ii
said Burnham and being the same premise
described in a deed from Chanes E, Libby *
Harry E. Kenney, dated June 16 1909. record
ed in Waldo Registry of Deeds. Book 307, Pag-

Co. of

31, 1917.

Real estate. .’• $
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and* bank

Supreme Judicial Court,
in Vacation.

Belfast, February 12, A. D, 191."
Upon the annexed libel, it is ordered by u
the undersigned, a Justice ot said Court, tr.
notice be given to the libelee by publishing
attested copy of the same, or an ab^tra
thereof, together with this order there*
three weeks successively in The Republic
Journal, a newspaper printed at Belfast,
the County of W aldo, the last publication
be thirty days at least before the next term
said Court, to be holden at Belfast, within ai
for said County, on the third Tuesday of Apr.
next, that he may then and there appear
said Court and answer thereto, if he see tit
WARREN C. PHILBROOK.
Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
A true copy of this libel and order of Cou
thereon.
3w7
Attest: GEO I. KEATING. Cierk

DIED

In Belfast, Feb. 8,
CUNNINGHAM.
in Searsmont.
Mrs. Susan B. Cunningham, aged 74
F. A. Luce and Mrs. Harden Erskine I
years, tt months and 12 days.
CLARK.. InThomaston, Feb, 5, Nathan
were in Belfast Saturday.
F. Clark, aged 77 years, 8 months and 25
Mrs. Loren W. Howard and little daughdays.
ter has returned home from Waldo.
CURTIS. In Rockland, Feb. 7, James
M. Curtis, aged 51 years and I months.
W.
at
F.
arrived
A carrier pigeon
In Belfast, Feb. 7, John G.
Farr.
Tobey’s last week. It was nearly fam- Farr, aged 78 years.
is
a
numbered
It
bore
20,
ished.
tag
f'OY. In the Boston City Hospital, Feb.
bronze in color, and shows no fear of 7, Mrs. |Vida M. Foy of Montville, aged
35 years.
people.
In Sandypoint, Feb. 8,
IlARRIMAN.
The death of Mrs. Willis N. Foy last Miss Agnes M. Harriman, aged 21 years
Thursday in the Boston City Hospital and 10 months.
Lassell. In Searsmont, Jan. 22, John
was a severe shock to her relatives and
William Lassell, aged 74 years and 4 days.
friends. Mr. and Mrs. Foy were employed
In Garden, City, Mo.,
LEADBETIER.
in an institution in Medlield, Mass. Ty- Jan. 15, E. G. Leadbetter, a native of
phoid developed there and Mrs. Foy was North Haven, aged 72 years and 5 months.
McCaslin. In Verona, Feb. 2, Charles
vaccinated with anti typhoid serum. I
I McCaslin, aged 59 years.
she
was
and
Blood poisoning developed,
In Castine, Ian. 30, Mrs.
McEwen.
taken to Boston for treatment, but to no Lillian L. McEwen, aged 84 years and 8
Besides her bereaved husband, i months.
avail.
!
SMALL. In Bucksport, Jan. 13, Mrs.
she leaves her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mary Small, aged 84 years and 8 months.
Charles H. Clement, a son, Norman C. jI
In North Belfast, Eeh. 9,
SNYDER.
Jones, and a brother, E. O. Clement of Eliza Harvey Snyder, aged 27 years, 2
Pittsfield.
The funeral was from her months and 9 days.
Thomas. In Belfast, Feb. 8, Mrs. Mary
father’s residence, Monday afternoon.
E. Thomas, aged 73 years
Vaughan. In Belfast, Feb. 10, Amanda
UNITY.
I., wife of Rev. William Vaughan, aged
61 years.
WEBBER. In Belfast, Feb. 7, Mrs. Kate
James Pillsbury lost a cow last week.
I
1. Webber, aged 38 years and 6 months.
Miss Laura Hunt spent the week-end

GEO I. KEATING.
Clerk of Courts

her

resumed

to the said Aithur W.
Tear of Clar
mont, N. H., at Winterport, in the
County
Waldo and State of Maine, on the tw*-r.second day of October. A I).
1915. by Rev
J. Lockhart, a minister of the G.
spel duly
thorized to solemn ze
marriages; that th<
lived together as husband and wife in the S(,i
of Maine until October.
1916; that since >
marriage one child has been horn to them.
wit, Gcldie E., 6 months old, that since sa
marriage your libelant has conducted hers
u,wari|B her said husband as a
faithful, chatand affectionate wife; yet the said Arthur
Tear, wholly unmindful of his marriage vov.,and duty, since said
marriage has contract
gross and confirmed habits of intoxication ar
has wantonlyjfland
Willfully neglected to prvide suitable food and shelter for
your lib*
ant and child, ai
though having sufficient ab
so
to
do.
ity
Libelant avers that the residence of sa,
libelee is not known t« her and cannot e as
certatned by reasonable diligence,
W herefore your libelant
prays that she
tie decreed a divorce from the
bonds of ni.it:
rauny now existing between her ai d the s.
Arthur W. Tear and that she
may be given t
care and
custody of their minor child. Gob
E. Tear.
Dated at Belfast. Me., this sixth
day of Fe
ruary, A. D. 1918,
CLARA B. TEAK
__

!

!

Mass.

Mrs.

1 1

I

I
is

Seed,

22«28 Lime.
18*22 Oat Meal,
2 19 Onions,
2 04 Oil, kerosene.
2 04 Pollock,
32 Pork,
3 15i Plaster,

MAKKlhl)

I
j

large.

CEMEk MONIVILLE.
Foy

married

j

!

gratefully
being too

—

Ralph

H. TEAR <»f
Sandypoint, in tr.County of Waldo and State of Maine,
spectfully libels and gives this Hom.ra;
Court to be informed; that she was law;
^

an

Contributions will be

received at
j small
and

teen:

MARKET.

RETAIL

PRICE.

...

/''LARA

BORN

This will be for the purpose of obtaining
money for the purchase of materials, lack
i
of which is seriously hampering the work
here.

To the Honorable Justice of the
Supremo
dieial Court next to he holden at
Belfa
within and for the
County of Waldo, on
third Tuesday of April, in the
year of
Lord one thousand nin
hundred and ei*

|

Cranbe: rie^.
j ('lover seed,

The Monroe branch of the Red Cross
is preparing an entertainment to be given
—weather permitting—at an early date.

|
j

COU NT Y|O F Vv A LI) O, SS.

I

32jScraw,

RETAIL

STATE OF MAINE

1

PAID

MARKET.

Beef, Corned,
Butter Salt.
Corn,
Cracked Coro,
Corn Meal,
Cheese,
Cotton Seed,
Codfish, dry,

Word has been received from San An-

tonio, Texas, that Lieut. Victor Durham,
who has been seriously ill with pneumonia, is improving.
The proposed Lincoln meeting at the
having been postponed because
grange,
j
of the weather, will be held if possible

erville, Mass. He passed

CURRENT.

PRODUCFR.
12 01
Apples,per bbl,2 00a 300 Hay.
7
\Hides,
dried, per lb.,
8 50 Lamb,
2.
Beans, pea.
9 00 Lamb Skins, l.£0u2.0<
Beans, Y. E.,
}
40i45 Mutton.
Butter.
9!
I2al3 Oats, 32 lb.,
Beef, sides,
12 Potatoes,
1 6<
Beef, forequarters,
00 Round Hog,
2\
Barley, bu,
8 (M
Cheese,
26a3l ,
Chicken,
25,Turkey,
34 Tallow,
Lalf Skins,
16a 11 5
20; Veal,
Duck,
7i
58 Wool, unwashed,
Eggs,
7(1' I
22.
Wood.
hard.
Fo-vl,
18. Wood, soft,
5 01 ,
Geese,
PRODUCE

business.

Robert Rollins of Belfast visited his

SICK WIFE’S STORY
SURPRISES BELFAST

Our Nearest Electric

at

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.

ill
Mrs. Theo Dickey, who was quite
last week, is now much better, though

cently received In

Crushed Zeppelin Under Road Roller.
When the French began to take to
pieces the skeleton of the gigantic Zeppelin that fell on the hills near the
banks of the Buech they found it an
almost inextricable tangle of metal.
The way they went to work was most

Today

Electric

Bay

of
Mrs. Gay Jarvis has been the guest
Watson
her parents, Dr. and Mrs. W.

imritotinn

this country by
frlemls of the bride and bridegroom.
The latter were members of two
wealthy families in Stockholm, and
the handsomely engraved missive tucltided an invitation to a banquet at
one of the finest hotels In the Swedish
capital. It was in a notation at the
bottom page that the hand of war
manifested itself, in these words:
“Please bring your bread cards." This
meant that well-to-do hosts at a wedding could not provide their guests
in
restricted
bread
with
except
amounts and in the manner prescribed
b.v law.—Popular Mechanics Magazine.

1

A

MONROE.

Cards.

In such sorely pressed neutral countries as Sweden the war has resulted
In rich and poor alike being subjected to many restrictions heretofore unAn illustration of this—not
known.
without its humorous aspect—is found
C!,i-,..l;..l.

A 1

cellar stairs, etc.

QflW

Job I got.”

Must

j

i

seemed to he represented except that
of painting and decorating and I:
claimed that vacant field by right of
discovery. So 1 stuck out a shingle,
though I had never before held a paint
The ornamentabrush in my hand.
tion of that leveling rod was the first

Guests

A I
A
A

Z I

Penobscot

the signs of blacksmiths, carpenters,
doctors, lawyers and about everything
else.
All
professions and trades

gram, and to the proprietor and wife,
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest R. McLaughlin, for

to Mrs. Ames.
The annual dinner of the Current
Events Club proved to be the most enjoyable social event of the season, given
The folat The Stockton on Feb. 6th.

N. Training Station at NorThree months later he was

folk,
again transferred.

If only we may do our little “hit,”
We’ve answered then, in part, to duty’s

be sent to her home. Be sure that these
are washed and sterilized before sending

about firing and his rating
raised to 1st class fireman. After three
the Ohio lie

are

or
new
old, (including home-going approaching, the ladies enpurpose,
sweaters, skirts, scarfs, etc., which after thusiastically declared this to be a day
being thoroughly cleansed can be ravelled long to be remembered in the annals of
and used for the afghan squares) should the Club.

anything

on

efficient chair-

very

in this department, and all wool for

cards

ours.

this

training started he was told by the officer
in charge that he could not teacli him

weeks

a

Mrs. Albert

committee shall have highest

our

praise,

to

shore road

Agnes Harriman,
Lewder Brook school, who passed away
sight.
on
the night of Feb. Hth from tonsilitis,
Frank E. Harding of Brewer, one of
followed by a mastoid abscess. The young
the three fatally injured passengers on
was but twenty-three years of age
the Caribou train wrecked near Houlton, lady
our village extends deepest sympathy
and
Feb. 6th, was well known in Searsport
to the bereaved parents, Mr. and Mrs.
and his wife, (Agnes Ward,) wras before
Frank Harriman and two sisters in this
Grammar
in
the
her marriage a teacher
loss.
Among those to suffer from irreparable
grades.
Stockton Red Cross is already at work
bruises and shock was John H. Mont-

flowers;

And

:

by Company

Duett,

Mrs. Coleman and Mrs. Richards
Agnes Harriman, an operation for a masAmerica,
by Company
toid abscess being performed, but the
The program leaflets contained the
affected
had
evidently
blood
poisoning
following verses, written by Miss Harriet
American people must “think ships, talk
the brain and she gradually sank into a D. Hichborn at
request of the committee,
ships—build a bridge of ships to Pershstupor from which she never rallied.
’7
by way of explanation of the retrenchWhy not think seriously?
ing.
has
Mr. Frank P. R. Patterson, who
ments in all directions:
the
Here are three good reasons why
been the guest of his parents, Capt. and
CONSERVATION.
their
penny
kiddies should throw away
Mrs. Frank A. Patterson, since early last We all are
patriotic
banks and buy thrift stamps: Mother
of his
And we’re every one conserving!
summer, is at present the guest
cannot use them to make change with
father-in-law, Mr. Rexford, of New Bed- Our zeal is not exotic
Since the cause is all-deserving.
the meat man. They go on interest when
of
ford, Mass., his home until the decease
the card is full. It is a big thing that
The rest We needs must
a
even a

«.»vrl

j

J•

—

~

m

town last week in consultation with Dr.
G. A. Stevens upon the case of Miss

the birthplace of
Searsport yards
merchant
some of the finest ships in the
fleet of thirty years ago. Gen. Pershing
has cabled that to win the fight the
were

nr>

i
A
AM

With this wonderful lamp you instantly get “Hy” light or
“Lo” light, or no light at all, by a touch of the string.
Use it in halls, bedrooms, bathrooms, sick room, dining room,

Get Yours

“Well,” said Patrick, “what In the
devil induced you to hold yourself out
to the public as a painter? Why didn’t
you advertise as a minister of the
gospel or the czar of Russia?”
“I’ll teli you,” replied Bicknell, “I
was broke.
I had just landed in town,
on the tail of a freight wagon, without
I'
I had to do something.
a penny.
nmnt

j

The Hylo “Lo” will show the way
The Hylo “Hy” is bright as day.

Years afterward Patrick and Bicknell met in a saloon In Wickenburg
and in talking over old times both became quite frank and outspoken.
Patrick,
asked
“You
remember.”
“that leveling rod you painted for me?”
Bicknell remembered it very well.

„.v

j

was

Hopkins,
Pres., Mrs. Lillias S. Emery, Vice Pres.,
Miss Alice Hichborn, Treas., Mrs. Clara
M. Colcord, Sec., Mrs. Carrie A. Gardner, first one Bicknell
had ever seen.
Mrs. Abbie Treat, Mrs. Josephine Ger- Though Mr. Patrick had paid $5 for
rish, Mrs. Agnes Wardwell, MVs. Ada the decoration, he made no complaint,
Griffin, Mrs. Blanche Staples, Miss Mary but repainted it himself after a fashHichborn, Mrs. Ada May Hopkins, Mrs. ion, so it would do.

travelling may allow the gathering of an
equally large number as that present last
week.
to take
in Groton, N. H., and left town
Last week Mrs. John Hall brought to
Mrs. Cyphers will
up his duties there.
the President of the Red Cross branch in
future.
the first
join her husband in the near
town, Mrs. Everett Staples,
of
a hospital cot, havfor
cover
The promised weekly shipments
patchwork
A rumor
do Jennie Staples, Mrs. Grace Spaulding,
sugar have failed to materialize.
ing learned that the soldiers in France
Miss
Harriet
Hichborn, Mrs. Leila
station
the
colored
at
the
that a barrel had arrived
not like the white coverlets,
Thompson, Mrs. Alice May Hichborn,
afcheerful.
more
Friday gave F. E. Whitcomb a busy
being
Mrs. Kate Parker, Mrs. Kate Farris, Mrs.
houseternoon and disappointed many
Because of continued ill health, Miss Ada
Mudgett, Mrs. Elizabeth Goodere,
the
wives.
Leora Partridge felt obliged to resign
Mrs. Mary Day, Mrs. Bertha Avery, Mrs.
of
Events
Ciub,
presidency of the Current
Tuesday, Feb. 5th, the coldest day
Gladys Richards, Mrs. Estelle Crosby,
sealed the and the Vice-President, Mrs. Louise G.
the coldest winter on record,
Mrs. Amy Coleman, Mrs. Vettie Trundy
Favorfill
the
to
vacancy,
breaker
selected
ice
Hopkins wras
channel made by the
and Mrs. Marian Fletcher.
After the
made
Mrs. Lillias S. Emery being chosen as serving of the coffee, the ladies left the
ite. On Monday an attempt was
Point Vice at a recent meeting.
to dynamite the ice around Macks
diningroom for the large room adjoining
r.—
to move a discharged steamer.
Mr. Percy Baker of Fort Fairfield ar- iirf.om dm
Donald W. Vaughan received news rived last Saturday for a week’s visit pared by the committee, was enjoyed:
moth- with his little son Richard, boarding with Piano Solo,
Mrs. Coleman
Sunday of the sudden death of his
belfast.
of
Mrs. Gardner
his maternal grandmother, Mrs. Susie M. Tribute to Washington,
Vaughan
er, Mrs. William
1
/-II_
A
Tribute to Lincoln,
Mrs. Fletcher
be recover- rveiiueu. ini.
Mrs. Vaughan was thought to
Vocal Solo,
Mrs. Farris
had drafted men and thinks it probable that
Mrs. Crosby
ing from a long illness and plans
Reading,
thebeneservice.
into
the
called
for
be
W7est
soon
he may
Miss Mary Hichborn
been made to take her
Pantomine,
Vocal Duett,
lit of a complete change.
Dr. E. D. Tapley of Belfast was in
w

The Hylo Lamp (Mazda 90c.) cam actually save you 4 solid dollars in 1500 hours’ burning because when turned “Lo” you
have enough light to see by yet. the electricity consumed is
”
only 5 watts as against 40 watts when ‘Hy.

then, as now, a
His leveling rod had
seen rough times and needed painting.
About that time P. C. Bicknell
appeared on the scene and advertised
He
himself as a decorative painter.
undertook to paint the rod. When Mr.
Patrick received it hack he had a leveling rod- unlike any other in existence.
He felt sure that that was the

17-16

Electricity

Here is how you can do it and actually get at the same time
and comfort than you
more practical Electric Service, safety
ever had before.

The coining of Mr. Snodgrass has
revived many incidents connected with
the lives of the old-timers. H. R. Patrick. of course, was here then, having
completed the excavation of the Grand
canyon.
Having nothing else to do.
he was awaiting on the site of Phoenix
and
for civilization
come
preto

gendering the best of humor among the
following members grouped around the
festal board:

worth of

places.

pure

Belfast, Maine.

90c. AND SAVE $400

Phil Snodgrass, a former resident. Is
Phoenix and refreshing the
memories of Ihe few old-timers who
remain, the Arizona Republican states.
Most of them had forgotten the names
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We wish to thank our friends for their
sympathy and kindness in our late bereavement and for the beautiful flowers

Total liabilities and surplus.$18,224,088 34 sent to the funeral.
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